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I

Het verschijnsel in piezoelectrische material en dat de verliezen die in hepaalde excitatie tuestanden

optreden, la^er zijn d.in de verliestanj;enten van ieder dcr betrokken materiaalcoefficienten, kan niet

worden toepeschreven a;in "winst", die wordt veroorzaakt door de negatieve nirt-diaRonaal eletcenten,

zoals door Holland en EerNisse wordt verondersteld.

Ref.: R.W. Holland, E.P. EerNisse. Design of Resonant Piezoelectric Devices. M.I.T. Monographs

M. I.T. Press, C.-tmbridRe, Massachusetts, p 41.

De veronderstell ing van Fukada, dat de piezoelectrische verliezen (tc • ... = d"/d') ReliiU ni in nan de
piezo

son van d« dieLectxische eti elabtibche verliezen, als deze onderlinp onaf liankel i jk zijn, vordt niet Re-

staafd door de in hoofdstuk 2.5 van dit proefschrift ontwikkelde theorie. Deze levert dat de piezoelec-

trische verliezen afwezig zijn bij onafhankelijke dielectrische en elastische verliezen. Als de laatste

wel afhankelijk zijn blijkt dat niet de relatie van Fukada geldt, doch de relatie

... ' T" E"
d = > L s

Ref.: I-. 1'ukada, M. Date, K. Hara. Temperature Depcndenrc of Comnlex Piezoelectric Modulus of Knod.

Jnp. J. Appl. Phys. ft {1969)151.

Vnor dynamisclie toepassingen van het piezoelectrisch effect is de betekenis van een bovenindex S of T

bij de dielectrische constante r (L S, C T ) en D en E bij de clasticiteitscoefficient s (s , s ) onvol-

doende vastfiele;;d. De niet-eenduidisheid die hierdoor ontstnat Reeft aanleidinf! tot verkeerde inter-

pretatius van muetresultaten.

Ref.: Jit proefschrift p. 137.

D.A. Berlincourt, D.R. Curran, H. Jaffe, Piezoelectric and PieKomapnetic Materials and their Func-

tion in Transducers. In: Physical Acoustics, Vol. 1, part A, od. K.P. Mason, Ac.-.demic Press, New

York, 1974.

Bij het ineten van het piezoelectrisch effect volRens de Gain-Eandwidth ^leihode moeten buiten resoTiatitie

twee meetpunten Rekozen worden. Bij het vaststellen van een criterium vo^r de bepaling van de meetpunten

.;. en u,_ in deze raethode is wellichc ten onrechte verondersteld dat er een onifiekeerd evenredip verband
1 - -pii

is tussen de complexe piezocoefficient d en de elastische en dielectrische verliescoefficienten c en

s . UitRaand van de in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde veTliezentheorie kan p.esteld worden dat er fceen sig

nificante aanwijzinRen zijn te vinden op prond waarvan een derselijk verband t^ verwachten valt, un dat



derhnlve di t cri terium moet worden vervangen door een andcr:

he hockirequvnties UJ. en u} moeten xod.inifi ftekozen worden dat do r e l a t i c w rautueli' onersu-dic

b i j deze frequenLies j u i s t maxima.il i s . Voor een rinRVorraifte resonator j*eldt dam

'- = "'rcs

' • 2 " , i l k

terwijl voor nndt*rt< resonatorvo-.;en dit een Roede benaderinn is.

Hef,: R.W. Holland IEEE TransactionH on Sonics and Ultrasonics SU-17 (1970)123.

Bij een p.esrhikte verhoudlnp, van de raateriaalooefficienten blijkr het mopcJijk om in een pla^tresonacor

een ei^entoestand met maxirnnle eisenkoppelfactor aan te slaan.

Ku.r.: Dit procfichrift p. 125.

VI

Op Rrond van een causale redenering mag verwacht worden dat een piczoelectrische eipentoestand met kop-

pelfactor k=0, samenvalt met de elastische eifientoestand die behoort bij een minimale elastische ver-

vormbaarheid.

Ref,: Dit proefschrift p. 135

VII

Het vermoeden is Rewetti^d dat heC belariR van piezaelectrische po]yuieren voor de electrotechnische in-

dustrie in de toekorast zal toenemen. Het is derhaive zinvol om na te gaan of en op weIke wijze de eigen-

schappen en toepassinj*en van deze tnatprialen onderwerp van studie kunnen zijn voor nedewerkers en stu-

denten van de T.H.T,

De veel Rehruikte manier on een njiratelijk cob'rdinatenstelsel te tekenen (>— en z-as onderlins loodreclit

in h°t vlak van tekening, x-as "schuin naar voren") heeft een ernstij- nadeel , dat vooral in het cog

springt bij het schetsen van lichamen meL rotatiesymnetrie on de (verticals) z-as. De tekeninsen zijn

dan 5f fout) of Verwron^en (affien vervormd) >*". Het verdient aanbevelin>; om een C-»rtcsiscli coordinaten-

stelsel te tekenen zoals men het waarneerat wanneor men uit het oneindiRe naar do oorsprong kijkt.

Ref. :

)' T. Apostol, Calculus IT p 305, 4)8

L.n. Landau, E.H. Lifschitz, Mecanics p. 1 JO.



H. Goldstein, Classical Mechanics, p 107

M. Spiegel, Advanced Calculus, p 215

P. Moon, D.E. Spencer, Field theory for engineers, p 237

L.P. Eisenhart, A Treatise on the Differential Geometry of Curves and Surfaces, p 52

) 2 B. Meulenbelt, W.K. Baart, Analyse voor propedeutische examens, deel 2, p 54, 90, 109, 159, 165,

170

J.M.H. Olmsted, Advanced Calculus p 360.

IX

Ondernemingen die autobussen laten rijden over bochtige, hobbelige wegen zouden of deze moeten uitrus-

ten met afsluitbare bagagenetten, of aan de passagier voor de duur van de rit valhelmen moeten uitrijfcen.

Het verdient aanbeveling om studenten al tijdens hun studie op de hoogte te brengen van een aantal ver-

schillende raachtsstructuren zoals ze die in hun toekomstige verkkringen zi^len kunnen ontmoeten, en hen

in aanraking te brengen net enige onafhankelijke roechanismen die zulke structuren doen ontstaan en in

brand houden.

XI

Naast een training in logisch, formeel en analytisch denken, zoals die aan universiteiten en hogescholen

genoten kan worrfen, zou ook een stimulering en ontwikkeling van associatieve, creatieve en intultieve

hersenactiviteiten als complement op de eerstgenoemde, een grote waarde kunnen hebben. Ala onderdeel van

b.v. het technisch onderwijs zou een dergelijke scholing het vermogen tot innoveren kunnen vergroten.

Het verdient overweging om te onderzoeken welke elementen in zo'n scholing bet sterkst vertegenwoordigd

moeten zijn, hoe deze elementen in de studie zouden moeten worden ingepast, en waar deze in onze maat-

schappij voorhanden zijn.

XII

De waarneming van zwensners in de branding van een stormachtige zee, n.l. dat het water onverwacht warm

aanvoelt, kan worden verklaard nit het feit dat van de energie die in de golven is opgeslagen, een deel

in de branding wordt gedissipeerd en omgezet in warmte.

XIII

De cosmetische en de voedsel Industrie zijn medeschuldig aan het sterko teruglopen van het aantal nog

levende reuzenhaaien (Selache Maximum), door respectievelijk de levers en de vinnen van deze haaien op

te kopen. Dit is des te schrijnender daar de overige delen van het haaielichaam worden teruggesleept

naar zee.

Ref.: Mr John Keaveney, beroepshaaievisser, Achill Island, Co. Mayo, Ieru



XIV

Niet alleen in het maatschappelijk verkeer, maar ook in de oragang tussen personen die met elkaar intiei

betrekkingen onderhouden, spelen macbtaspecten een »cer belan^rijke rol. Kennis van en inzicht in dez<

aspecten, die roogeltjk belangrijker zijn dan andere, zijn derhalve wellicht onmisbare gereedschappen

voor betrokkenen indien zij een verhoging van hun welbevinden nastreven.

Ref.: Prof. Dr. M. Mulder. Omgaan net macht, Elsevier, Amaterdan, 1976

A.H, Maslow. Dominantie. Kerngeschriften over dominantie, eigonwaarde en zelfverVerkelijkinR,

Leraniscaat. Rotterdam, 1977.

Dr. J.W.M. van Ussel. Afscheid van de seacualiteit. Tntiraiteit. Van Loghum Slaterus, Deventer,

1974,1975.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 A short history of piezoelectricity

The voluntary generation by man of electricity dates back to

the Greek Thales of Miletus {]}, who according to legend rubbed a

piece of amber he just had found, and noticed that it attracted

small pieces of hair, straw, and even iron or copper, if the pieces

were small enough. For a long tine this had been the only way to

create electricity, but this was superceded, when Theophrastus

(315 B.C.) {2} described the phenomenon, now known as pyroelectric-

ity, in a stone called lyngourion. Although it is not clear, it is

supposed that Theophrastus ment the substance with the contemporary

name of tourmaline. Heating this substance by the sun had the same

effect as rubbing. Investigations of the properties of pyroelectric

stones have continued until today {2a}, and in fact, it was in a

study on the symmetries of crystals that it was* concluded that

pressure exerted on these pyroelectric stones could lead to elec-

tricity being produced, even without heating. This was discovered

by Pierre and Paul-Jacques Curie (1880) {3}. Contrary to the dis-

covery of pyroelectricity {4}, wich was by chance., piezoelectricity

{5} was predicted by theoretical investigations. Again from thermo-

dynamical considerations the inverse piezoelectric effect was pre-

dicted the same year by Lippmann {6}, and the brothers Curie showed

experimentally that for quartz the coefficient of the direct effect

equaled that for the inverse effect.

The first one to apply piezoelectricity technically was

Langevin {7}. He studied the possibility of the detection by means

of transducers made of quartz and steel, of the underwater sound waves

emitted by submarines. This led to the construction of the Rochelle-Salt

resonator by Cady {8} (1918), a discovery with very useful appli-

cations in electronics and related techniques. It is far beyond the



scope of this chapter to mention the various kinds of employment of

piezoelectric resonators as the field of their practical use is too

wide and varied. Here we will only mention some of the areas, with-

out the ambition nor the claim of completeness. Piezoelectric

resonators are used as filters in h.f. electronic devices, as

transducers in microphones, gramophone pick-ups, sonar acoustic

transmitters, aerosol products, ultrasonic cleaning apparatus. More

sophisticated applications are found in medicine {9} where ultra-

sonic detection methods are employed to investigate the presence of

tumors and abcesses, but also to determine the position and orien-

tation of a foetus in the abdomen, the presence and position of

foreign bodies, to measure the velocity of the blood, etc. The

piezoelectric properties of bones {10} are used in various ways to

cure bone fractures (see also the chapter on de occurrence of

piezoelectricity in nature).

Two more aspects of piezoelectricity should be mentioned,

namely energy trapping and acoustic amplification. The first was

already suggested in 1951 by Mortley {ll}, but ignored till 1963

when Shockley et al rediscovered this phenomenon {12}, while the

latter effect was found by Hutson, with the theoretical explanation

being given by White {13} (1961).

Energy trapping finds its roots in the existence of modes of

vibration with an imaginary propagation wave vector, which gives

rise to waves that are unable to carry energy in a certain direction

(or mode). For the explanation of the observations, references are

often made to the analogy with the optical effect of total internal

reflection {14} at the surface between two media with different

indices of refraction, or to a similar effect in electromagnetic

waveguides{15}. The phenomenon of elastic surface waves (Surface

Acoustic Waves) is an other important member of the family of modes

with an imaginary wave vector {15a}. These modes are excited at the

surface of piezoelectric materials by means of so-called interdigi-

tal transducers. This type of modes is widely investigated in

various devices, among which may be mentioned acoustic h.f. filters,



delay lines, acoustic waveguides, etc.

Acoustic amplification is found in piezoelectric semiconduc-

tors, such as CdS, where it arises in the interaction between

lattice waves (phonons) and free charge carriers. If an external

electric field is applied, the charge carries may obtain a drift

velocity equal to, or larger than the propagation velocity of sound.

The charge carriers interfere with the (for them immobile) lattice

distortions, and are able to build up large charge density vari-

ations in the rhythm of the lattice wave.s. These charges manifest

themselves as large oscillations in the d.c. current. The amplifi-

cation depends on the length of the sample, but may be in the order

of several percent per acoustic wavelength {16}.

1.1.2 Ooaurrenae of Piezoeleotrioity in Nature

(A small digression into other areas will now be discussed.

Reading of this chapter is not necessary to understand other chap-

ters.)

Crystalline substances belong to one of the 7 crystal

classes: triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic;, tetragonal, trigonal,

hexagonal and isometric. (Nomenclature in conformity with {14}).

Each of these crystal classes is subdivided into groups, giving a

number of 32 point groups, with certain symmetry properties with

respect to a point. From these 32 point groups, 20 are piezoelectric.

To these belong "technical" materials as discussed in many papers,

but also such everyday materials like quartz-sand and sugar.

Not only these well-known crystals show piezoelectric behav-

viour, it is also found in many organic materials. We must first

mention the polymeric materials. Piezoelectricity in polymers has

been reported by many authors, of which references {15} to {32}

have the words piezoelectric and poly.... in the title of a paper.

Three mechanisms are described {33}

A. Intrinsic piezoelectricity due to internal strain; a typical

example is uniaxially oriented film of ct-helical polypeptide



B. Intrinsic piezoelectricity due to strain and temperature

dependence of a spontaneous polarization; a typical example

is polyvinylidene fluoride. (PVDF)

C. Piezo and pyroelectricity due to heterogeneity of the film,

and embedded charges. This mechanism has no typical example,

but may be present in polymers together with other mechanisms.

Among the polymers that have been investigated, polyethylene,

polyvinyl chloride and polyvinylidene fluoride, should be men-

'y. tioned.

|;. The highest reported coupling factor is 0.205 in stretched

•- ' and polarized polyvinylidene fluoride {25}. A review of measurements,

;/ methods, and theoretical work is given by Wada and Hayakawa {33}.

An other area of occurrence of piezoelectricity is found in

biological materials or systems. Firstly, many authors show the

piezoelectric effect in amino acids and proteins {35 ..., 45},

while a large number of amino acids have been investigated by

Fukada {37} and Vasilescu et al.

\X* The main and oldest subject of study has been poly-Y-methyl-

*i L-glutamate, of which the d., coefficient is half the d.. of quartz.

\- A lot of papers describes the piezoelectric properties of wood, and

| cellulose or cellulosetriacetate {46 - 50}, wheat {51}, chitin

• (of crab shells) {52}, keratin of cowhorns {53}, chicken feathers

| {54}, mollusc chells {55}, bloodvessel walls{56}, muscle {57},

I tendon {58}, cartilage {59}, collagen {60}, {6l}, teeth {62}, {63},

I {64}. By far the most studied subject is bone. Bone is not only

piezoelectric, but also growth of bone is found in the presence of j

electrical potentials or currents {72 - 82}. It may be supposed j

that biological systems, growing in the presence of forces, like
j

gravity, will show a polar axis, in a certain relation with the ->j
forces. Such systems may behave like piezoelectrics, although none J

of the materials of which they are composed could be easily |

interpreted as piezoelectric. f
1



1.2 Definitions and nomenclature

Throughout this thesis we will continue to use the matrix

notation of the piezoelectric effect. For those who are familair

with tensor notation the relations between the coefficients in

matrix and tensor notation is given in this chapter. According to

{85} the relations in tensor form read:

s i jk l Tkl + d i j« Em

dnkl T k l + E n m Em

Tkl ' c i jk l

E —h • .m "mij

" \ l n Dn
S.. + &S D

IJ um n

(1.1)

(1.2)

• t.i

Tkl * c i j k l S kl " eklm Em

D - e . . S . . + e s En m j IJ nm m

(1.3)

s i j k l Tkl + g ijm Dm

T kl + 3mn Dn

(1.4)

;..: i

Here the Einstein convention of repeated subscripts is used.

In these tensor equations the following symbols are (impli-

citly) used.

Ui particle displacement

notation of coordinates

3U. 3U.

Xj
strain tensor

Em "

stress tensor

electric potential

- 5*_ - electric field

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)



fe".

E,6
Sijkl

E,a
ijkl

T, a or 8
inn

,a or
dnjk

entropy (1.11)

absolute temperature (1.12)

as..
(-.-/J), ,. Isothermal compliance tensor
3T E - const.

9 - const, at constant electric field. (1.13)

)„ . Adiabatic compliance tensor
E - const. v

a - const, at constant electric field. (1.15)

(3E~) T - const. A d i a b a t i c o r isothermal per-

a or 8 = const, mittivity at constant stress. (1.15)

3D
,__n_.
3T., E = const.
o or 6 • const.

3E 7T « const.
o or 6 m const.

Adiabatic or isothermal

piezoelectric tensor. (1.16)

!

If s , e or d is written without specification of the thermal

conditions (adiabatic or isothermal) adiabatic conditions are

always assumed.

The abbreviated notation employs the symmetry of S.. and T,.,

with respect to exchanging the subscripts, S.. - S.. and 1.. « T 1 V,

enabling a new subscript to run from 1 to 6 according to the fol-

lowing scheme:

11 +
2 2 •*

3 3 •+

1
2

3

23 -
13 -

12 -

32 -
31 -

21 -

• 4

• 5

• 6

The shear stress and strain quantities are multiplied by a factor

two



II
T
22

2T

2T

2T

23

13

12

(1.17)

and similar for S.

In these chapters we are concerned only with piezoelectric

ceramics. Poled ceramics have an infinite - fold axis, but are

usually referred to as having a six-fold axis. The scheme of the

non vanishing material coefficients for ceramics is identical to

the one with C, (Schoenflies) or 6mm (Hermann-Maugin) symmetry.
DV

This scheme is given in pictorial form below.

o-oo

%
X

o-oo

%
o

o

The matrix is symmetric and the bars between dots mean that the

elements represented by the joined dots are equal.
p

The 6x6 matrix in the upper left corner stands for s .

•n si2

0 0 0

S33

0 0 O 0 Sj5 O

O s66J

(1.18)

The cross in the (6,6) place of the diagram indicates



f •

66 H It

The 3x6 lower left and the 6x3 upper right matrix represent

d and the transposed matrix d .

0 0 O 0 d[5 O

O O O d]5 0 O

d31 d3| d33 o o o

The matrix in the lower right corner is equivalent to e .

IT „ ,

(1.19)

O z\

O O 6

(1.20)

We can describe the piezoelectric effect in the so-called consti-

stuent relations. In matrix form they read:

sE d
d e

T
E

(1.21)

These equations may be inverted to render S and D as independent

variables:

T
K

cD -hj
S

S
D (1.22)

We may also use mixed variables, one intensive and one extensive:

which can be inverted to give:

(1.23)

(1.24)



A large number of relations between the coefficients of (1.21 to
T-l

1.24) is presented here, where a notation 6 stands for the m -
T

verse matrix of 6

(sE, d, eT) - f(sD, g, 3T) (1.25)

E E-l
s • c

(sE, d, eT) - f(cE, e, eS) (1.26)

(3S -

d - (3S (sE, d, sT) - f(cD, h, eS) (1.27)

g - (eS
 +ec

E" 1e t)e cE"] (sD, g, 3T) • f(cE, e , e
S ) (1.28)

3T - 3S -

D E
s - s

.t T-l .
d e d

(sD, g, 6T) - f<cD, h, 3S) (1.29)

(sD, g, 3T) - f(sE, d, eT) (1.30

cE - sE~'

(cE, e, eS) - f(sE, d, eT) (1.31)



E , Dc = (s

(cE, e. eS) = f(sD, g, 3T) (1.32)

E
c •

e =

E
S =

D
c

3s"

3S"

'h

1

(cE, e, eS) - f(cD, (1.33)

D , E ,t T-1..-1c = (s -d e d)

(cD, h, (3S) - f(sE, d, eT) (1.

S T-l T-l,, E ,t I-l,,-!.tMg = e +e d(s -d e d) d e

Dc =

h -

3 S -

D
c *

h -

,,S

D-1
s

D-1

3 T
 +

c E
 +

£ e

S-1

D-1 tgs g

t S-1
e e e

(cD, h, 3S) - f(sD, g, eT) (1.35)

<cD, h, 3S) - f( cE, e, eS) (1.36)

Scalars, vectors and matrices are distinguished by writing arrows

above the characters. Two arrows indicate a matrix, one arrow

represents a vector and no arrows is a scalar. When errors are very

improbable because it is obvious what is meant, arrows are discarded

in order to improve the legibility.

1.3 About the oonoepts of eigenstate space

'1 In this thesis the spatial dependence of two scalars is

investigated. These scalars, the coupling factor and the loss factor,

are often met in studies on piezoelectricity.

10



Extrema of these scalars are calculated and the corresponding

directions in the nine dimensional space of the elastic forces and

electric fields are computed. This applies not only to fully poled

ceramics, but also to ceramics with a lower degree of polarization.

To a certain extent the choice of the coupling and loss factors is

arbitrary. Here, our choice was induced by the work of Holland and

Eernisse. We can expand the usefulness of the concept of eigen-

state spaces by studying other important scalars also frequently

encountered* For example,we can consider the temperature

dependence of resonance frequencies of oscillatory devices, or the

efficiency and its temperature dependence of transducers, or the

.temperature dependence of loss, and so on.

All these scalars are suitable for the formalise developed

here and it is certainly worth while investigating their

eigenstatespace properties.

11



CHAPTER TWO

LOSSES IN PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS

2.1 Introduction

The excitation of a material by electric fields or elastic

§( forces is usually accompanied by the generation of heat. If the

i; forces are applied as a succession of quasistatic changes of state,

f • the system remains in equilibrium, and no entropy is produced.

f; However if the changes follow each other quickly the sys>tii!i is no

j linger in equilibrium which now results in the production of entropy.

i If the system is adiabatically insulated, no entropy flow across

I the outer walls is possible and the entropy produced will remain

V inside the system. If we prevent the system performing work on its

f. surroundings, the increase of the internal energy due to the entropy

t production will manifest itself as an increase of temperature. The

r'r. amount of energy associated with the entropy produced is called

|j "dissipated" energy. If the system achieves a perfect heat-exchange

k contact with its surroundings, the heat produced will flow away.

h Nevertheless, as we have produced entropy, we still have dissipated

energy. In technical parlance the dissipation of energy is called

"loss of energy", or simply "loss".

In this chapter we shall discuss the physical background of

loss, its formal description, and how we can use material coefficients

like susceptibilities to describe the relation between canonical

variables and to determine the dissipation of energy.

First of all our attention is directed towards stochastic

variations of a state variable, which give rise to loss components

in material coefficients.

Next we treat the situation in which a perfect material may

have an internal degree of freedom which presents itself as an

imaginary part of the susceptibility.

Then we will consider the loss matrix in relation to the

12



susceptibility matrix and attempt to give an answer to questions

about extrema of loss and about the directions of the forces

associated with these extrema.

We will terminate this chapter with a discussion on the

phenomenon of the so-called eigenstates with zero loss.

We shall now commence with a formal description of an ideal

material, without irregularities but with stochastical variations

of the state variables.

2.2 Losses in ideal crystals

Piezoelecticity is found as one of the electrical proporties

of crystals. As far as the electric behaviour is concerned we may

classify them as:

piezoelectric non pyroelectric non ferroelectric e.g. quartz

piezoelectric pyroelectric non ferroelectric e.g. CdS

piezoelectric pyroelectric ferroeelectric e.g. BaTiO.

It is a well established fact that thermally induced polarization

fluctuations are present in pyroelectric and ferroelectric materials.

Detailed calculations of these fluctuations are given by Burgess on

the basis of a thermodynamic treatment {87}. He shows that first-

order phase transitions are not accompanied by critical fluctuations,

but that second-order phase transition should certainly have anom-

alous fluctuations. Other autors use a model of polar molecules to

evaluate the noise at the electrodes of a capacitor containing a

polar material {88}. These theoretical predictions inspired some

authors to verify them experimentally. Their results are somewhat

confusing because instead of finding critical fluctuations in ma-

terials exhibiting a second-order phase transition, they concluded

that these materials do show fluctuations, but no critical ones at

the phase transitions. On the other hand, critical fluctuations are

found in e.g. bariumtitanate, which shows a first-order phase tran-

sition, contrary to Burgess predictions

13
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Several authors report measurements of fluctuations in TGS {89 to

92} and Rochelle salt {93} which show a second-order phase Transi-

tion. In later papers the polarization fluctuations are attributed

to excitations of optical phonons {94} and {95}, and are studied in

bariumtitanate and dicalciumstrontium propionate. These polarization

fluctuations may show a low-frequency macroscopic behavior in the

case of mode softening in a ferroelectric {96}.

As ferroelectrics of the perovskite structure not only show

a spontanous polarization, but also a spontaneous deformation, which

is expressed in the change of the c/a ratio at the phase transition,

we may assume that not only polarization fluctuations are present,

but also deformation fluctuations. These may be attributed to

excitations of acoustic phonons. The deformation and polarization

fluctuations which are probably piezoelectrically related, result

in complex material coefficients. Let us combine the dielectric

displacement D and the elastic deformations S in a generalized

deformation vector F » (Sj, S2> S 3 > S^, Sj, S6> D(, T>2, D3>, which

then shows spontaneous fluctuations. In a stationary state there is

a distribution function f representing the joint probability of

finding the vector F in the ranges (F., F. + dF.), (F., F, + dF_),

.... (Fm, Fffl + dFm) at times tj, t^.., t^ respectively, which is

invariant for time shifts':

f(F ,t ;F ,t,;...;F ,t ) - f(F ,t +T,F ,t +T;...;F ,t+x) (2.1)\ \ i. l m m II II mm \ » /

This implies that the distribution fucntion only depends on the

differences t.-t., t.-t-

For two values of F we find

f(F,,t1;F2,t2) (2.2)

We now define the correlation function matrix p as

p(T) • //FF'f(F,t;F',t+T)dFdF' (2.3)

14



This correlation function matrix has the property that it represents

the "memory" of the fluctuations. For physical processes we know

that it requires a certain amount of time to change the deformation

from F to F'. In a very short time T, on a microscopic scale, it is

improbable that large changes in F will be measured. This means

that at a time t+T, the process still "knows" that at the time t it

was in the state F. For sinple processes p must have a characteris-

tic time interval, after which knowledge of former states is "for-

gotten".

For stationary processes the important Wiener-Khinchin

theorem exists which relates the correlation function p(t) to the

so-called spectrum £(u)) of the process. It is shown {97} that £(u>)

and p(t) are each others Fourier transforms:

P(t)ejwTdT

—00

+00

P(T) = 4

(2.4)

(2.5)

The relation between generalized forces V = (T..T-.T-.T,,T5,T,,E.,

E-jE-) and deformations F may be expressed as

t
K(

(2.6)= j M(t-t') V(t')dt'
-00

- * •

where the coefficients of M are finite functions, specific for the

system, with

M(t-t') - 0 for t < t' (2.7)

as the causality does not allow the response to precede its cause.

Forming the Fourier transforms of V, M and F: V, M and F, eq (2.7)

becomes

F(u>) V(u>) (2.8)
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where M(a>) may be considered as the generalized susceptibility. In

a long and complicated derivation it is shown in {97} that the real

and imaginary part of the susceptibility matrix M are related to

the real and imaginary parts of the spectral density matrix Z. Let

M and I be written in tiia form

(2.9)

where 2 1, M1, I " and M " are real matrices

then it is shown that:

Tito

(2.11)

(2.12)

The dissipation-fluctuation theorem is completely contained in these

two equations: knowledge of the real and imaginary part of the

material coefficients determines the correlation function matrix

of the spontaneous fluctuations by way of the spectral density

matrix. We are already familiar with the fact that a perfectly grown

monodomain single crystal, without space charges, surface charge,

internal or surface strain, in short: an ideal crystal, will always

exhibit its thermally induced fluctuations. Now it is shown in the

preceding paragraphs that these fluctuations are the cause of

imaginary or loss components of the susceptibility matrix M. However

:'the frequency at which these imaginary parts are effective, is

rather high, compared to that of ordinary loss mechanisms, excepted

at temperatures close to a phase transition.

2.3 The representation of loss by complex ooeffiaients

Before we continue with real crystals it is worthwhile to

16



•jtf:
pause and reflect about the nature of imaginary material coef-

ficients. As was derived in chapter 2.2 these imaginary parts in

ideal crystals stem from fluctuations, why then are we confronted

with the general use of the word "loss".

Again in a lengthy and precise derivation, de Groot and Mazur

found an expression for the time integral of the mean value of the

entropy production of a system under external forces

V(t) = iVe-*^ + ivV*?-6 as:

(2.13)

it'
This expression is equal to the energy dissipation during one period,

devided by the absolute temperature. Application of the dissipation

fluctuation theorem of (2.11) and (2.12) leads to:

%r dt »
7T (0

O

2kT t.t.P
—TT

which may be rewritten as:

^ dt = IT
dt

-ir

(2.14)

) : ReVV* (2.15)

Here the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. So for real forces V

we find for the energy dissipation AU per period:

AU » IT (2.16)

A similar expression was found by Holland {98}{99} in a derivation

17



based on a hypothetical generalized Poynting vector S. In conducting

media a relation I « aE exists between the current density I, the

electric field E and the conductivity o. Conduction then emerges

in the energy balance:

V.S - $.ExH - - |j. (ie0E
2+ i^- I2) - I.E (2.17)

Here I.E is interpreted as Joule-heating. An analogous term arises

in the divergence of the generalized Poyntingvector if the consti-

tuent equations are used as well as those of Maxwell. The generalized

f oynting vector can be written as:

S = i(E x H - T.u") (2.18)

Now the imaginary components of M crop up in the "Joule-heating"

term. Holland calculates the power dissipation density Pd as:

Which is exactly f ~<>>/2ir times the energy dissipation per period

(2.16).

The way is now smoothed: from fluctuations to correlation

function, to Wiener Khinchin theorem, to dissipation fluctuation

theorem to imaginary components of material coefficients. From this

point we can choose between one or either of two paths: from entropy

production to dissipation or from the Poynting vector to Joule-

heating. Both are considered to be "loss".

2.4 Losses in real crystals

In chapter 2.2 we stated the corollary that ideal, perfect

crystals are subject to fluctuations which turn up as imaginary

parts of the Fourier transform of the susceptibility. In real

crystals all kinds of electrical or elastical defects are present:

atoms with the wrong valency, defects, stacking errors, domains,

18



space charges, strain, et cetera. If it is possible to locate such

an error, we can surround it by thought-boundaries to isolate it in

a small volume V. In this volume the constituent equations are not

applicable: the material does not behave in the normal way. Many of

these errors may seriously affect the behavior of the crystal. For

the investigation of the influence of such effect, knowledge of

thermodynamics of irreversible processes is required.

An other subject manifested itself in the course of studying

and measuring piezoelectric ceramics. Among several authors a

consensus existed about the imaginary part of the piezoelectric

constants. It appeared to be as if one of the piezoelectric coef-

ficients, (h) was completely real, without an imaginary counterpart,

on theoretical grounds. If this were true, it could be used as a

calibration; e.g. in the measurement of thickness modes of plates,
D S

the coefficients involved are c~-, hoot $33* If we had been sure

that h,, werereal we could have developed a method to calibrate the

phase measuring part of the apparatus. To investigate the validity

of these statements a search of the literature was undertaken, from

which it appeared that most of the papers referenced a somewhat

vague notion of Mason, who had experimental evidence that a constant

which he called f, but according to IRE standards should nowadays

be called h ^ , has a negligible phase angle. This paper dated from

1940 and it may be assumed that experimental accuracy in phase meas-

urements in those days was considerable less than at present. Per-

haps measurements of the same coefficient with modern apparatus would

still reveal an imaginary companion entity.

To study these effects of the abovementioned lattice errors

two models were considered as more or less probable representations

for physical phenomena. The first model had already been mainly

elaborated by Arlt {99a}. It is the Debije model of a particle with

two possible sites, separated by an energy barrier, it nay also re-

present the two extreme' orientations of a polar molecule in an

external field or any other kind of thermally activated movement.

The other model concerns the wall between two adjacent domains. Such

walls can move under the influence of electric or elastic : fields.
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At least, this is what is observed macroscopically. On a microscopic

scale the polarization must be reversed in the unit cells juxtaposed

to a wall. It is supposed that this process is initiated at crystal

irregularities, e.g. at the surface, and swiftly progresses through

the whole plane crossing the initiating nucleus. The presence of

electric fields or elastic strain will certainly affect this pro-:

cess if the symmetry of polarization and the deformation interferes

with the internal forces.

A serious problem was encountered in the model for a so-

called 90° domain wall. As is shown in the following chapter we

employ a phenomenological description for the wall, which assumes

that the wall moves as a particle in a system of potential wells.

(See chapter 2.5, fig. 4 and fig. 5). Suppose now that a 90 wall

moves towards the left in fig. 2 chapter 2.5, due to an electric

potential difference in the 3-direction. The step size of the wall

equals the length of the unit cell in the (-l)-direction. This

length is c (in relative units). If the wall moves back due to a

reversed electric potential, it makes steps of length a (in relative

units). The ratio of step sizes for the left and right directions is

c/a. Now, let us consider the energy barriers for sideward jumps

(fig. 2.1). Suppose that a wall is at location n. If it makes a

step in the left direction, to location n-I, the stepsize is c and

the energy barrier is W . If it jumps to location n+1, the stepsize

is a with an energy barrier W . It seems very probable that W ^W ,
3 3 C

because movement to the left or right may build up or break down

internal strain, which is equivalent to an increase or decrease of

elastic energy. For example a 90 wall bends the crystal due to

the very small mismatch a + + c a s illustrated in {100}. From this

highly unsymmetric model we expect a different probability for left |

or right jumps. This may manifest itself as different speeds in a H

left or right direction if only the electric field is reversed and J

elastic conditions are maintained indentically. In a sinusoidal •<[

electric field, the wall would move less in one direction than in !'

the next half period in the other direction, giving rise to a small

d.c. component in the wall position.
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fig 2.1 Energy barrier system for sideways motion of

domain wall

An effect similar to this one is observed in BaTiO- {101}* This

unidirectionality makes the solution of the domain wall movement

much more complicated. So for the present we. have not taken this

into account as our aim was to find the structure of the imaginary

part of h, for various models. In the following chapter the calculations

will be presented.

f
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Influence of Moving Domain Walls and Jumping

Lattice Defects on Complex Material Coefficients
of Piezoelectrics

JAN G. SMITS

AburKl-A fmtni formalism for cikulition of loists detivnl from
thermodynamics of irreversible processes is applied on domain wiU
movements and jumping defects. Domain waits that are bound in a
panbolk well are shown to be afflicted with amplitude independent
locses, whereas those in a weH with a more or less fiat bottom show
nonlinear losses. Defects that are located in a double well potential are
found to show noMntu tosses too. From this model we find that the
imaginary parts of piezoelectric constant are the squire rooti of the
products of the imaginary parts of dielectric and elastic constants. It is
found that none of the coefficients sE. d, iT; <P, h, p\ cE, e, ts: s°,
g, Ora>e real.

INTRODUCTION

AN INTERESTING question that arises frequently in
literature on piezoelectricity can be expressed as fol-

lows: Are any ofthepiezo-constantsd, e,#, A real? To the
author's present knowledge, the first one who states that one
of diem (A) is real is Mason [ I ] . He based his arguments on
the experimental evidence that AM of Rochelle Salt has a
negligible phase angle.

Later Van der Burgt [2) states that the equivalent piezo-
magnetic constant h must be (approximately) real on behalf of
the energy conservation theorem. The assumption concerning
the real na'ure of A is among others made also by Fukada [3] ,
Ikeda [4],and Miisei etal. [5] .

From the fact that e%i and sfi have different phase angles in
PZT 65/35 HP, Land et ct. [6] inferred that d31 must have a
phase angle. However, their line of reasoning does not lead to
a conclusion that the phase for the direct piezoeffect must
equal the one for the inverse effect. There exists no confor-
mity in the propositions on real character: e.g., Mu'ser [5]
finds that e must be real, but Fukada [3J reports of its experi-
mentally observed imaginary part.

It is generally accepted that the imaginary parts of coeffi-
cients are interrelated, although the relations are not clear.
From the passivity property of piezoelectrics, Holland [7]
derives a number of constraints on imaginary parts of coeffi-
cients like SM Cj3 > W i )J • From these it may be concluded
that in a perfectly elastic or perfectly dielectric medium the
piezoelectric energy conversion will also be perfect. A differ-
ent type of relation is found by Fukada [8] , based on the
assertion that dielectric and elastic losses are independent. He
sums dielectric and elastic losses to equal piezoelectric loss:

Manuscript received June 4 ,1975; revised September 16,1975.
The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Twcnte

University of Technology, Enschede, The Netherlands.

In this paper results are presented from calculations using
methods from the framework of thermodynamics of irrevers-
ible processes and statistical mechanics.

The influence of lattice defects and of moving domain walls
on material coefficients are calculated. In the first section, it
is shown that the perturbation of the perfect lattice by defects
may give rise to complex nonlinear additives in material coef-
ficients. The second section treats the influence of moving
domain walls in parabolic and anharmonic wells.

LATTICE DEFECTS

We consider a perfectly lossfree piezoelectric crystal, in
which a number of lattice defects are embedded. Such a de-
fect, which may be a foreign atom, with deviating charge or
mass or ionic volume, manifests itself in the lattice electrically
by generating in its unit cell a deviating dipole moment and
elastically by exorting such forces on its surroundings that the
unit cell in which it is contained is distorted. If the number of
foreign atoms is much greater than unity we may apply statis-
tical methods onto their behavior. On the other hand, we as-
sume that the concentration of defects is so small that no
cooperative defect motion can arise. We suppose that a foreign
ion may be found in a double minimum potential, while the
two wells are separated by an energy barrier If. The electric
energy in an external electric field E of the foreign ion may be
written as JV, p • E mi -N,n • E, respectively, where fi is the
deviating dipole moment ;A\ indjV2 represent the distribu-
tion of particles in wells 1 and 2. (See Fig. 1.) The jumping of
a foreign ion from well 1 into 2 may correspond to an elonga-
tion or contraction of the unit cell in a specific direction.

In complete analogy we define the elastic energy in an extern
elastic field t like N, v: f and -A'jS": f . In this way, the elastic
"dipole" ins introduced. When we consider a linear chain of
ions in our crystal it shows a contraction or elongation on the
jumping of the foreign ion. We may consider our linear chain
as a one-dimensional crystal and apply our theory to it for the
sake of simplicity, although the theory is generally applicable
to a three-dimensional crystal.

It should be noted that in a one-dimensional model, an elas-
tic dipole does not represent a true physical lengthening or
shortening due to the jumping of an ion, as such changes cf
shape are restricted to two- or three-dimensional crystals.
However, this does not alter the mathematical description that
follows now. It is generally possible to tilt the double well
potential by external fields £ and 7" as is indicated in Fig. 1.
When > particle is in one well there is a transition probability

Copyright Cl»7« by TkelnsUMK of Eteiricalaid EternisesEagtmn.he.
M a t * ia USA Annals No. tosst'UOt
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From the equilibrium condition (bo/bN, * 0) we find

The piezoelectric describing equationt are customarily written

cur a
Ftj. 1. A dovbkiitiaiiiuin potentialcMWtilM* by extUMlforcn.

Tl" "*"* m "»«"* b y • »•"*' *•

j|,j

to jump across the barrier in the other well defined by

[W-HE-*T\

If,, « « » " I * ~ T I '

in which t is temperature.
We find an equilibrium when there is no net flux across the

where T and E are external variables, while S and D are their
thernwdynamical conjugates. (S and 7 not to be confuted
with entropy o and temperature ».)

The theory of relaxation phenomena [9] gives us the reU-
tion for closed systems with internal variables:

_ _ _
0ao*£'as-A'a* (10)

where fj are the external variables (here r , £ ) and Z,-their
thermodynamkalconjufates (SandD);«(are internal vari-
ables and-<( are the sosalled affinities. We may think of an

( lb) internal variable as, e * , the progress variable of a chemical re-
action or the angle specifying the orientation of a molecule in
V**- *** » **"«« » said to have an intern^ degree of
freedom. Here we c h o o s e ^ as an internil variable. We then
find

so the equilibrium distribution can be found as

"••"5L7fe' (3)

In absence of equilibrium, the flux of particles entering well I
can be written as

h-Np
>t Npd-pY

We uow choose an equilibrium reference state with variables

(4)

A'

l

aid a«or,, 'Ot'Np:
For sufficiently small deviations from equilibrium we find:

3f 3a > ' f

which for nE+»T« M gives the kinetic law:

-jj-=BS'\-2N, +\\\+ kg J\. (S)

In equilibrium the entropy o is a maximum. The.entropy of a
nonequilibrium distribution can be found if we remember that
a defect has a probability p to be in well Independent of the
positions of the other defects. Then the probability of a dis-

dA iZ , . A

if wtMtume that the system is excited harmonicaUy, we can
derive from the kinetic law (S)

jua*--A

wjth

•

(13)

We use (13) and the last equation of (12) to eliminate the
The entropy of this distribution can be found by Boltzmann's dependence of AZ on Aft and we find the generalized suscepti-
' • " MtttyaT(w) defined by

Invoking Stirling's equation we write

(7)

(«)

(15)
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In a piezoelectric medium we find from (12)

*%» = -

W\-PY

(17)

(18)

(19)

Substitution of (17), (18), and (19) into (16) gives the fre-
quency dependent material coefficients

(sH<») d'(u)\JsE d'\°
\d e r /

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SONICS AND ULTRASONICS. MAY 1»7«

fully determined if the dielectric and elastic losses are known,
as only two of these three are independent. A striking result is
obtained when either the dielectric or the elastic losses are
absent. Then d and e or d and g are loss free, but A is always
complex. Only if by chance the ratio ji/i> equals one of the
set (d°lsE'; eT'ld°) it is found that h is real, but then, re-
spectively, e and g are real too, while d is complex. This result
is in perfect agreement with the equations found by Holland
derived from the passivity condition [7]. It is contradictory,
however, to statements thai k is real on the basis of the theo-
rem of energy conservation [2]. Equations (20) to (23) show
also that dielectric and elastic losses do not simply add to give
piezoelectric lottes as is postulated in [3] and [8]. An ex-
pression for d equivalent to a Debye formula

N
+ 4kBp(l - p)(l - M2B exp (- W/JW)) \iU W"

(25)

(20)

When we suppose that the perturbing second term in the
right member of (20) is small with respect to the correspond-
ing coefficient in the first term, we find by writing r *
\/2B exp (- W/kO), the frequency dependent coefficients
cE, cD.sD, es, 0 s , 0T, e,g, *, as the sum of a frequency in-
dependent part, indicated by a zero and a similar relaxational
bilinear form.

is given by Hamano rial. [10], where they find that d° - d"
is negative. In terms of our theory this may be explained by
allowing m and » to have different signs. Interesting too is the
factor p(l - p) in the fraction of the perturbations. From (8)
we see that p depends on a dc biasing field. The influence of
this product is to minimize the losses in absence of either an
electric or an elastic field. If a dc component of these is ap-
plied to the specimen, losses are increased. We conclude that
at small ac measuring fields the losses are linear, but at large ac

DISCUSSION

The formulas (20) to (23) have some very interesting fea-
tures. They can generally be written as

'*Tii <«)
We see that the perturbation of the piezoelectric coefficient

is the square root of the products of the perturbations of the
elastic and dielectric coefficients, so the piezoelectric lows are

24

amplitudes the values of p deviate appreciably from the equi-
librium reference value within the time of one half sine wave,
so now losses must be essentially nonlinear.

In the case when the number of lattice defects becomes so
large that they start to influence each other, cooperative mo-
rions may arise. It is tentatively'supposed thai these motions
may affect the frequency response of the medium [11], (12),
but not the previously mentioned dependence on two pa-
rameters of the three perturbations.
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DOMAIN WALL MOVEMENTS

The same calculation procedure can be used for the influence
of domain wall movements. We first introduce a model for a
domain wall potential. We use simple Boluminn type transi-
tion probabilities to find a kinetic law. Then we proceed with
the determination of the nonequilibrium entropy by means of
a microcanonical ensemble of domain walls. Next we find the
affinity A and use its dependence on the internal variable to

.combine it with the kinetic law to eliminate both the affinity
and the internal variable form the constituting equations
(like (12)). The model will be discussed below, while the cal-
culations of kinetic law and of the entropy will be given in
Appendices I and II.

The Model
For reasons of simplicity we consider a two-dimensional

specimen, though extension to three dimensions is straight-
forward. We assume that in our specimen 90° walls (type 1)
and 180° walls (type 2) are present. For the 90° wall we sup-
pose it is of D type in the classification of Fousek and Brezina
113]. (See Fig. 2.)

i
L,

\ ''

fit. 2. Ferroelectric domains. The left wall it a 90° will, the rieht a
180° wall. The dotted lines show the positions after one or two
jump!, respectively. The place where the wall intellects the narrow
spaced lines indicates the position of the wall in the eneicy system
ofFfc.3.

Many authors have pointed out that domain will movement
is accomplished by a succession of steps starting it initiating
nuclei. (See, e.g., [14], [1S]>- A calculation of the configu-
rational entropy of steps was given by Nettleton [IS]. How-
ever, in our model we are not concerned with the mechanism
of the sidewise motion itself but in the influence on materials
coefficients and for the present calculations it is supposed that
the microscopic process of stacking steps will tend to cancel
out when the wall has moved several lattice distances. We may
think then of a wall as a straight line or plane, moving as a
whole.

Several authors propose a model for a wall potential in
space. It is said that a wall extending in the y-z plane may
have discrete locations in the x direction, separated by energy
barriers W [IS], [19]. We suppose thai due to a wall's inter-
action with lattice irregularities a wall has > stable reference
position and that a repelling force [IS] wiU act on the wall
when it it in a nonequilibrium place. The place of wall may
now be indicated by the place of a particle in the potential
system of Fig. 3.

When we observe a moving wall through a microscope we
Me that a wall does not show large fluctuations in its position.
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F « 4 . Transitionprobaeililiei.

Nor do we see it moving "very fast." For the kinetics of the
wall leads this to a restriction: a wall may jump from a well
only to an adjacent one. From these deliberations we derive
transition probabilities as indicated in Fig. 4. The probability
for a step in the direction of increasing n is called WH „.,, etc.
We find

(26a)

(26b)

(26c)

We presume that the potential energy of a wall may be de-
scribed by

forn«0 , t l ,±2 , -

1
i

for all other n. (27)

Appendix I gives the derivation of the affinity A for the fol-
lowing case:

(28)•,r, +*37j.

For small harmonic deviations of a reference tquilibriufli state,
the linearized kinetic law follows from Appendix II
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If we now distinguish 90* and ISO' walk by subscripts 1 and
2 and whm we bear in mind that ISO* walk have no influence
on (train, we find foe the matrices*, b,t, and L defined in
(12) and (13):

If we normalize T, to five rj •

Now we me (16) and find

> L
c, +2/wr (•?i • • • • » • u * i i \

•„•„ •?, •„•„
••••.I ••>•» •& /

/ b o o
• — 1 o o o I

\o o •!,/
(31)

waste we have used T'1 • ? . We nave not regardedjbear com-
fotmxt at they would theerly |ive enirm in ?and t without
addition to our comarahenakm of the problem. Aiainwefind
relaxation proceaaN, each deicribed by a simple MM Mepen-
dent T, whle Iht number of relevant parameters ( • , • ) it at
most three instead of the six that would be expected from the
number of independent entries of the unperturbed matrix.

In the case of a wsl with a more or hat flat bottom, the
frequency dependence chawys. We writ* for the potential
energy of the waH

(-1,2 (32)
in which r is the force constant and it, is a measure for the
numbsr of locations on the bottom of the well and • ' - • / » , ,
etc.

If we write » - (», ,»,) , then it is straightforward to find an
expression for the asnerallied susceptlMMty

^aS>j k ^M > a T I m 4 t « • #

(35)

We now see that an exptrimentaly determined apparent re-
laxation time r' at constant biasint field as weH as the moduli*
of the perturbation depend on these biasing forces.

We distinguish two cases.
a) wr'«l.

(30)

»(r.

where*-, is given by

*(r>
(33)

*(«)-«+ #-1.2. (36)

Ihe knees are apparently decreesing with increasing biasing
forces. For the extreme cases with *-••• (a perfectly flat
bottom and vertical wsls of the wei) losses decrees* with
I/*2 or 1/7*.
b)ur'»l.
h this case, a domain wall movement is frozen in and neither

a dependence of f(<j) on external forces, nor on the shape of
the wall is found.

ATKNDIXI

CALCULATION OF AFFINITY

Calculation of the affinity of a particle in lattice well if is
done with the aid of a rntarocsnonlcal snssmblc of A'psrticles.
We suppose thai there an NM particles in well H.

ThesumofAL:

(AM)

Now we find in a stationary enssmbk that no net flux of
particles exists across a barrier:

This recursion formula leads to an expression for JV, in terms

(AI.4)

(AI.4)

The sum of products in (AI.4) is independent of», so call this
B. Then

With (Al,l) we find

(34)
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SUITS: MOVING DOMAIN WALLS AND JUMPING LATTICE DEFECTS

Remembering the ergodic pottuUte leads us to conclude that
the time independent probability Tor one particle to be in well
n i t

-v.

From this follows for the entropy from (7)

(AI.6)

(AI.7)

With (11) we find the affinity

in" in'

For a parabolic dependence, (28) is easily inferred.

APPENDIX II

DERIVATION OF THE NONLINEAR KINETIC LAW

The stepping process can be regarded as a superposition of
a Poisson process for the step itself and a Bernoulli process
for the left or right direction. We call X the probability for a
»dewi»e step and p. and />, the probabilities for left and right
steps. Then we find for the probability that a particle will
move m steps in leftward direction in a time interval (0, / ) .

JJS. e-~*'(X»)* / * \ ^_g

k-m *' \l»/

The mean number of steps in left direction is then

(m.i mHx(t)*m)'p.\t. (AII.2)

In a similar way we find <m,(()> *p.X/; so the mean distance,
expressed in number of steps is

We assume that p. and p . have forms equal to those from
(26). Until now il was supposed that the stepping probabili-
ties p . and p. are independent of the position, but this is not
realistic when the slope of the potential energy well continu-
ously changes. We, therefore, divide the time axis in intervals
A, that are chosen to be to large that the number of steps s
that is made in (/,r + A) is much greater than unity ( i » I).
We now suppose that the probabilities p . and p . do not change
i n ( M + A). See Fig. S.

Now we find

(AIM)

Substitution of p, and p. gives

In the limit for i - > 0 this reduces to

< -*1 /

Fit. 5. DiHiim.iliowiii(tlKi«ecewiK Vaunt* fepefteeiice of x(r)
on I and of «(*) on x

With (AI.8) we find

(AII.7)

This is a nonlinear relation between mini A that for suffi-
ciently small deviations from equilibrium reduces to

(AII.8)

This result was used in (29).

(AII.6)
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2.6 Nonlinear behaviour of elastic and dielectric loss

tangents

Except for the specific case of a domain wall that

is located in a parabolic potential well, the losses derived in the

preceding chapter were all nonlinear. The calculations could be used

by measuring experimentally the dependence of the losses on

external biasing forces. From the results of these measurements

it might be possible to determine the parameters involved in the

loss mechanism. Again considering the two-minima energy system,

we find for the dielectric constant:

2

e (w) - eT(w=<») +
Ny

For a fixed frequency, well below the relaxation

frequency ( 1 / T ) , we may neglect the contribution U 2 T 2 with respect

to unity, and investigate in which manner the losses depend on

the biasing fields.

T T
£ (w) « £ (

Ny jurr Ny

4k6p(l-p) 4k9p(l-p)
(2.20)

This gives for the loss tangent:

tg6e ^4k6p(l-p)
(2.21)

In these relations p was the probability of finding a particle in

well 1. p was given by eq (9) of chapter 2.5. We may state alterna-

tively that:
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P = TT =

.W-yE-vT..

(2.22)

from which it is clear that the height of the energy barrier

is unimportant for p, because it cancels out.

This model is too simple to see what happens if the system is

tilted very steeply, so that W ^ yE+vT. Then the barrier becomes

very low and quantum effects may no longer be neglected. The fol-

lowing remarks may still be made however. If W - yE+vT, the right

well has disappeared, giving p=l; but if W = -(yE+vT)', the left well

has disappeared^ giving p=0. When yE+vT = 0, p=J. If we suppose a

linear dependence of p on (yE+vT)/W for small biasing fields we

then find for p:

P - 10 + ̂ ) (2.23)

Substitution in eq (2.21) gives:

(2.24)

which indicates, that the losses have a minimum in the absence of

biasing fields. For higher biasing fields the losses increase

quadratically with the bias. Here again we may not increase the

fields too much in order not to violate the assumption (yE+vT)/W«l

We assume that a critical state of this system is reached, when

yE+vX> approaches W. From the point of view of thermodynamics we

V)



could expect large fluctuations in the numbers of particles inside

a well. This could be described in a similar way, as a second order

phase transition {87}, and would result in large imaginary parts of

material constants. From a point quantum mechanical of view we could

expect a wave function with a non negligible nonvanishing modulus

at the place of the barrier. This results in tunneling of particles

from one well to the other at much higher fluxes then when the

barrier is sufficiently high and broad.

Taking this all together we may assume that in a diagram

with the losses versus the biasing field, we find a hump at pE+vt=W.

(see also fig. 2.2) Here a parabola describes the initial dependence

of tan S on the biasing fields. The intersection of the curve

with the y-axis, (tan 6 ) gives Nu2 according to (2.24).
£° E 2

The similar diagrams for s and d would give Nv and Niiv

at these intersections. Except for N the parameters are now de-

termined.

T
Un

tan A,
—i—
fit* »T

W

•1

i i

Fig 2.2 The dielectric losses (tan 6 ) versus

the biasing fields.A similar plot would be

found for the elastic and piezoelectric losses.

This plot applies to frequencies that are low with

respect to the relaxation frequency, irrespective of

the biasing fields.
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The position of the hump then determines W, with the aid of H and

v, so a set of measurements of these losses would generate the

system parameters.

The same hump would be imposed on the real part of the

dielectric and elastic constant, as can be seen from (2.20), but

here the effect will be small, because it is superimposed on the
T

intrinsic behavior of e .

This effect may be explained by taking into considera-

tion the variation of the relaxation frequency versus the biasing

field. From eqj(13) in section 2.5 an (unnormalized) relaxation

time T can be derived as:

-W/k8
2 B e Np(l-p)

ke

which increases quadratically with the biasing fields. Consequently

the relaxation frequency lowers with increasing bias, so the

absorption hump approaches the low measuring frequency and the

losses increase. If we would measure the losses far above the

relaxation frequency, losses would be found to decrease with in-

creasing bias.
The same analysis can be made for the

domain walls. Let us again consider the dielectric constant. Mo loss

of generality is induced by this choice, as elastic or piezoelectric

constants show precisely the same, proporties. Let us further

restrict ourselves to regarding only 90° domain walls. Again, there

is no loss of generality. Suppose now that the wall is bound to its

equilibrium site by a restoring force. If this restoring force can

be derived from a parabolic energy well, as is shown in fig. 3 of

chapter 2.5, then it is simple to prove that losses are linear with

the biasing fields, however, if the restoring farxeds described by a

well with a more or less flat bottom and vertical walls, as is

shown in fig. 2,3, this force will be nonlinear, and losses will

be nonlinear too. From (36) in chapter 2.5 we find a losstangent.
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ait

A diagram of the logarithm of tgSe versus log

(2.25)

'i3
T3+Il>i 3

E
3 5 /

r i

would show a straight line with a slope 4(k-l)/(2k-l) from which k

can be calculated.

2.7 Loss eigenstates

In this chapter we regard the dissipated energy with respect to

the stored energy. In (2.16) we found and expression for the mean

energy dissipation during one period of a sinusoidal excitation:

i
vsr

(2.16)

Using V « V coswt the mean amount of energy that was stored during

one period is found

(2.26)

ui

This enables us to define the loss factor 6 as

6 = m e a n dissipated energy
mean stored energy (2.27)

(2.28)
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Here we see that this loss factor is a function of real and imagin-

ary material coefficients and of the externally applied forces.

To find the extreme values of 6, we assume its gradient with respect

to all external forces to be zero. We use the abbreviation V6 for

(•jjy-, -jjy -g^-) (see also chapter 3.3.1)

fa - o - 2irM".Vo - ~ M'V Q (2.29)

As M* is a posijive^definite matrix we may left-multiply (2.29) by

the inverse of M', M 1 yielding:

•* . + -»•

(4TTM'~ . 5 " - 61).V - o (2.30)

This is the classical form of an eigenvalue equation with the 6. as

solutions, and associated eigenstates L.. This definition may be

applied to every crystal symmetry, and is not only restricted to

ceramics. The defining equation (2.27) differs a factor 4TT from the

definition of Holland and EerNisse, because they defined

nS'-.S

without further physical argumentation. In our opinion (2.27)

adheres much closer to the simple notion of loss then (2.31).

The loss e.igens£ates of different 6. are orthogonal with

respect to both M'and M " . Assuming L. is an eigenstate correspon-

ding to 6^, then

(4TTM'~! M11 - S ^ L . - o (2.32)

or, premultiplying again by M':

\
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Now multiply (2.33) by the transposed vector L.

&.*&".t. - £ . 6.5'.t.
i j i i

Transposition of (2.34) yields:

M . «tf. si-'.t.

Both M " and M1 are symmetric, so (2.35) may be written as:

-*• -*•

» t *~*«£t • • » t ^ wt »

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

Had we started (2.33)by 6. instead of 6. we would have found after
•>tmultiplication with L.

. 8.M'.L.

Subtraction of (2.36) and (2.37) gives

(6i - .J'.tj - 0

and as we had supposed 5. / 5., we find that

6.

But then also

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

It is convenient to normalize the loss eigenstates so that they have
3

an energy density of one joule per cubic meter (U/m ). This includes
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elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric (or mutual) energy (see also

chapter 3.1.2). For a normalized loss eigenstate we have

iLJT.M'J^ - 1 (2.41)

so we find

£2

These eigenstates span the so-called loss eigenspace.

Assuming that V is an arbitrary normalized state vector, then

we may consider V as a linear combination of eigenstates L.. Let g.

denote the contribution of L. to V, then

V - E0.L. (2.43)
i x x

in which the (3. may be found as

l^.M'.L - g. (2.44)

If we form a so-called mode-1 matrix N of the loss eigenstates by

arranging the eigenstates sequentially as the columns of a matrix,

(2.44) becomes

->•

it^.M'.V - I (2.45)

Now the vector |3 contains the contributions of the eigenstates to

the state vector V as its elements. Using (2.43) and (2.41) we find:

ir.S-.tf- iset - i (2.46)
1 if

as the required condition for the $'s and then from (2.42) we find ;

as the loss associated with V

j
f,
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f-

4?

(2.47)

(2.48)

The property that any normalized state vector may be decomposed to

the loss eigenstates proves that the loss eigenstates span a space

i.e. form a complete set. It should be noted that our definition

(2.27) requires time averages. The tine averaging is implicitly as-

sumed in the equations (2.28) to (2.48).

2.7.1 Loss eigenstates of one-dimensional models

We apply the formulae developed in chapter 2.8 to materials

with known matrix elements. Literature data concerning the full

matrix, both the real and imaginary parts were not found, no for the

calculation of the loss eigenvalues and states we have so fall back

on theoretical models. For this purpose we again consider the one

dimensional model of jumping defects in chapter 2.5 in which we

found the following matrix

l+j(DT
TV2 J
U *2J (2.49)

where a contains all the coefficients preceding the perturbation

matrix in eq(20) of chapter 2+5. If we split this matrix into a real

and an imaginary part M' and M " , these become

(2.50)
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M1 (2.51)

Suppose thd.*- the perturbing elements v and̂ ji are small enough to

justify neglection of the perturbation in M', and if we further

write

(2.52)

and if we denote an arbitrary state vector of the one dimensional

model by (T,E) , we find for the loss

2
TE

TE

vp

(2.53)

The following questions now present themselves:

- what are the loss eigenvalues of this model?

- what are the eigenstates?

- can we attribute a physical significance to eigenvalues

and states?

Looking for the eigenvalues, we first write (2.56) in the form of

(2.30) which gives:

det (2.54)

Here the elements c , h, 3 are real. As the matrix containing them

is positive definite it has a positive determinant. The determinant

of the (v, vO matrix is zero, so we can quickly recognise that 6-o

satisfies (2.54). This solution is, of course, also found in the

formal procedure. By writing out (2.54) in full and solving 6 we

find
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6,-0 (2.55)

(2.56)

The associated eigenstates are found by means of the so-called

Cauchy expansion of determinants, (see chapter 3.3.2) We find for

the states belonging to 6 , respectively &2

[ ]i\ i F 2 - | c
D v -hul

-vj U v -3SpJ
(2.57)

The last question about the physical significance of the eigenvalues

and states may be answered by a discussion on the first loss factor

6. • 0. Suppose that we apply an electric field

-v costot (2.58)

to the sample, and simultaneously exert and elastic force

T - y cosuit (2.59)

The sample will then vibrate with a deformation and polarization

(s \i - dv) cos wt « S cos ut

D - (dp - e v) cos ut « D cos

(2.60)

The amplitudes S and D are generally positive or negative, but they

•*re usually not equal to zero. (If they were zero the internal

energy U - JST + jDE would also be zero. This is impossible,

because the matrix is positive definite with

detI:1::]> 0
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So any arbitrary set of forces will give nonzero amplitudes S and

V
Now we compute the difference between the case where no

forces are applied and that where these forces are applied for the

double minimum potential well. No forces (E ~ 0, T » 0) gives

jU - ME + vT - 0 (2.61)

for the lowest points of the wells. The sample is at rest, no

forces are applied, and there is no loss.

We now apply forces according to (2.58) and (2.59) and find:

JU • -Uv cosut + vp coswt « 0

Although the sample is excited, and vibrates there is no loss.

If we were able to determine a mode in which the crystal

could vibrate freely, it could even be in resonance, if this were

not excluded by crystal symmetry or resonator geometry. But as the

double well system is not tilted during one vibration period, the

resonator is without loss.

2.7.2 Loss eigenstates in two-dimensional models

We now proceed to apply our loss state formulae to the

hypothetical two dimensional crystal with moving domain walls. Again

we will confine ourselves to 90° walls, because these are piezo-

electrically active. The exciting forces are (T., T,, E_), so we can

write the loss factor 5 as
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.T.T3E3.

*?.

s n
s?3
d 3 .

•||*I3

3 13

3 *13*13
S?3
8 33

d33

-

*.3*13
2

W i

d31

d33

eT

33

k
LE3

T l

T 3

E3

(2.63)

where now Y ^ ^

Using (2.3S) we may write this as

del

?.
C33

33

•ll*I3

•ll*13

•ll*13

(2.64)

6
4iry 0

(2.65)

Here again we see that 6 » 0 is a satisfactory solution because the

determinant of the perturbation nuitrix is zero. We expect that more

solutions can be found with 6 - 0 because all 2 x 2 principal minors

have zero determinants too. This can be seen physically by applying

a set of different vectors

F,

0

•ij

coscot COSUlt (2.66)

which obviously have the property that they leave the potential well

unchanged. This is calculated by substitution of (2.6£) into eq.

(27) of chapttr2.5. Normalizing them with respect to M', then gives:

F J - T - i F2-^r- <2-67>
"i
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where
(2.68)

*2' '2

The vectors F' are normalized, but are not yet orthogonal. We can

construct two other vectors F and F by

- (Fj + F2)/2

- (FJ - F')/2

which have the ordinary orthogonality property

(2.69)

(2.70)

while both are associated with the loss factor 6 « 0.

Now the third loss factor can be rapidly found, as we know

that

(2.71)

from which follows

^3_
4iry

• l l *

-

I3<>13,'
C?1 C?3
C?3 C S 3

" h3l" h33

" h 3 .

e33

"•ll"

•is

. • I S .

(2.72)

We will not present in this thesis the eigenstate corresponding to

63, as it is not a valuable contribution to the work presented.

We see that is possible to find two eigenvectors with 6 - 0 ,

spanning a plane in space. Any vector, lying in this plane would

also have a zero loss factor. A resonator, excited by such a set of



forces may have its representing vector very near to or in this

plane, depending on its geometry.

We extrapolate our results to three dimensions. The one

dimensional model gives a vector as its locus for 6 = 0 . The two-

dimensional model has two vectors spanning a plane as its locus for

zero losses. We now may easily assume that a three dimensional model

will give three vectors, spanning a space in the (T., T^> T^, E^)

space for which the losses will be zero. The only experimental

indication in literature that loss eigenstates with very low loss

factors are possible, is given by Holland {99, 102}. He measured the
E E T

real and imaginary parts of s.., s._, d~. and e~_ of lead zirconate-

titanate (PZT 65/35) as a function of relative polarization, and

noticed that for fully poled ceramics the lowest loss factor was

calculated as 0.001. This was considerably smaller than any of the

ratios of imaginary and real parts of the measured coefficients, as

these were 0.006, 0.006, 0.029 and 0.033. Although these results

were not obtained using a full matrix of measured coefficients, they

indicated that loss states with a very low loss factor are a

physical reality. This will give an engineer the opportunity t o

choose the geometry of his resonators in such a way that the repre-

senting vector will be in the three dimensional subspace of (T , T ,

T3,E3) . This subspace will be a plane in the three dimensional

(x, y, z) space, because it cannot be represented without an electric

field. If more than one loss mechanism is present, as is the usual

case with technically important materials, it is highly improbable

that eigenvectors with 8 - 0 for one mechanism coincide with those

of another mechanism. Then we will not find a state with 6 = 0 for

all mechanisms at the same time.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE PIEZOELECTRIC COUPLING FACTOR

3.1 Concepts of coupling

The constituent relations of piezoelectricity,

[:]•[:•.-:][: (3.1)

show that the magnitudes of the piezoelectric coefficients d

provide little information about the piezoelectric effect if they

are not compared with the magnitudes of the elastic and dielectric

coefficients. Several authors developed methods to obtain a figure

of merit for piezoelectrics to overcome this drawback. Some of these

methods are based on energy considerations, while others employ

practical applications or physical properties of materials to define

these figures of merit. Here we briefly describe some of the under-

lying principles. For one-dimensional cases a remarkable coincidence

occurs, namely that all the different definitions of the coupling

factor converge to the same analytical expression. This is the cause

of much confusion about the primary physical concept of the coupling

factor. We will illustrate this confusion with some examples: the

piezoelectric material in the function of energy converter and in

the function of electroacoustic resonator. Further we will show the

meaning of the coupling factor in connection with the propagation

velocity of acoustic waves, and an analogous cluster of coefficients

in the relation between the input impedances of two-port networks

with open and short-circuited outputs.

A) The electro mechanical energy converter

As piezoelectric materials can be used as converters of

electrical energy to mechanical energy, we may define a conversion

ratio r by

•i
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mechanical energy output
electrical energy input

(3.2)

For a one-dimensional piezoelectric material the matrices in the

constituent equations may be reduced to one elastic, one dielectric

and one piezoelectric coefficient, and we can express the ratio r

in terms of these coefficients as:

r » T E
e s

(3.3)

B) The piezoelectric resonator

The applications of a.c. electric fields may bring a

piezoelectric body into elastic resonance, which is nuced in the

electrical behavior of the body as a singularity in its frequency

characteristic.

One of the simplest cases is a thin ring, in which the forces

in the interior of the body are homogeneous, leading to an expression

of the electric admittance in the form

joiO
t 2 2

(3.4)

where 0 - the electroded surface

t - thickness of the ring

a) » resonance frequency (1/a/ps )

a * radius of the ring

p - specific gravity

At sufficiently low frequencies the admittance is approximately
T

equal to that of an ordinary capacitor with permittivity e , which

can be placed before the brackets to give

I +

We can describe the ring as a capacitor containing a resonarce

phenomenon at frequency io , with a resonance strength s, which is
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defined by

resonance strength s
eTsE

(3.5)

In many textbooks the derivation is presented of a circuit consist-

ing of a capacitor in parallel with an LC tuned circuit showing near

resonance the same electrical behavior as the ring if the values

of its elements are chosen in a suitable way. This equivalent cir-

cuit and the values of the components, expressed in the material

coefficients and in the dimensions of the ring are presented in the

accompanying figure 3.1.

Fig 3.1 The ring resonator and its
equivalent network

Finally we note that the frequency interval between a pole in the

admittance at w w and a zero at w-w is given by

e Ts E
(3.6)

• 2 T El

Here again we see the crucial cluster d /e s playing its dominant

role

C) The velocity of sound

The propagation velocity of a travelling sound wave

(group velocity) in a non piezoelectric material having the shape

of a long thin rod, is determined as v>l//ps, where s is the elastic
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coefficient in the direction of the wave vector.

For piezoelectric materials an indeterminacy arises if we do

not specify the electrical conditions at which the acoustic wave

progresses: either at constant electric field or at constant dielec-

tric displacement.

From the constituent equations we can derive the relation

between these elastic coefficients at different electrical boundary

conditions*which will have the following form:

sE0- T E'£ s
(3.7)

where the cluster d /e s manifests itself again.

D) Xhermodynamic relations.

The expression for the contributions to the internal

energy density of a piezoelectric material, subjected to static

external elastic forces T and electric fields E, is:

U » JST + |DE (3.8)

which after substitution of the constituent relations becomes:

U - isET2 + JdET + JdET + JcTE2

U E 2U M UD

Here the subscripts E, M and D refer to the elastic, mutual and

dielectric contributions in the energy density. This three-Member

series offers us at least two ways of defining a coupling factor,

one of which is often encountered in literature, the other being

found lees frequently. In the first place the original definition

should be mentioned, which has gained the widest acceptance and is

written as

k, (3.9)
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while the morerecent one is defined by

2UM
(3.10)

Both definitions involve material coefficients as well as external

forces, however for our hypothetical one-dimensional material, the

elastic and electric forces cancel out in the first definition,

which is thus reduced to:

T E
t s

(3.11)

while for the second definition the external forces may be chosen in

such a way (T • — ^ , E » — = • ) , that a maximum of k~ is obtained

with the value

k, (T - -!=, E2 A E _T E
(3.12)

Irrespective of the kind of definition used for the coupling factor,

the same analytical expression is found as a result , an expression

which we have also met in the various application which were des-

cribed earlier.

E) Two-port networks

The input and output voltages and currents of a reciprocal

two-port network are related for example by the Z matrix of the

network as in the following matrix expression:

u. z,, z,2

Z12 Z22

(3.13)

in which the currents and voltages are defined as in fig. 3-2.
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Fig 3.2 Two-port network

The input impedance of this network can be measured under a variety

of conditions ranging from unloaded output to short-circuited out-

put. For the first condition we derive

du,
Z (i, - 0) - (JTJ-). - Z
in *• \ 2

while for the second we find

3u,
Z .n (u, - 0) " z 1

'12

(3.14)

(3.15)

In the foregoing equation we see that the ratio of the product of

the nondiagonal elements to the product of the diagonals plays a

role comparable to t-hat of the similar combination of material

coefficients in much of the one-dimensional applications of piezo-

electric materials. We could call this ratio the coupling factor of

the two-port network. In fact, this has been done for the a.c. trans-

former, of which the 2-matrix equation is written as:

(3.16)

\iM j(0L,

and for which a coupling factor may be defined as:

\L2
(3.17)
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With this definition, the coupling factor already existed much

longer in electrotechnical literature, and it is very probable that

the notion of this definition in tranformer design had induced the

definition of k. in example D.

However, here the analogy with the transformer is no longer

applicable, as the differences between transformers and piezoelec-

trics are too pronounced to be ignored:

a) a transformer is a two-port network, while a piezoelectric

is a nine-port, so one cross-product does not provide all the infor-

mation about the material, and even a full set of all possible cross-

products would not be sufficient to reveal the latent potentials

of the material, because some matrix manipulation is required to

find its fullest capabilities.

b) the matrix elements of a transformer are, in fact, time
3

differential operators (like L.-5—) which may be reduced to e.g.
jcoLj for harmonic signals only, and which vanish under static con-

ditions. This property does not allow us to calculate the energy

conversion ratio r for a transformer under (quasi)static conditions.

We can calculate the energy transfer ratio of the transformer for

harmonic signals, which is a maximum if the source impedance and

the transformed load impedance are equal, but this maximum is not

a simple function of the transformer's coupling factor.

In the history of piezoelectric applications, scientists in dif-

rent fields, like energy conversion, filter design or the construc-

tion of delay lines, have generalized their ideas of the coupling

factor from one-dimensional to three- dimensional materials, from

starting points which were their physically different concepts, and

the formulae which they derived in their various applications all

had totally different forms.

Moreover, not even a consensus existed about the primary

definition for one-dimensional materials. The idea of the coupling

factor was separately introduced during "the fourties by Mason {116}

and by Cady {103}, but each with a different physical meaning.

Mason's definition was equivalent to the energy conversion ratio of

example A of this chapter, while Cady's definition was based upon
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the analogy with a.c. transformers (c.f. example D , k.). Cady's

concept obtained the approval of the IRE Standards Coamittee {14},

while Mason's idea was (and still is) widely used, probably because

of its appealing technical interpretability.

The following table which may be supplemented in several

ways, gives an indication of the variety of definitions and concepts.

Concept
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definition

Author

Cady

Mason

Holland and EerNisse

Meitzler et al.

Ikeda
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Fig. S.I :

The use of diffe-

rent definitions

of the coupling

factor by various

authors

references

103

116, 117

99

104

105, 106

14

107

108, 109

111

112

113

114

115

116

110
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3.1.1 Mason's concept

Mason introduced the coupling factor in a verbal definition

{116}

"The electromechanical coupling factor is defined as the

square root of the ratio of the energy stored in mechanical form,

for a given type of displacement, to the total input electrical

energy obtained from the input battery".

He derived that this coupling factor appears as the resonator

strength in the admittance formula of a long thin bar.

On the other hand, for the energy conversion ratio r of a

thin disk, which moves in a radial mode, the following equation

may be derived:

2d31r - j § g (3-18)
£33 (sll + S12 )

while for the resonator strength of a thin disk, excited in a radial

mode, we find {104}

_ E

s - iC + oE) -r-, aE - Poisson's ratio - ——• (3.19)
1-r E

s l l
Hence, the resonator strength and the energy conversion ratio, being

identical for thin bars, have differing forms for the radial disk

resonator. As radial resonators are widely used as a first charac-

terization of a material, because of their simple preparation tech-

niques, the radial coupling factor is very important in practical

applications. However, its value in the form of either r or s not

only provides information about the piezoelectric coupling effect,

but also, (and undistinguishable from it) about the Poisson's ratio.

This may be very cumbersome when studying materials with large

variations in a , for example lanthanum doped lead zirconate

titanate ceramics (PLZT), where a varies between 0.1 and 0.33.
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S.I.2 Cody's concept and that of the IEEE Standards Committee

The IRE Standards Conmittee (at present IEEE Standards

Committee) in their "IRE Standard on Piezoelectric Crystals 1958"

{14} provided a definition of the electromechanical coupling factor.

This was a mathematical expression of a verbally represented idea

that was found as a footnote in the monumental work "Piezoelectricity"

of Cady {103}.

The outline of the calculation is similar to that of the

determination of the mutual energy in a.c. transformers. The derivation

starts with an expression for the free energy density (called U) of

a piezoelectric material in which thermal and magnetic effects are

not taken into account.

It is presented in matrix notation and reads:

6 3
U « i l S T + i Z D.E.

p-1 P P i-1 X X

which upon sustitution of the constituent relations becomes:

(3.20)

6 6 6 3 3 6
i Z Z a* T T + i Z Z d. T E + J Z Z d. E.T +

i-1 j-1 1J
(3.21)

Uelast + 2Umutual + Udiel
(3.22)

From this three-member series the coupling factor k is defined as:

k « /
Umutual

Uela.t • Udiel

(3.23)

Notice that a plus or minus sign (+) is not included in the defini-
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tion, and as a square; root is positive by definition, k is always

positive. Further comments on this definition will be given in re-

lation to the definition of Berlincourt et al. (chapter 3.1.3)

3.1.3 The Concept of BerVLneourt, Curran and Jaffe

These authors state that the most important coefficients of

piezoelectrics are their piezoelectric coupling factors. {108} They

conform with the IRE Standards on Piezoelectricity 1958 in writing

the free energy density expression in matrix notation as:

U - iS6.? + JDC.E (3.24)

or, again with the constituent relations,

0 - i^i5.? + iT̂ i'.l + i^lf • $P.P.t (3.25)

Uelast + 2Vtual + Udiel

From thic equation the coupling factor is defined as:

Uel«t • Udiel

(3.27)

U , generally consists of a sum of 18 products, each of which is 1

positive, negative or zero, depending on the sign and magnitude of \

the piezoelectric coefficient, as well as on sign and magnitude of j

the elastic forces and electric fields. In the general case, I

equation (3.27) is very complicated, but if the symmetry of the i

material or the boundary conditions of the problem allows us to

reduce drastically the number of independent variables a notable

simplification results. Consider, for instance, a piezoelectric

ceramic bar with electrodtd faces perpendicular to the z-axis,
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stress being applied parallel to the x-axis. The general expression

(3.26) now reduces to:

U - |.f ,T{ • d 3 1T l E 3 • feJjE* (3.28)

Hence, a coupling factor is found as:

id3|T E d
k . iLJLJ , ii— (3.29)

• is^.X? eT
33E

2
3 / .-^

On the other hand, if the polarity, or the elastic forces were

reversed, we would have found:

k - - 3J— (3.30)

s e

Under pseudo one-dimensional conditions, an additional convention is

in use i.e. the coupling factor is assumed to have the same sign as

the corresponding d-coefficient. The authors demonstrate this prac-

tice by placing a minus sign before the numerical value of k 3 ] and

k in Table VII, and by placing a minus sign between brackets in

Table VIII {108, pl94 and p202}.

Such simple expressions as (3.29) are achieved only for static

and one-dimensional problems. If we consider dynamic one-dimensional

systems, the coupling factor becomes dependent on the stress and

displacement distributions, which show spatial variations. In two or

three- dimensional static systems, the elastic energy contains more

terms, c.q. introduced by T, and T_. If T is a vector containing

(T., T., T.) a8 its elements in a static system, in which an electric

field E, is present, then for a piezoelectric ceramic, the coupling

factor becomes:

2sE
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in which the E, dependence cancels out, but which still remains a

function of all elastic forces. Analogously a generalized force vec-

tor (T]>0,0,0J0>0,E,,E2,E3)
t would result in a coupling factor con-

taining all electric fields, but which would not show any Tj depen-

dence. Finally, a force vector (T,,T2,T3,0,0,0,E(,E2,E3)
t would give

rise to coupling factor fully depending on all vector elements and
E Ton the material coefficients s , d, e .

We arrive at a conclusion that a definition of the coupling

factor according to (3.27) defeats its object. The objective was to

find a figure of merit by which we could compare the piezoelectric

effect to the associated elastic and dielectric effects, as the

piezoelectric coefficient alone gives insufficient information for

comparing different materials. The advantage of (3.27), namely, that

it yields a working, figure of merit for one-dimensional systems,

turns into a disadvantage for two or three dimensions, because it

then contains the external forces as well as the material coef-

ficients, which again prevents us comparing different materials.

However, it is this drawback which is overcome by the eigenstate

theory in chapter 3.2.1.

3.1.4 The aonoept of Meitzlery 0'Bryan and Tievsten

As was already pointed out in chapter 3.1.1, the radial

coupling factor

\ ' d31 / 2 / E 3 > H + S 1 2 >

is often used as a first characterization of the piezoelectric

properties of a material, because of its simple measurement proce-

dure. This practice may lead to confusions, as will be shown by the

following example.

Very high values of k are found in PLZT ceramic (lead

lanthanum zirconate titanate 8.4/65/35 La/Zr/Ti) in the vicinity

of a point which looks like a structual phase boundary. {104}

One may be misled and believe that this peak is due to a

maximum in piezoelectric activity. However, careful measurement of
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all material coefficients reveals, that this peak is accompanied by
F E E

a large variation in Poissons's ratio o = - s-./Sj., which causes

at least a part of the singular behavior of the coupling factor.

In order Lo avoid the mixing up of elastical and piezoelectri-

cal changes in a material, the authors (of which A.H.M. and H.F.T.

are members of the IEEE Committee on Transducers and Resonators

{104}) propose a definition of the coupling factor, based upon the

observation that for one-dimensional cases the coupling factor

obtains the same analytical form as the resonator strength. For that

purpose they write the admittance of a disc as in eq. (3.22). The

coupling factor then is found by definition from the difference

between resonance and antiresonance frequencies. These frequencies

are defined by a pole and a zero in the admittance of the resonator.

in which

1-

a * area of the disc

t * thickness

a * C12^C11

- jQ(n)
(3.32)

E , E 2. E .
C12"(CJ3/C33)

~'{

J.,J. » Bessel functions of first kind,zero and first order
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A disadvantage appears immediately upon writing out in full the new

coupling factor

cE - C E 2 / C E H e s +e2 /cE I2
cll c13 / c33 K e33 e33/c33;

(3.33)

which shows that six material coefficients are required to describe

kp: three elastic stiffness coefficients, c.., cJ3, c33> two

piezoelectric coefficients, e
3i>e33 and one dielectric permittivity

e^3. By virtue of the fact that o^ " c^, (3.33) may be rewritten:

(3.34)

and as the authors provide a very simple method to determine kp and

o using only three frequency measurements and consultation of two

accurate tables with solutions of the resonance-antiresonance equa-

tions in Bessel functions, confusion about the origin of singular-

ities of V? as in the previously mentioned example, can be avoided.

Moreover, one is usually interested in characterizing a material

completely, and then the formulation of their paper may be more

direct.

In their conclusion, the authors state that they have at-

tempted "to make the points that it is possible to define another

radial mode coupling factor that follows logically from plate

vibration theory, and that this new coupling factor may be useful

for certain purposes".

3.1.5 Ikeda's eonaept

An entirely different notion of the coupling factor has

evolved in the field of the design of piezoelectric delay lines. An
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important property of piezoelectrics is the dependence on the

propagation velocity of acoustic waves. This velocity may be chosen

in a certain range by selecting an appropriate crystal cut and by

the application of a specific configuration of electrodes. In a

general treatise by Ikeda {105}, the elastic coefficients which

govern the velocity of sound in, for example, the x. direction are

calculated in the following manner.

First of all, the boundary conditions for the progress of a

wave in the x. direction are established. These are for the

deformations S:

S2 * S3 * S4 * ° (3'35)

while from Maxwell's equations for uncharged media in which magnetic

effects may be neglected, follows:

3D

=7
<3'36>

Hence, as the independent electrical variables we may conveniently

choose D., E_, E_. As none of the systems of variables mentioned in

(1.21) through (1.24) employs this set of variables, it is necessary

to transform eq. (1.23) into a system depending on them.

The coefficients determining the propagation velocity are

found as the three eigenvalues .generated by a diagonalization pro-
J\ ij ri

cedure of the resulting (3x3) c 1' 2' 3 matrix. This axis trans-

formation of course, affects the vectorsT and S, and consequently

also the piezoelectric matrix e. In this transformed system the
F F F

difference between the 'free' and 'clamped* stiffnesses c 1' 2' 3
T* Tf W

and c 1' 2' 3 is given by the ratio of the product of piezoelectric

terms to the product of the 'free' stiffness and the permittivity.

Ikeda defines this crossproduct as the coupling factor which is

completely analogous to eq. (3.7).
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The relation between the three eigenvalues of the 'clamped1

matrix, called c(1)Dl»E2'E3, c<5)Dl'E2>E3 and c ( 6>V E2' E3 respect-

ively and their 'free' counterparts is given by:

c(1)E.'E2'E3 - C
( 1 ) V E 2 ' E 3 (1 - (k(1))2)

o<5>El'B2'E3 - c ( 5 ) D!'E2'E3 (. - (k< 5 ) ) 2 ) (3.37)

_ ( k ( 6 ) ) 2 )

)in which the coupling factors (k ) are detemined by:

1,5,6 (3.38)

The superscript 0 of the piezocoefficient e.. denotes that this e..

is an element of the transformed piezoelectric matrix.

In a private communication {106} Ikeda emphasized that he

considers it "more appropriate to define the coupling factor advan-
D E

tageous to relating elastic constants c and c , than to use a

definition based on the conversion of electrical energy to the

mechanical one and that the specification of the mode (of

propagation) leads to a unique definition of the coupling factor.

This might be a basic concept in this problem".

3.1.6 The coneept of Holland and EerNiase

These authors were concerned with the maximum possible ratio

C./C. for a certain material. (The derivation of the equivalent

circuit is given in almost any textbook on piezoelectricity, see

e.g.{110} or chapter 3, fig. 3.1). This ratio is usually found in

the expression for the frequency interval (f , f ) of a resonator,

and as*filters are often composed of resonators, this ratio is of
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major importance in filter design.

The starting point in the analysis {99} of Holland and Eer-

Nisse is again the internal energy density equation for a lossless

piezoelectric material under linear d.c. conditions:

3 6
U - i 2 D.E. + J I S.T.

i-l l x j-l J J

UE + 2 UM + UD

(3.39)

Next they present two alternative formulations for the coupling

factor, without any preference:

M (3.40)

2UM

VUD
(3.41)

As was already pointed out in chapter 3.1.3, these expressions

contain the external variables T and E. Holland and EerNisse now

perform a- series of mathematical manipulations to find conditions

under which k or k' are stationary with respect to small perturba-

tions of T or E. This leads to an eigenvalue problem, the solutions

of which are the invariant coupling factors (also called eigen-

coupling factors) and the corresponding sets of T and E. It is shown

that both formulations (3.40) and (3.41) result in the same eigen-

value equation, so the same analytical expression is found for k and

k'. However the eigenstates corresponding to k differ from those

k'. The eigenstates of k are easy to find, but thos of k1 require

first the solution of the states of k and then the solving of nine

simulteaneous quadratic equations, which is usually very difficult.

This computational handicap for k' is an important reason for using

k instead of k' as the coupling factor.

It should be noted that as a kind of justification for the

square root formulation of the coupling factor it is often said

that this is a geometrical mean. Holland and EerNisse use the term
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arithmetic mean for (3.41). These names may be explained if we

consider the sum (3.39) as a series a+b+c, where;

aQ

2c « a o r

from, which follows that b « /ac , so -7— » 1
/ac

If b is now too small, with respect to a and c, we may define

a deficiency factor:

k- —
/ac

This is than the coupling factor, and the form of the definition is

induced by our notion of the sum as a geometric series. Otherwise,

if weshould regard (3.39) as a arithmetic series a+b+c with

a *
b -

c •

ao
V
aoH

h a l
, 2 a .

we would see that 2b « a+c, which would induce the deficiency factor as:

k a+c

Again definition of the coupling factor is created. From this we can

conclude that there is nothing profound in the definitions of the IRE,

Berlincourt et al. and Holland and EerNisse, a fact that is obscured

by the accidental coincidence that both k and k' result in the same

expression.

3.1.7 The concept of the IEEE Standards on Magnetostriction

Still one more concept is found in the IEEE Standard on

Magnetostrictive Materials 1971 where it is stated that:
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"A ratio of fundamental constants commonly know as the quasistatic
2 2 H T

coupling factor k, such that k -d /s U , has been found to be of

value in describing the piezomagnetic element of low frequency

transducers. This quality is defined in terms of fundamental ma-

terial constants, as above, for simple one-dimensional transducers,

and is not necessarily applicable for all geometries". This is a

very clear statement, abandoning all physical reasoning about energy

or material constants and just stating that the coupling factor is

of value in the description.

3.1.8 Cono lusions

After this brief review of the different definitions which

are in use in research and in the industrial applications of

piezoelectric materials, it may be convenient to summarize these

concepts in connection with the discipline from which they originate.

discipline

thermodynamics

industrial applications

electrical

network

theory

power applications

transformer

design

signal processing

information theory

filter design

plate vibration theory

wave propagation theory

delay line design

defining equation

.2 _ mechanical energy output
electrical energy input

u2

2 _ mutual
UelasfUdiel

, mutual

1 Uelast+Udiel

k2 « C,/Co

2
k * resonator strength

*•&

c
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3.2.1 Definition of coupling factor and aoupled fraction

In this chapter we shall define the coupling factor and

coupled fraction and investigate their physical limits which will

be compared to those for other definitions.

We write the electroelastic contribution to the internal

energy density as:

U - JS.T + JD.E (3.42)

Combining the 6-element external force vector T and the 3-element

external field strength vector E in a 9-eleroent generalized external

force vector F and using the constituent equations (3.1) we can

write for the generalized deformation H, containing the 6-element

vector S and the 3-element vector D:

where M

If we decompose M into two matrices M. and M., with

s E 0

we may write (3.42) as

U « 4F .M.F » JF

M,

d 0

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45) |

(3.46)

Now we define the coupled fraction analogous to the loss fraction of

chapter 2 as:
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i;

This definition looks much like the definition of k of Holland and

EerNisse (3.41) with the difference that they define

It is, of course, obvious that k and f are related by

f " ilk <3#49)

This way of defining a coupled fraction allows us to compare the

coupling eigenstate space and the loss eigenstate space, because

coupling and loss eigenstates now have an identically normalization

This may be of great technical importance, because we can see at a

glance if a certain material will be suitable for filter design as

far as the bandwidth is concerned, but also whether the damping will

< be sufficiently low for the mode considered.

3.2.2 Physical limits of piezoelectric coefficients

Returning to the constituent equations, we notice that it

may be practical for some application to invert the matrix relation

to:

[:] • i: ;•] [:] (3.50)

Also, it may be convenient to use S and E as externally controlled

parameters, rather than T and E. This results in:
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3 (3.51)

(3.52)

It is still possible that none of these formulations suits us well,

we nay prefer for example a set of parameters in which in the x-

direction the deformation is considered to be the independent

variable, while in the y and z-direction the forces are independent.

(A set of variables similar to this one was used by Ikeda, chapter

3.1.5). We then have an elastic state vector (Sj.T-.T,,..). The

matrix relating this vector to its conjugate vector (T,,S_,S,, )

does not have a name of its own, and the corresponding piezoelectric

coefficients do not have their own symbol, but it is certainly

possible to construct the elements of the matrix for this type of

boundary problems from the constituent relations. In fact, for any

arbitrary set of independent parameters we can construct the matrix

relation containing the elements of the primary constituent matrix.

But this implies that all the matrix inversions that are required

for this procedure must be possible, which is in general only true

if all the relevant sub determinants are nonzero. Then also the

whole determinant is nonzero, and as we are dealing with a stable

material, the determinant must be positive definite {119}. We could

have started at the other end. By stating that it is possible to

invert (3.1) to (3.50) we explicitly assume that the determinant of

(3.1) is nonzero. Then a statement of matrix theory says that all

principal minors are also nonzero. We obtain a principal minor by

writing a matrix out in full, then cross out any combination of

rows, next cross out the columns which would turn into the crossed-

out rows upon transposition. The determinant of the remaining matrix

must now be nonzero. The number of possible combinations of k rows

in a (nxn) matrix is (. ), so for this matrix there are
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n-l

k-0
(?) 2n-l

of these principal minors. For piezoelectric materials with a 9x9
9

constituent matrix we find 2-1 principal minors. It is not at all

interesting to write out in detail all these determinants, because

many of them reduce to simple combinations of very small (lxl)

determinants. But we can easily infer that all elements on the main

diagonal must be positive, by crossing out all except one row:

4
4
4
4

•I. > o

0

0

(3.53)

T
e 3 3 > 0

The next remarkable fact, is that we find by crossing out rows

(1,2,3,4,6,8.9) or (1,2,3,5,6,7,9):

S55 d15

'15 11

(3.54)

This may be reduced by dividing by ».. £..:

3.

or

(3.55)
855
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K| 5 < 1 (3.56)

2 2 E T

Here the notation K.g is used, because the cluster d-./s,-,. £.. is

often called "the shear coupling factor".

Further interesting observations may be made by crossing out

the rows (4,5,6,7,8). The remaining matrix is then:

E E E .
"ll "12 S13 a3l

12
E .

ll S13 d31
E E ,

S13 "33 d33

> 0

d31 d31 d33 e33

This results in more inequalities:

4
4
E

41

e33

e33

E
833 "

-

4

E2
813

E 2

S12

>

>

>

>

0

0

0

0

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

and finally the whole determinant of (3.57) which we write as:
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M

d31 'd

d

d

31

31

31

(3.60)

E
s

t
d3J) isE

Here s is the elasticity matrix of (3.57), and <d3J

considered as a vector. In order to examine the meaning of this

last equation we diagonalize the elastic matrix s , by a suitable

axis transformation. For this purpose we-determine the eigenvalues

of the elasticity matrix by:

|sE - ail 0 (3.61)

This equation yields three eigenvalues:
./

(s,Ml 12 "33' - ,2
'1,2

(3.62)

" S 12 (3.63)

The solution of (3.61) is completed by the formation of a modal

matrix 5 , the columns of which are the eigenstates, associated

with the eigenvalues. After normalization of S 1 by p'7?' • 1 we have

an orthonormal matrix S, which may be used for axis transformation,
Eallowing us to write s as:

Using the orthogonality of S we may invert s to c

(3.64)

(3.65)

and eq« (3.60) now may be rewritten as:
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d31 31

s. > 0

(3.66)

If we now substitute

• *

«3

- 2
d31
d 3 .
d33

then (3.59) becomes:

T -it -JE-1 •* . n
33 ~ o > 0

(3.67)

(3.68)

The second part of the left member represents an ellips in the

Cartesian space. This may be clear if we write (3.68) out in detail:

T ,1 ,,2 1 .2^1 .2, ̂  .
e33" (^61 + ^ 6 2 + ^ V > 0 (3.69)

The properties of this ellips will be discussed later, in Ch. 4 and

we shall confine ourselves to saying that (3.69) determines the

ultimate values of the piezoelectric constants. If we use the known

material coefficients ofPZT4 {HO}, we are able to determine these

values.

For 6. « 6- • 0 we find:

while for 6. • 6» • 0 we find:

62 * - V e33 °2 " - 2>0AE"10

and finally for 6- "63 » 0 we find:
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These ultimate values of the piezoelectric coefficients are compared

to the actual values of PZT4 in the following table

6j = + 4.81 E-10 *2d3i + d33 = 3-39 E"10

62 - + 2.04 E-10 d3) =-1.23 E-10

63 ' * 4.3 E-IO d,3 = 2.89 E-10

We should note that it is not possible to compare the 6's in a one-

to-one relationship to the d's, because we have transformed the

2d,.+d~- may be compared to <S

(which has the largest magnitude). We observe that the ultimate

value is larger than the combination formed by the square root,

which indicates that the inequality (3.60) is definitely satisfied.

3.2.5 Physical limits of the coupling factor

The sane line of reasoning may be used to find the ultimate

values of the coupling factor, defined by (3.41). If a matrix A is

positive definite, then for any vector v the product

• + t ->• -*•

v .A.v > 0

As the matrix M is positive definite, I) in (3.42) must be positive

for any arbitrary set of forces and fields.

The matrix M_ is also positive definite, but M. is not. This

may be used to find a lower limit for k:

- > • • *

U - IF .5nF + IF'.S-.F > 0 (3.70)
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dividing by ^FTJ F gives:

or

&%*

-1 < k

1 + k > 0

(3.71)

%

3

'i

The limit of k = -I can not be reached, but assuming that M. and F

both fulfil the following requirements:

p > -1 (3.72)

we can then determine the upper limit of k by '.hanging the polarity

of the electric field^components of F. This changes the sign of

|F tl.F but leaves iFTLF unchanged, because M is positive definite.
] U O

Then we find the upper limit

k - -p < +1 (3.73)

These two limits confine the interval in which true physical values

for k may be found to:

-1 < k - < 1 (3.74)

From this equation it is straightforward to find the physical

limits of the coupled fraction f as:

f * (3<75)

Here it should be noted that the negative intervals of eq. (3.74)

and (3.75) are somewhat artificial from a technical point of view,

as in technical applications we are not concerned about the sign of

the coupling factor.
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pi:

1
i
• J p
I

3.2.4 Comparison with limits of other definition

We can use the results of these calculations to determine the

extrema of the coupling factor as it is defined by the IRE Standards,

and Berlincourt et al. We may assume that the piezoelectric coef-

ficients are so high for a specific material that the material

balances on a knife's edge to avoid violation of (3.60). Now it

depends on the choice of the vector F in (3.74) whether the material

will tend to violate (3.74) too. As we shall see in chapter 3.3 it

is certainly possible to exert tremendous forces on our hypothetical

material without mutual energy appearing; a result which will be

later more precisely derived, but which may now already be used.

For a specific material the coupling factor will be a maximum if

the vector F is allowed to generate equal amounts of elastic and

dielectric energy densities. We normalize F to acquire elastic plus

dielectric energy density of 1 Joule per cubic metre, while the

latter additional condition states that F should be such that the

elastic energy density (JJ/m ) is equal to the dielectric energy

density. The coupling factor for this material under these conditions

2UM
= I (3.76)

The definition given by Cady and the IRE Standards, where the

coupling factor is considered to be the geometric mean would give:

1 (3.77)

In the other case, where there is a vector with U., » 0, the coupling

factor definition would also coincide. This coincidence will appear

later in a different form.
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3.3 Eigencoupling factor and eigencoupling space \

\
%

This chapter contains an extended version of the eigencoup- ;
ling factor theory of Holland and EerNisse {99}. h

3.3.2 The eigencoupling factor ;i

•i
'%

As was already pointed out in chapter 3.1.3 the definition 4
of the coupling factor contains material coefficients as well as 4

v-j
external forces. We want to find the conditions for the maximum .j
and minimum value of the coupling factor when this is considered to \i

be a function of the external forces. We begin the forsal derivation J

by using eq. (3.48), |

J
(3.48)

Here k is a scalar function of nine variables. Now for a scalar b

composed of a double contraction of a vector v and a matrix A

we have:

and

The vector containing the derivatives of b with respect to all

variables is denoted by vb (pronounce grad b ) . Then

$b - <X + Afc).v (3.80)

or, when A is symmetric
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b = v'.A.v = I v.a. .v. (3.78) |



This general rule may be used in (3.48):

(3.81)

JL!i+i?tJ]^(_j_)
, - > - t -*• -*•

|F .MQ.F

k ^(iFt.Mo.F)
(3.82)

The extrema for k are found by making Vk equal to zero and multiplying

by

using (3.81)

Mj.F - kMoF - 0

Premultiplication with the inverse of MQ yields:

'.Mj - kI).F - 0

(3.83)

(3.84)

which is the typical form of so-called eigenvalue problem. Some-

times this tyye of equation is called "characteristic" or "latent

root" or "secular" equation. We evaluate (3.'84) by substituting

(3.45) which gives as eigenvalue equation.

c

, 0

0 0

_d 0.

- kl (3.85)

or, using the identities:
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ixi
.c - e

we find

8 0

- kt

Written out in full (3.88) becomes:

-k

0 -k 0

0 0 0

0

0 e
31

0 0 e
31

0 0 - k 0 0 0 0 0 e

0 0 0 - k O 0 O e

0 0 0 0 -k 0 e
ID

0 0 0 0 0 - k 6 0 0

15

0 0

33

0

0 g15

831 83I 833

M5

0 0

0 -k 0 0

0 -k 0

0 0 0 -k

(3.86)

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)

The solution of (3.89) is not particularly difficult, and we shall

give the results without treating all the required steps in detail.

We find:

-15815 2x

(3.90)
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as solutions for k generated by the inner shear heart of the matrix.

The root occurs twice with both signs, so this gives five values

for k, numbered sequentially k.,....k_. After having found the

roots of the inner part, we determine those of the remaining part

as:

.it

2e31g31
2x

(3.91)

. - ; • *

t,
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3.3.2 The eigenaoupVing states

The next step is to compute the eigenstates corresponding to

the nine aforementioned eigenvalues.

For the shear part of the matrix these eigenstates coincide

with the axes because the elasticity matrix is already diagonal

and does not need a transformation matrix for diagonalization. We

construct the so-called modal matrix from the eigenstates by placing

these states as columns in a matrix. Let an eigenstate corresponding

k. be designated by F.,to a coupling factor k. be designated by F., then according to

(3.84):
i

0 * I' i i" i

or

• -> •+

S..F*. - k..S .F.. (3.92)
1 i i o I

]
If k. 1- k. we can show the usual orthogonality of these eigenstates j

by premultiplication with the transposed vector F. j

i
->• ->•

j l i j i o i W - ' J ) .

Transposing eq. (3.93) yields: J
i

F H if m 1? ]r M p f ̂ Q A \ ^

- > • - > • |

which by virtue of the symmetry of 6 and 5. reduces to: j

The left member should also be equal to F..k..M .F. according to

(3.92). Subtracting these two equations we find:
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0 - (k. - k.)?*.S .f.
i 3 i ° J

(3.96)

and since the eigenvalues are different the usual orthogonality

equation .is found as a result:

F?.M .F. - 0 if k. * k.
i o J i J

Then (3.93) in turn yields:

(3.97)

(3.98)

Considering the eigenvalues that are not different, for example the two-

fold solution k » / e]58l5' w e m a y a r 8 u e that this equality of

eigenvalues is only a pseudodegeneracy which does not originate

from the formulation of the problem, but from the peculiarity of

ceramics, for which the piezoecoefficient d_, equals d.,, and it is

this result which is already substituted in M.. If we had left d_.

in the eighth row and column of M we would have found as roots for

k:

lx

k » +

instead of

k - +

e15*15

* e15g15

lx

2x

(3.99)

The observation that these solutions are analytically equal does

not prevent us realizing that one set of the solutions for k

originates from rows 4 and 8 and columns 4 and 8, while the other

one from rows 5 and 7 and columns 5 and 7. The fact that the (6,6)

element of the elasticity matrix does not encounter a piezoelectric

coefficient in its crossing row or column is of course the reason

that the single solution with k • 0 is present in the shear part.

These physical arguments are sufficient to establish the fact that
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the eigenstates associated with k • + / eoU^?M snou^^ have entries

on the fourth and eighth position while the other entries should

be zero. The same is true for the eigenstates with k » + / e^g.-

which should have entries on the fifth and seventh position, the

other being zero. The eigenstate associated with k » 0 should have

n e
th

an entry in its sixth position, and one in any of the 7 , 8 or

91*" places. As all the corresponding piezocoefficients are absent

it is immaterial in which place we create this entry. Until now

nothing has been said about the normalization. Eigenstates are

always determined except for a multiplicative constant, which

allows us to adjust the modulus of the vector. In view of the

definition of k it appears advantageous to normalize these states

thus that:

sE 0

and

•F

.F -

(3.100)

(3.101)

This leads to a normalization which is equivalent to:

which enables us to write for normalized states:

(3.102)

(3.103)

Let us now follow the outline of the procedure for calculation of

the eigenstates. As an example we shall consider the state associated

with k - + / e2i824» which had entries on its 4* and 8 position,

represented by:
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•''A'

17

FC - (0, 0, 0, a, 0, 0, 0, e, 0)

Equations (3.100) and (3.101) result in:

S44 * a * I

fi2 T m

e e22 - /e:22

which yields for the normalized state corresponding with k -

B-:
Ffc - (0, 0, 0, — — , 0, 0, 0, — — , 0). (3.104)

B44
/e 22

For the state with k « - / ̂ 24^24 We ^ave t0 clianKe the sign of the

elastic or dielectric entry and we take for example:

F6 - (0, 0, 0,-!^ ,0 ,0, O

/S44

-I (3.105)

In a similar way we find for the eigenstates associated with

k ..p

(0, 0, 0,
/s

-, 0, 0 ) (3.106)

55 Ml

,thwhere the plus or minus sign in the 7 entry corresponds to the

sign of k. The eigenstate with k • 0 was assumed to have an entry

in its sixth position and one in any of the dielectric places.
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Supposing we take the first dielectric place, we then find for the

normalized state:

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -, 0, 0) (3.107)

This procedure is not applicable to the dilatational part of the

eigenstates, for here we can not unambiguously mark the place where

we would expect an entry. We have to recourse to the traditional

way of computing eigenvectors for this part, which even as we shall

see, does not fully solve the problem. First of all, let us try to

find the eigenstate belonging to k • + / 2e,,g». + e_-g_v This may

be accomplished in the classical way by using the Cauchy expansion

of determinants, which will be briefly explained here. Suppose we

have found a non degenerate eigenvalue a. of the matrix A, we now

look for the vector v. to fulfil:

it.v. • a.v. or (A - a.I),v. - 0 (3.108)

We know that the determinant of (A - a.I) is zero, because a. is an

eigenvalue. The expansion of Cauchy for the calculation of a

determinant is:

j
(3.109)

where |A..| is the so-called signed minor of the element a.-. This

is the determinant of the matrix multiplied by (-1) J, which is

left after crossing out the first row and the j — column. The first

equation of (3.109) may be written as:

S(a.. - a.6..)v.. - 0 (3.110)
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while the requirement of zero determinant of A - ctl leads to:

? l j i V i - a±X)fj | -0 (3.111)

From (3.110) and (3.111) we readily see that the signed minors of

the first row (or generally, of any row or column, if the signs are

observed) are the elements of the eigenstate v.. We use this

property to evaluate the eigenstates of k • + /2e3jg3J + e33g,3 as

F - ( e3,, e31, e 3 3, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, +k)* (3.112)

which reduces after normalization to:

(3.113)
e,. e,. e,, +k

F - ( ii , £i 1 £» , 0,0,0,0,0, -^—y

No satisfactory results are obtained from the Cauchy procedure when

the coupling factor is zero, because then it generates only the

trivial solution with zeros at every place in the vector. In all

eigenstates we require an electric field to be present, contrary '

to the eigenstates of Holland and EerNisse, because in their solution, i

the eigenstates with a zero coupling factor also had a zero electric }

field. In a mathematical sense both solutions are correct. In their .3
•I

normalization the elastic parts of the first, third and ninth state ; f

form a complete set in the three-dimensional space. However, in "ij

their normalization the fact is obscured that for zero coupling any ••)

arbitrary electric field may be present. As our normalization takes

this into account, we can consider our solution to also be of some

physical relevance. We are looking for a vector F - (F., F_, F,, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, F-) which satisfies (3.114).The solution may not be found

by matrix inversion ̂Cramers rule, Gaussian elimination, L-U decomposi- j

tion or any other type of algorithm which implicitly assumes the equations
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

=31 =31 C33

S31

B31

S33

0

(3.114)

of (3.114) to be mutually independent. This confusing situation may

be illustrated by a paradox. We write out (3.114) in detail:

e31Fl + e31F2 + e33F3 " ° F9

83,F9 - 0 F,

- O F , (3.115)

The first three equations of (3.115) strongly suggest that F_ should

be zero. From the fourth equation we can derive (using the rotational

symmetry of a ceramic, which yields F. - F.)

rl C33

F 2 " e33 (3.116)

This leads to an (unnormalized) eigenstate F - ( e-,, e.3>-2e.., 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Substitution in (3.48) then gives k - 0 for the

associated coupling factor. The paradox is contained in the following

phrase: Ignoring the strong imperative of the first three equations

to make F_ equal to zero, for instance by stating F_ - — = - and also

substituting this solution in (3.48), we again find 33

k - 0.

It can also be worded as follows:

A) Solving the equations (3.115) for the eigenstates gives a

correct solution.
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B) But a vector which is explicitly prohibited by equations

(3.115) also gives a correct solution.

This brings us to the following statement: More solutions

for the eigenstates with k = 0 exist than those generated by the

characteristic equation.

Due to the fact that the coefficient of Fg in the fourth

equation of (3.115) is zero, any value for F- would satisfy this

equation. In particular, any eigenstate for which all dielectric

entries are zero, will yield a coupling factor zero due to fact

that the electric field in it is linearly present, it was these

eigenstates which were found by Holland and EerNissebut it is also

possible to find eigenstates with coupling factor zero which have

an electric entry. Let us illustrate this by an example. Suppose

we have a two-dimensional material with material coefficients:

Sll SI2 d12

s 1 2 s 2 2 d22 (3.117)

d12 d22 eil

and a coupling eigenstate with coupling factor zero,

F - (d22, -d,2, q)* (3.118)

The coupling factor is then calculated according to (3.48) as:

[d22 "d12 «]

k-

Jx

0 0 d

0 0 d

d,2 d22

12

22
0

' d 2 2

"d12
q

d22 "d12 q s,2 0

B12 °22
0 0

(3.119)
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hence,

- d12d22q + d22dl2q ~ d22d12q)

Now it is obvious that stating q « 0 only yields trivial solutions,

because the numerator terms cL, d]2 cancel mutually. We have the

freedom to choose any value for q in the normalization process.

f; jThis illustration may serve to explain, why we have chosen

p Fo » / T instead of Fo • 0.

I 33 *
;,:. Once we have established the validity of the nonzero dielec-

|' trie term we easily find the normalized solutions on the grounds of

fv physical arguments

\M F - (——, -^—, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, — — ) (3.121)
\l / E / E / T
vl V S66 V S66 V £ 3 3

I F - (|, |, - A , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -J—) (3.122
^ 2 2 d33 / e T
I 33
\: where ,. _E .2 E,. ^E .2 E

d33 ~d33d33 ~d33

For surveyability we arrange the eigenstates and the associated

coupling factors in a table. The columns of Table 3.3 form the

eigenstates, while their associated eigen coupling factors are

printed vertically below (for "spjace-saving reasons). It is perhaps

important to note here, that the nonzero dielectric element conflicts

with the orthogonality property F7MQF. « 0 (ij* j). because the eigen-

states F_ and F- are orthogonal with respect to the elastic matrix,

but not with respect to the dielectric matrix.
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Eigenstates and eigencouplinp, factors of poled

Table 3 3 ferroelectric ceramics. The columns

— ~ ~ ~ — are the eipenstates, while the asso-

ciated coupling cqctors are nrinted

vertically below them

F3 F* F6 F7 f« F9

e " £

C3I

o o o o o

0 0 0 0 0

66

C33 66

C33

•e" - e;

0 0 0 0 0 0

33 "-33 33 33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/S55 ' 'ss

0 0 0 - 0 0

0 0 0 - 0 0 0

0 0

66

0 0 0

0 0

f T
33 -J3

0 0 0 0 0

* ! ,
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For F, and Fg we find:

(3.124)

k

while JF_.M .F- » 0 .should have been the result for orthogonality. It

is not a big problem to construct a new set of states which is

orthogonal with M , namely the symmetric and antisymmetric combina-

tion satisfy the orthogonality condition. They are given by:

•3 (3.125)

II"
•ft

They are normalized and orthogonal as is shown simply by substitu-

tion:

f vS .1 ' 1
s o s

.M0?Fa - 1 (3.126)

JFz
• * • • * •

.M .F
s o a

However, the same problem with the zero dielectric entry again

occurs in F , and now because of the subtraction. So we have ob-
3.

tained a trivial solution once more. Therefore our choice to con-

sider non trivial solutions for k » 0 confines us to eigenstates

which are orthogonal with respect to the elasticity matrix. In fact,

this is not completely well expressed because the numbers of rows

and columns of the elasticity matrix and of the eigenstate is

incompatible, so we have to define a new matrix:
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0

0
(3.127)

and then we note that the eigenstates with k » 0 are orthognal with

respect to M . Finally one formal remark remains about the ortho-

gonality of F. and F, of which the elastic parts of F. and F 2 coin-

cide, while the dielectric parts arc opposite to each other.

Consequently we have the same coupling effect in a state with an

electric field and in the same state with reversed electric

polarity. This property is also found in the shear eigenstates F,,

F_ and F,., F?. The polarity reversal effect is a natural cosequence of

the linearity of the piezoelectric effect, and has no further

interesting background. For our purpose it is immaterial to distin-

guish between F.. and F» and we may consider them both as "the" mode

with piezoelectric activity.

3.3.3 The eigen coupling space

We have seen in the preceding chapter that the eigenstates

according to Holland and EerNisse form a complete set in the nine-

dimensional space. As we have changed the normalization in our

solutions, we have to investigate the completeness of our eigen-

states. For this purpose let us define:

M sE 0

x •: i
(3.127)

from which follows:

*Q
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Further we shall use the part of the modal matrix which is relevant

for dilatational processes and which is formed, by the first, third

and ninth eigenstate. We call this submatrix G.

(3.129)

If the zero's are suppressed, this matrix has 3 columns of 4 rows.

The original orthogonality properties

k=0
Fig 3.!

The columns of the

matrix G

(3.97) and (3.98) are no longer maintained for G, as is shown in

the following matrix equation:

. -*• -»•

• o* I

i i

but thf. states of 5 are orthogonal with respect to M ,

J 0 0

0 i 0

0 0 J

(3.130)

(3.131)
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Gc.Me.G (3.132)

(This is an interesting equation from a mathematical point of view,

because it defines the inverse G of the nonsquare matrix G, to be

equal to:

h = hi)
The states are again no longer orthogonal with respect to M., as is

shown in eq. (3.133)

1 * I
J 0 0
J 0 0

(3.133)

although the equation which defines the coupling factor is still

valid:

k, i 4 1, 3, 9 (3.134)

We will subsequently show, that a vector in the dilatational sub-

space together with a normalized electric field entry may be

decomposed onto the system G. Let the vector be denoted by v and

suppose that the coefficients of the combinations of eigenstates

are given by a.. Then the linear combination of eigenstates yielding

v may be written as:

2 a. F.

with

' *

1. 3, 9 (2.135)

(3.136)
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Now a. is computed by:

a.

la.6..
J 1J...
J 1J

(3.137)

With the normalization according to {99} for the coupling we would

find:

(3.138)

while we have to recourse to the defining equation to find the

coupling factor in the new normalization:

Jv .Mj. (3.139)

It is necessary at this point to mention explicitly why we have

chosen to change the normalization of the eigenstates. Two arguments

may be advanced to justify these alterations which are:

1. In the original normalization, the "dead" mode had no

electric field contribution. It is a particular property of the

"dead" mode, that even if electric fields of arbitrary magnitude are

present, the mode will remain "dead". This is a quality of the dead

mode only, distinguishing it from the "live" mode, for which the

coupling factor is a maximum for a certain electric field, but for

other values of the field, the coupling factor will always be lower.

It is this property of the "dead" nude which is brought out clearly

in the new normalization.

2. As the "living" and "dead" modes were normalized different-

ly in {99}, it is impossible to represent their elastic parts con-

sistently in a drawing, or to use the theory for technical appli-

cations. In Che new normalization these states are normalized

identically and their elastic parts may be regarded separately from

the electric parts.

Our final task in this chapter is to describe a diagram in
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which the columns of G are drawn. According to (3.129), these

columns are F,, F3, Fg. From Table 3.3 we determine that F. has two

equal and negative quantities (e,. < 0) at its x and y positions,

while a positive quantity (e,_ > 0) is found for its z position.

This means that the elastic part of F. may be drawn as is indicated

in Fig. 3.1. Further we note that F_ has two equal and positive

quantities at the x and y positions, and a positive (-d,./d_, > 0)

quantity at its z position, which allows us to draw F, in the so-

called first octant. The last eigenstate, F_, has a positive quan-

tity in its x-direction, and an equal but opposite quantity in the

y-direction. Its points toward the reader on the boundary between

the 4 t h and 5 t h octant.

3.4 Discussion

This process of forming a linear combination of orthogonal

eigenstates is found in many instances in physics. For example,

vibratory problems in classical mechanics are usually advantage-

ously described in a formalism using combinations of different

modes. These modes form the orthogonal functions, equivalent to our

eigenstates. But also in electrical applications we encounter eigen-

value equations. The latent roots of the admittance matrix of

electrical networks containing reactive elements, determine the

poles and zeros of the network. Also in quantum mechanics, we are

accustomed to describe our problem by a Hamiltonian H, which is

transcribed into a Hamiltonian operator H, acting on a wave function

I|J, the result being the energy of the system associated to ip»

times ij>

The fact that the eigenfunctions ty. can be chosen to be orthogonal

in a certain sense, namely, that the integral over the whole space

of the product r y . possesses Kronecker delta properties:
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+00

J J J J- J
dxdydz

forms the quantum mechanical analogon of

G .M .G = I (3.140)

This remark shows us that the formulations of quantum mechanics and

of piezoelectric eigenstate spaces, (and of course of many other

physical problems) are based on the observation that the solution of

the problems involved may be present in an eigenvalue equation.

Here the words "eigenvalues equation" should be considered in a

broad sense where the orthogonal states whould include vectors as

well as functions and variables. Almost any physical problem, can

now be cast in a formulation based on orthogonal states. Even clas-

sical ones, like the motion of two masses m, and m_ connected by a

spring. The usual way of finding a solution is to change the place

variable r. and r. into two "mutually independent" variables, the

place of the center of gravity

m, + m2

and the relative distance variable p » r. - r_. This decouples the

Hamiltonian from:

to H » JMR2 + Jyp2 + Jcp2

where M • m.+.+nu

and 1 - i _ + J_
y mj m2



Such a redefinition, of variables makes the problem translucid and

a solution is easily found. The general method for the solution of

physical problems is to find independent variables, whether they

are vectors, functions or scalars. This also means that there is

nothing fundamentally new in the formal description of eigenstate

spaces for piezoelectric ceramics.

! •
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CHAPTER FOUR

m,.

APPLICATIONS OF THE EIGENCOUPLING SPACE

4.1 Introduction

In such anisotropic materials as piezoelectrics we have the

freedom and the possibility to choose other directions of excitation

than the Cartesian axes. Possibly, combined excitations in different

directions, resulting in elastic force vectors and electric field

vectors which are not collinear with these Cartesian axes, offer a

better solution for predetermined requirements. This depends of

course on the typical application we have in mind.

In section 4.4 we present a paper in which the possibility of regar-

ding the eigenstates as a base of a vectorspace, is worked out. The

coupling space was calculated in chapter 3.3 for lossless materials and as

we have seen in chapter 2, this is fair approximation. Nevertheless

to be certain, we will derive the dependence of the eigenvalues and

states on the loss mechanisms for which we were able to compute the

influence on the coefficients, (see chapter 2.5)

4.2 Coupling reduction by Losses

If we have a material in which the losses may be described

by mechanisms such as those elaborated in chapter 2.5, the defini-

tion (3.48) of the coupling factor becomes a complex quantity, as a

result of the phase differences between the forces and their canoni-

cal conjugates. To avoid confusion, we redefine the coupling factor

by:

Re
(4.1)

4

1

i

Re I
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As the imaginary parts of the terms above and below the division

line are small with respect to the real parts, this definition is

approximately equal to the real part of k in the definition of

(3.48).

For the eigencoupling factor belonging to the "living" mode

of the dilatation subspace

k, - 633
(4.2)

after squaring and substitution of (1.30) and (1.31) we may write:

e33 33

"33

(4.3)

where the zero subscript denotes the unperturbed coupling factor. We

consider this result as a starting point and we now will investigate

the influence of lattice disturbances. Abandoning the subscripts 33,

we find, for the model of the jumping defects:

-V?

T» 2
e + au

(4.4)

where
N Re 1

4k6p(l-p) 1+jUT

and the subscript p stands for the perturbed situation. We rewrite

(4.4) as:

k2
p-k2-|l+a4[. (4.5)
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where we have used

2

Too « 1

(4.6)

« 1

Eq.(4.5) may be written in a bilinear form

oc
d

d

i
Too

(4.7)

7 7
kf + Ak
lo

The matrix in the right member has negative main diagonal elements,

while the determinant of this matrix is also negative. This last

statement is justified by the stability requirements of a material,

in the same manner as described in chapter 3.2.1..But then the whole

matrix is negative definite. This means that whatever the value of
2

y and v, the contribution of Ak to the total coupling factor will

always be negative. This is an unexpected result, because of the

following:

if we consider the perturbation matrix itself (chapter 2.5

eq. (20)) we see that the ratio of the product of the nondiagonal

elements to the product of the diagonals equals unity. If we should

define this ratio as the coupling factor of the losses, we see

that this type of lattice error is perfectly piezoelectrically

coupled and therefore we would expect coupling enhancement from such

errors. In 4.7 we have proved the contrary, that lattice errors

always reduce the coupling factor. Of course, the piezoelectric

coefficient d itself may be enhanced, if JI and v are both positive.
|
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Any other piezoelectric coefficient may become larger, but the coup-

ling factor, as defined by (3.49) of (3.48) will be reduced, due to

the fact that not only the piezoelectric coefficient may increase

(if U and v are both positive), but the elastic and dielectric

coeffcients will always increase as well (y or v being either

positive or negative).

4.3 Perturbation of coupling states by losses

It is evident that losses will affect the eigenstates of the

coupling factor. Suppose that the perturbations of the ideal mate-

rial coefficients are generally described by:

l+JGJT (4.8)

where \p is the vector containing as its element the derivatives of

the affinity A with respect to the nine external variables (T......

Tg, E., E_). See chapter 2.5 eq.(28). One of the eigenstates

with k - 0 has an angle 4>0 to the x-y pl^ne determined by the

arctangent of the ratio d-j./d,.}. From (4.8) we infer that generally:

(4.9)

(4.10)

which leads to

arctan (4.11)
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Assuming the perturbations to be small with respect to the main

coefficients we rewrite (4.11) as

i v "

I;

Kk-0
arctan (4.12)

Here we see that the angle $.-0 is perturbed by a combination of

the perturbation of the elastic and dielectric coefficients. As we

can not determine the signs of ip, and i/u a priori, the increment of

<|> may be positive, zero, or negative. Whatever the increment of

may be, the arctangent will always reduce itsthe ratio d,.

influence in $k-Q

A similar calculation may be set up for the angle <j> , of

the "living" mode. The results are not fundamentally different, but

are still very complicated, so we shall not present them here. The

eigenstate with k«0, which was perpendicular ° to the z-axis will

not be influenced by losses. This state had equal but opposite

projections on the x and y-axis, and these projections will remain

equal but opposite, regardless of the magnitude and sign of the

additions in material coefficients. We conclude that perturbations

of the material coefficients will:

a. reduce the coupling factor

b. tilt the 'living' mode and the 'dead' mode in the (1,1,1)

octant

c. leave the other 'dead' mode unchanged

4.4 Vector representation of resonators in eigencoupling state

space and eigenloss state space of piezoelectric ceramics

Abstract.

The calculation of the vector representation of resonators
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in the coupling and loss eigenstate spaces is presented. The coup-

ling and loss eigenstates are located in a Cartesian coordinate

system, together with the vector representation of resonators. The

convenience of this representation is illustrated by calculations

of the coupling factor and the loss factor in an octant of space

in which resonators are positioned.

Introduotion

The theory of coupling and loss eigenstate has three uses

A. It may be applied for characterization purposes, whereby

a quick glance is sufficient to determine whether or not a

material is suited for a special application.

B.< Resonator vectors may be decomposed into the coupling and

loss eigenstates, which enables us to conclude immediately

which geometry of a (possibly oblique poled) sample might

best serve our purpose.

C. It gives the extreme potentials of a material, and is here

applied to both coupling and loss.

In recent years, a large number of new ceramic compositions have

been investigated and tabulated in such well-known handbooks as

Landolt-Bornstein {l} but also in more specialized books such as

{2}, {3} and {4}. When a designer wishes to construct a piezoelectric

device, he may consult these tables and try to select a particular

suitable material for his requirements. Usually he is inconvenienced

by the fact that not all material constants of a certain composition

are known. Moreover, the imaginary parts of the elastic, dielectric

and piezoelectric constants are usually unknown, or they are meas-

ured at a frequency that differs greatly from the operating freq-

uency of his own device (tan 6 of the dielectric constant is often

measured at lOOOHz).

On the other hand, he may have some materials available,

none of which really fulfill the requirements he imposes. In this

case a choice of a particular device geometry and a certain poling
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axis, might serve him well, although the other extreme, where no

device geometry or direction of excitation might be satisfactory,

may also be true.

It is the purpose of this paper to present the calculations

for this type of problem and to clarify the meaning of the coupling

and loss eigenstate spaces. Further, it is explained why some

geometries are more appropriate for certain applications than others.

The concepts of eigencoupling and loss states were published

in 1'969 by Holland and EerNisse {5}, but were mostly considered by

the authors {6} to be a mathematical curiosity without technical

applications. To the knowledge of the present authors it is the

first time that practical situations are described in the framework

of the eigenstate theory. Firstly we shall present the results of

the calculations of the eigencoupling factor and the associated

eigenstates. Further, the characteristic vector of a certain res-

onator geometry will be calculated and positioned in the eigencoup-

ling space. This is done for thin rings, bars with parallel and

perpendicular poling axis, radial resonators and finally for thick-

ness dilatation resonators.

The following chapter treats the renormalized coupling factor

and shows how the eigencoupling space and the eigenloss space can

be shifted into each other.

Eigen or stationary aoupling factors

If a material is considered to be lossless, we can derive for

the electroelastic contribution to the internal energy density:

U - <D
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2UM + Ul) (2)

We define the coupling factor as:

2
k - V (3)

The stationary values of k are found as solutions of:

i j

Representation of resonators in the coupling state spaae

: [•

It appeared that we could define a particular vector having

useful properties. It is called a median vector F and it is defined

by the following properties P:

P. a median vector is normalized to have dielectric plus elastic

energy density equal to U/m

UE + UD
J/mJ

P.. the distribution of energy is such that

(5)

If the coupling factor k associated with a vector F is writ-

ten as k(F), it readily follows from these properties that:

P... when the length in (T., T., T,) space of a median vectorP...
F^ is changed, and at the same time the electric field is

also changed then the new vector F + AF may still have

property P., but no longer P.., and further the following

relations are valid
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k(Fm + AF) if

k(F + AF) i k(F ) if F^.M-.F, i 0m m m U ]

(6)

(7)

P. when a median vector F is infinitesimally changed to a new
1 V -> ' -*• m •+

median vector F - F + AF, thenmm

i f (8)

k(Fm> i £ (9)

The proof of P... and F. is simple and will not be presented here.

Note that all coupling eigenstates are median vectors.

For ease of reference the coupling eigenstates are tabulated

in Table I. It is clear that we can unambiguously distinguish shear

modes from dilatation modes, because shear modes are not piezoelec-

trically coupled by fields parallel to the spontaneous polarization.

Only fields perpendicular to this axis excite shear deformations.

This is reflected by the field of zero's in the matrix of the

constituent relations, above, below and to the right and left of

the inner shear heart of the matrix (ill. In fig. 1 the eigenstates

are drawn, together with their coupling factors. The x and y-axes

point out of the paper, at angles of 45°, allowing us to draw F.,

F. and F. in the plane of the paper, while FQ points towards the

reader. In the analytical expression for F. we find no dependence

on piezoelectric coefficients; apparently this mode has no relation

to piezoelectricity. It represents elastic forces in the +x and -y

direction, and it is therefore equivalent to the Lame mode in plates,

which cannot be excited in ceramics {7}. In fig. 2 half of the

elastic part of the coupling space of PZT 4 is shown {8}. A net

formed by solid lines of constant (8,<j>) (in polar coordinates) indic-

ates the shape of a three dimensional ellipsoid. The length of a

•'i
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•fable I
Eigenstates and eigencoupling factors

of poled ferroelectric ceramics

/ e 3 3

«3I

* * ,

e3l

" E 3 3

_ ts

e3l

* 3 3

e33

/ci3

- £ 3 3

- £ 3 3

a
2 0 0 0 0 0

66

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

'•55 55

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

33

0 0 0

0 0 0 . 0 0lI,

o 1*1— o

The colunns forn the eigenstates, v;hile their associated

eigencoupling factors are printed vertically below them. The non-

zero elements of F, to F. are the inner shear heart.
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k=k;

iFig. l

^Piezoelectric eigen-

states of a ferroelec-

trie ceramic.

vector from the origin to the surface of this ellipsoid indicates

the required elastic force in the (6,<j>) direction necessary to ob-

tain an elastic energy density of {J/m in the material.

The eigenstatc F. is perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

This picture is drawn by means of a computer program, which

calculated the location of the projection of a point on the surface

onto a plane, spanned by the vectors (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 0).

The ellipsoid is drawn as it is percepted by an observer, whose

eye is at a distance from the plane of the paper, which is

approximately equal to three times the length of the major axis

of the ellipsoid.
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Fig. 2

Ellipsoid of constant elastic

energy density. Broken lines

are contours of constant

coupling factor. This picture

applies to FZT 4
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The contours in broken lines running from the lower left to the upper

right, are the lines of constant values of the coupling factor. A

normalized vector with angles (6,<j>) in polar coordinates, has a

coupling factor indicated by the value of k at the point (0,<(>) on

the surface of the ellipsoid. We see that a vector of normalized

length and of appropriate dielectric energy content in the direction

of the x-axis, will reach a coupling factor k = -0.32, while a

vector along the z-axis will achieve k » 0.68. When the vector of

a particular state does not contain an appropriate amount of

dielectric energy (is not a median vector), the modulus of the

coupling factor is always lower. The limiting vectors with elastic

or dielectric energy content equal to zero, are associated with

coupling factors zero.

It should be noted, that in the calculations of the eigen-

coupling states, these states are without

phase components, which excludes phenomena very close to elastic

resonance. At this point it is important to distinguish the purely

elastical phenomenon of resonance, causing phase shifts between T

and S, and the phenomenon of coupling between the dielectric and

elastic properties. For resonators it is clear that good coupling

properties will result in large phase variations near resonance,

and a large frequency interval between the so-called resonance

frequency and the antiresonance frequency. This means, that even

if we exclude phase shifting in the eigenspace, the vector represen-

tation bears. information about the relative quality of resonators.

We are now in a position to start calculations of the state

vector of various modes. Because of the lack of spatial variations

of the elastic forces, we begin with the radial mode in samples

with the shape of a thin ring.

A. Radial mode in thin rings.

All volume elements are subjected to the same forces T. and

E t wether the electrodes are inside and- outside the ring or at the

top and bottom plane {8}. The constituent relations for this set of

boundary conditions reduce to:

1
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si = s n T , + d3i E3

D3 - d3. T. + £33E3

(10)

If the sample is excited harmonically by E3=Ee
J") , it is not difficult

to derive a relation for T. as a function of E_ by means of

Newton's equation of motion.

Tl " E~ ( 7} E3 = ~ E3R

sll " o " " SU
(11)

2 2 E
where w • I/a ps..

a = radius of the ring

in which R is the resonance term, and in which the time dependence

eJ is suppressed

According to the definition of k in eq. (3) we find:

2UM d31TlE3
(12)

The electric field E. is adjusted in such away that:

£ E
J/mJ (13)

which yields:
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(15)

J1

By substitution of (14) and (15) in (12) we now find for k:

31
(16)

2s
11

The frequencies of the extreme values for k are found to be:

2
U)

Wl,2<k=kextr> (17)

'31
- / E T

where the plus and the minus signs correspond to a maximum and a

minumum for k of:

/sIl£33

(18)

Examination of T., E_ and the energy densities I)_ and E_ shows,
I J £• U

that at these frequencies

and

i •

JUT •e33

(19)
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so we conclude that the state vector of the ring resonator is a median

vector at these frequencies. Below and above these frequencies

the behavior of k is reflected by P..^. T. is the only component in

a ring, and consequently, the elastic part of the vector represen-

ting of the ring (the state vector), is collinear with the x-axis. The

vector, which increases quadratically at low frequencies, contacts

the surface of the ellipsoid at a frequency to . (see eq. (17)),

where the coupling factor is a maximum. It increases asymptotically

to resonance, where sign reversal occurs and now decreasing with

increasing frequency, it again contacts the surface of the ellipsoid

at a) « ai-. This point is at the opposite side of the ellipsoid
E T

where the coupling factor equals -d,.//s.,£33-

B. Other modes of vibration.

Before we proceed, we realize that in bars and plates T and

E depend on the place. At any place r in the body of a resonator,

we may consider an infinitesimal volume element dxdydz =dr in which

we assume T(r) and E(r) to be constant. Then we can write

u(r) (20)

In order to facilitate the calculations, we collect the six elastic

forces and three electric fields in a generalized force vector F of

nine elements, we designate the elastic and dielectric matrices by

M~ and the piezoelectric matrix by M. according to

M 0 "

M,

(21)

and rewrite (20) as
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u(r) (22)

in which u(r) is the local energy density. From (22) we define

the local coupling factor k(r) as

Jk(r)

The total electroelastic energy is then:

(23)

U = I u(r)dr

and we can introduce the1total coupling factor' ky as

1 | k(r)dr

(24)

(25)

where V denotes the volume of the body.

C. Length expander bar with field perpendicular to length.

The boundary condition for these resonators are the same

as for the ring resonator, but Newton's equation has a different

form, due to the spatial variation ofl{8}. This leads to:

1 (R.-D (26)

in which a « wl/v, (v is velocity of sound propagation) and

x1 - J - x/1. For the meaning of x and 1 refer to fig. 3.

A plot of T. is shown in fig. 4, where the electric field E, is

assumed to be lV/m. Here we see a y-axis which serves as the T.

axis and an x-axis on which a point indicates the place in the bar

at which the. forces, energy densities and the coupling factor are

evaluated. The free ends of the bar are equivalent to x1- + 0.5,
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Fig. 3 The length expander bars with electric fields

perpendicular and parallel to lengths.

PLRCE_.>

Fig. 4

PLDT DF TKFREB/PLFKE)

PERPEN&ICLJLHR PDLED

BHR RE5DNHTDR

while the center of the bar corresponds to x'« 0. The reduced

frequency axis, i.e. the a-axis which is perpendicular to x and y-

axes is shown pointing away from the reader and slanting upwards.

The dependence of I. on x is calculated for different values of the

frequency with increments of Aa « 0.05. Resonance is then found at

I
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a • ir/2. For low frequencies the dependence of T( on x is shown as

a part of a negative cosine, Mle with increasing frequency T.

extends in negative direction, changing its sign at resonance and

again decreasing with increasing frequency above resonance. As the

frequency dependence is calculated from d.c. to twice the resonance

frequency, the diagram is shifted to the right above resonance, to

avoid too many crossing lines confusing the reader. At u » 2w the
1TGS

value of T. has not diminished, although the electrical admittance

of the bar shows no particular behavior at this frequency. The

local coupling factor is found by substituting (26) intv (23),

giving:

kl

2*3!
oc

(27)

'33
"11

9 T F 2

in which the familiar cluster d_./£,~s.1 is denoted as <•}•• In fig.

5 a plot is shown of the local coupling factor as a function of the

position in the bar and of the frequency. The figure consists of

two parts, below and above resonance. The part above resonance being
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ifr,

again graphically shifted to the right, to avoid too many crossing

lines. We see that at a frequency of 0.838 x freg {81 the local general- -

ized force vector for the centre of the bar is a median vector. For

frequencies closer to resonance, the local elastic energy density

becomes too high, resulting in lower values of k. . This causes of

the maximum to be split into two maxima, which move outwards to the

ends of the bar when the frequency approaches resonance. The

definite integral of k. over the whole bar yields:

?.(1+b) tan2 ̂  + 2r tan f + s
( p a o g 2 a a

tan 7- - 2r tan r + s

(28)

a
tan y + r

4 • arctan(
tan 7̂ - r

, 2
/s-r

/ 2
/s-r »s-

2
s-r

where the following abbreviations are used:

a » reduced frequency

b • cos a/2

a - 1 + K 2 , (1 - l/b2)

g - 1 + K2j (1 + l/b)2

Y - I + K2, (1 - l/b)2

(29.

r

P

/(s-a/0)/2

(l+<S/s)/4r

This expression is of considerable complexity, and for other geome-

tries it becomes even more complicated, so no attempts were made

to derive analytical expressions for the total coupling factor of

the parallel poled bar and the plate resonator. In the coupling

state space, each point in the bar has its own state vector, which

is for all points ollinearwith the x-axis, but which has different

magnitudes for different points. Of course, due to the symmetry of

the bar with respect to the centre, symmetrically locatedrpointshave

the same state vector. These vectors contact the surface of the
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ellipsoid each at a different frequency depending on position, in the bar.

At resonance they all change sign while with increasing frequency,

they all pass the ellipsoid surface again. For a large portion of

the bar the local state vectors remain very close to the surface of

the ellipsoid, resulting in a coupling factor which is almost maximum,

for this part as mentioned before.

D. Length expander bar with field parallel to length.

For this geometry (see fig. 3) the boundary conditions are

given by

(30)

X3(O,1) - 0

jwtwhile we apply a voltage difference <f>eJ to the electrodes. From

Maxwell's equation v.D » P follows for an uncharged insulating

medium as an electrical boundary condition:

(31)

It is therefore useful to consider as the appropriate set of consti-

tuent relations:

S3 - S33 T3 + 833 D3

E3 ~*33 T3

(32)

Newton's equation for this type of excitation gives:

ix
from which follows

cos ax.
S3 ' 833 D3

(33)

(34)
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where E. is the displacement of a particle from its equilibrium

position, and a is again the reduced frequency defined by (29).

Substitution in (32) yields:

g33
(35)

F _ ,RT
 e33 .

E3 ~ (333 ~D~ (
S33

In order to evaluate our electrical boundary condition (31) we

integrate the electric field across the bar, because as

(36)

~ = - w^-, it follows that 4> « - E«dxQ
3 I

(37)

This can be used to calibrate E_, and we find this as a function ol

<j> given by

IP where 4
33 E T E

S33 E33 S33

tan a/2

a/2

(38)

(39)

|i and we calculate T_ as a function of <j> by means of equations (35)

and (36):

¥•
s 3 3

(40)

-1 + K,

Equations (38) and (40) express E_ and T. as functions of the exter-

nal voltage difference <j> and of the frequency a) (by means of the

resonance term IL. (see (34))). If we maintain the voltage amplitude

4> at a constant level (0-1), we can calculate and plot T_ and E_
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versus w: these plots are shown in figs. 7, 8.

Fig. 7

.PLOT OF T3CFREQ/PLRCE3

PBRBLLEL PDLED BRR RESDNHTOR

• S I

IB

Fig. 8

PLOT OF E3<FREB/PLHCE)

PftRRLLO. PDLEO BRR "SONflTDR
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These plots are not trivial variations of the plot of T. for the

perpendicular poled bar, because they show the phenomenon of the

so-called 'precursory1 resonance. Whiletbe 'true' resonance freq-

uency is found as the resonance of S_, we observe a shifting to

lower frequencies of the resonances of T_ and E_ which is caused by

the occurance of a zero in the numerator of (38) and (40) for a

frequency lower than resonance. The precursory resonance frequency

a is found as a solution of a transcendental equation

tan a /2
P (41)

fi;

I

which shows that the shifting is larger for greater piezoelectric

effects. A similar shifting was already observed in piezoelectric

plates by Tiersten {9}. At the 'true' resonance, the pole in the

denominator is cancelled by she pole in the numerator, and no dis-

continuity is observed in the behavior of T, and E,. In our example

we used K,, - 0.7, which gives a precursory resonance frequency ofK,.

0.748 f or a 2.35

Further we observe that E_ has negative values near precursory

resonance, which indicates that an inverted potential difference

exists at the central region of the bar (below precursory resonance)

or at the ends of the bar (above). This inversion, or generally the

dependence of E_ on position is the main reason for considering the

voltage difference $ across the electrodes as an externally con-

trolled parameter, contrary to the resonator with field perependic-

ular to length where the electric field is considered as such. Fig. 9

shows a plot of the local coupling factor as a function of the

position in the bar, and of frequency, k. grows rapidly in the

centre until, it reaches its maximum value. (K__) long before

precursory resonance, where the excitation vector is then locally

a median vector . With still increasing frequency, the maximum splits

up into two parts, each of which shifts to the ends of the bar. In
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Fig. 9
PLDT OF KLncCFRE:Q/PLFICE)

PRRRLLEL PDLED BRR RESDNRTDR

the regions where E, becomes negative, while T, still remains

positive, the local coupling factor becomes negative, a phenomenon

which is observed even before precursory resonance. The dramatic

changes in E. and T, at this point are not found in k. , because

the poles in E and T o cancel each other out as a common factor inr s 3
k, .loc

Though it is not clearly visible in the plot (due to large

position steps in the calculation) k, can reach a maximum at any

position in the bar at a certain frequency below resonance. The

position x_m where k. reaches this maximum is given by

Jm
1- arccosa

a
cos -s-I--

(42)

The lowest frequency for kĵ  to reach a maximum value is found by

making x^ in (42) equal to zero, which yields fcr this frequency

a - 1.59, which is roughly at one half of the resonance frequency.

Above resonance the values of E- and T. remain more or less

at the same level, and the local state vector is located close to
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the surface of the ellipsoid over a large part of the bar, which

causes kloc to have a maximum value which is more or less indepen-

dent of position or frequency.

E. Thickness modes in thin plates with electrodedmajor surfaces

and polarization perpendicular to these surfaces.

Suppose we excite an infinitely large plate with certain

thickness. Then contour modes cannot arise due to the fact that the

velocity of sound is finite, so no lateral motion nor lateral de-

formation will be present (S. - S. " 0). Again we have Maxwell's

equation V.D - p, which yields for insulating and uncharged materials:

3D.

(43)D, - 0

D2 - 0

The condition of free major surfaces of the plate results in:

- 0 (44)

Suppose that the plate is now excited by an externally applied vol-

tage difference:

J) - (45)

then this set of boundary conditions enables us to use the constit-

uent equations in a configuration with S and D as independent

variables:

Tl " T2 * C13 S3 " h3I D3

T3 " C33 S3 " h33 D3

E3 - h 3 3 S3

(46)
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Solving these equations, together with Newton's equation, as has

been outlined in the previous chapters for other resonator forms,

we find

where

T, -

T3 ' h33 <Rp "

-h,.

"33

'33

C33 B33

cos ax,

(A7)

(48)

(A9)

(50)

Fig. 10

PLDT DF TICFRED/PLRCE)

PLRTE RESDNBTDR
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Not all these forces or fields are important, for example plots of

T, and E_ are trivial variations of the plots of T, and E_ of the

parallel poled bar and we shall not consider them here. A plot of

T. is presented in fig. 10, which shows that even at zero frequency,

T. has a finite value , inside the plate as well as at the

surface. For increasing frequency the forces grow, even at the sur-

face, which is a consequence of the fact that solids have a non-

zero Poisson Ratio. The existence of a non-zero T. at f=o causes a

non-zero, negative coupling factor k^ . (see fig. II) at f»o

C FRED,PLRCE>

Only near resonance, does T, gain enough influence to render k1

positive. Tj has a precursory resonance frequency of 0.885f fo

PZT4 as can be seen by making the denominator of 0 equal to zero.

Above resonance we see alsmost the same deep trench as for the

parallel poled bar, with two differences:

a) at the surfaces of the plate the coupling factor remains
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negative, while for the bar it becomes zero at the elec-

trodes .

b) the local coupling factor does not achieve as low values

for the plate as those for the bar

We can understand this by considering fig. 12, where the locally

normalized elastic part of the state vector (E>0) is drawn. The

locus of I. versus T. in which the frequency and place are parame-

ters is an ellips-like curve, of which the inclination of the long

axis equals arctan
F E

Fig. 12

LDCU5 DF CTI/T33

PLHTE RESDNBTDR

CDUPLINE 5TRTE EPRCE

INNER CONTDUR '• Ug-B.5

HUTER CONTDUB : Ur"l.0

I
s
I
'•14

ii

i

Here we see that the state vector below resonance becomes a median

vector in the proximity of a coupling eigenstate with a coupling

factor zero, whereas it again crosses the U_ - J contour, left

of the T, axis. Here the locus of T_ for the bar crosses the inner

contour (corresponding to the ellipsoid surface) closer to the

eigenstate with k - -kj. (see Table I); so it can be expected that

k.Qc for the bar reaches lower values. The position where this

locus Tj-To for the plate crosses the U £ - £ contour above
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resonance moves to the right with increasing piezoelectric coef-

ficients. It is possible for the crossing point of intersection to

move to the right of the vertical axis for values of these coef-

ficients exceeding those which are presently known, and which are

not theoretically excluded. This implies that an eigenstate is al-

most excited in a plate vector. Until now it was accepted that it

is possible to excite an eigen state vector in a volume resonator

having the shape of a short, thick cilinder in which radial reson-

ance would coincide with length resonance. Such cilinders have been

studied by several authors e.g. {10}, and it is found that at a

certain thickness/radius ratio, strong resonance is observed. It is

likely that at this ratio an eigen state is excited, which gives

rise to strong coupling over a large area in the body of the

resonator. We now find , under certain conditions, that it is also

possible to excite an eigen state in a plate resonator.

I I I I I I I I I
1,5 lp

Fig. 13

Total coupling factor of a

plate resonator

for different

values of the

piezoelectric coefficient d
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The total coupling factor is shown in fig. 13, where we see that

the tendency of shifting to lower frequencies both for the peak and

the zero crossing (if the piezoconstant is high enough) is met here

just as it was for the length expander bar with field parallel. The

difference between the bar and plate resonators, namely that the

former had a zero approaching positive coupling factor for zero

approaching frequency, while the latter then had a coupling factor

of a certain negative value, is somewhat artificial, because it is

induced by boundary conditions (43, 44, 45) which explicitly exclude

the phenomenon of resonating contour modes.

In the plate resonator the maximum value of k is positive,

only if the piezoelectric effect is small, while for increasing

piezoeffect the peak value decreases to a negative value. The reason

for the negative coupling factor in strongly piezoelectric materials

is that with increasing piezoeffect a larger part of the ellips-like

locus is below the "dead" mode in the negative coupling factor

area. Thus a larger part of the volume of the resonator has a nega-

tive coupling because with increasing piezo-effect, the ellips-like

curve bends outwards and more volume elements in the body of the

resonator move into the negative coupling area.

Representation of resonators in the loss eigenstate spaee

The loss eigenstates span the loss eigenspace. Any resonator

with a known state vector can be represented in the loss space. The

direction in which the state vector points is the same in coupling

space as in loss space, as it depends only on the ratio between the

entries of the vector. However the lengths are different due to

different normalizations in coupling and loss spaces. In the coup-

ling space the vectors are normalized so that

UE + UD

while in the loss space the vectors are normalized to have
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UE + 2UM + UD * ' (52)

It is clear that this normalization mismatch is readily overcome

by renormalizing the coupling factor:

2U,M
renorm

(53)

This renormalized coupling factor now has the physical meaning of a

coupled fraction. The renormalized eigen coupling factors , called

eigen coupling fractions are

T Sie - e)
(54)

«*?• - •;•>' (55)

- 0 (56)

The corresponding eigenstates F1 of f are found by multiplying the

eigenstates F of k by l/(l+k)*

F!
F.

M+k.
(57)

Now the eigenstates of the coupled fraction and of the loss are

identically normalized and a vector can be transferred from one

space to the other without alterations. Therefor it is possible using

a certain resonator geometry and known material coefficients to

predict simultaneously the coupling and loss behavior of the reso-

nator.
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Conatusions

If all material coefficients of a certain material are known

we can draw a spatial diagram with lines of constant coupling fac-

tor and constant loss factor. If a designer wants to realize a

piezoelectric device in which he requires a certain amount of

coupling, and in which he can tolerate a certain loss, he can con-

sult this materials diagram and determine in which spatial direc-

tions he should excite the device, to obtain the desired coupling

factor. In general he will find a conical surface in which all

state vectors yield the same coupling factor. This conical surface

intersects the ellipsoid with an elastic energy density of J, and

this intersecting line itself will also be intersected by lines of

constant loss. If there is an interval on the intersecting line in

which the losses -are satifying the conditions required, this mate-

rial can be used. If this is not the case, an other material, with

better combinations of loss and coupling must be chosen.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ELASTIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC EIGENSTATES

5.1 Intvoduation

This chapter will be concerned with the median vector, the

elastic eigenstates and a possible relation between elastic and

piezoelectric eigenstates. The following sections contain a revised

version of a contribution to the A International Meeting on Ferro-

electricity, Leningrad 1977 {121}.

In the first place, the magnitude and direction of the elas-

tic part of a median vector will be considered for materials with

a C, symmetry, e.g. ferroelectric ceramics. Then the partial coin-

cidence of the elastic eigenstates with the piezoelectric eigen-

states will be discussed, while in the final section some possible

causes of different orientations between these eigenstate systems

are suggested.

5.2 Elastic eigenstates

It appeared to be convenient to give a particular vector a

name of its own, because it has useful properties, some of

which may be mentioned here: its equal electric and elastic energy

density and its maximum coupling factor for a given direction of

excitation. We call this particular vector, the median vector.

(For definition and properties refer to section 4.A). In order to

generate an elastic energy density of Jj/ra in an anisotropic

material, the exerted forces must be matched to an extent, depen-

ding on the direction of their resultant.

The elastic energy density

J i (5.1)
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may be written in a quadratic, bilinear form, as this one,

which can be recognized as the mathematical description of an

ellipsoid in Cartesian space. The axes of such an ellipsoid are

the columns of the so-called modal matrix, which diagonalizes the

elasticity matrix s . Moreover, these columns are also the eigen-

states T-, which are found as the solutions of the eigenvalue

equation:

*i
(5.2)

in which a. is the eigenvalue associated with T.. iks s is called
i i p

the compliance of a material (1.13), the eigenvalues of s are

called "eigencompliances".) Equation (5.2) indicates that for these

states T., the deformation vector S. has the same direction as the

excitation vector T., while the compliance of the material for this

kind of excitation is represented by the scalar a.. These relations
may be applied to materials having any crystal symmetry. For

electric ceramics the solution of the eigenvalues a. may be found

I from the characteristic equation which may be written as:

E
5. .-0"

E
S 12

sn

gE

E
8,,-a

E
S 1 3

S?3
S33"a

(5.3)

which is a third order equation in a.

The solutions for a are:

'1,2 (5.4)

(5.5)
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jj E

The eigenvectors I., corresponding with the a. are determined by

means of the Cauchy expansion of determinants {122}, and may be

arranged as the columns of the modal matrix t which is represented

in the following scheme:

TABLE 5.1

.2

(5.6)

In the first and second columns a square root symbol is placed

without an operand, which represents the square root in a. and a?

from eq. (5.4). The superscripts E are suppressed for the sake of

clarity.

The elastic compliance matrix s is symmetric and positive

definite, while it has three different, positive eigenvalues, so

all associated eigenvectors are linearly independent. Consequently,

if they are properly normalized, they form a base of a vector space

with

2\.?. - «£j i,j - 1,2,3 (5.7)

A normalized, generalized force vector, a state vector F., contain-

ing elastic and dielectric elements is represented by

»t _. ,_._, ,„ F F.,) C is the decompositionin which
j ^ g ^ g ^j j2 i3

of dilatational forces on Cartesian axes, while (F.,, F.., F.,)

represents the shear forces on Cartesian axes, and (F._, F._, *"._)
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are the contributions of the electric field, also decomposed on

Cartesian axes. For the sake of brevity we refer to F. as being

resolved onto the Cartesian axes. It is also possible to decompose

the dilatational elastic part of the vector onto the eigenvectors

?.. Assuming this part F of the state vector to be a linear combi-

nation of the elastic eigenstates, given by:

(5.8)

we can calculate the a. as the contraction of F with the i elas-

tic eigenvector

i*1'2'3 (5.9)

This equation may be generalized to represent all contributions of

the eigenstates to F* in a vector a:

t - r-t (5.10)

In order to compare piezoelectric eigenstates of dilatational pro-

cesses with elastic eigenstates, it is sufficient to complete the

latter with a properly normalized dielectric term.

5.3 The orientations of piezoeleatria and elastic eigenstates

Consider the third column of the modal matrix ? in

equation (5.6) in which the results are presented of the Cauchy

expansion. These eigenvectors are orthogonal, but not yet orthonor-

mal, however especially for the third column the normalization

appears to be quite straightforward. Let the state vector, consis-

ting of the elastic eigenvector T-, completed with a dielectric

term 8» be written as G,:

(a, -a, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, B ) C
(5.11)
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then the normalization of G^ follows from

which yields for a and 0:

1

7T

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

33

P* T? T?

By virtue of the fact that 2(s|1-s|J equals s & 6, {l4>, a may be

rewritten, and substitution of a and $ in G, gives:

, o, (5.15)

Consulting Table 3.3 on page 87 , and comparing G- with the

ninth column, we note that this completed elastic eigenvector is

exactly the same as the ninth piezoelectric coupling eigenstate F_

which has a coupling factor k^>0. This is the so-called Lame mode

L-
/

t

\
\
\

\
\

1

/
1

T"t
Fig. 5.1 Deformation pattern of Lam€ mode.
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{123} associated with a contour mode in plates, and which is picto-

rially presented in fig. 5.1. Unlike in ferroelectric ceramics with

C, symmetry, this mode can be excited electrically in certain

other crystal symnetries (S^, C» , D_, C,, , D-, ). Among the mate-

rials which can be excited in this type of motion the following

should be mentioned: a-quartz (D^), LiNbO^ and tourmaline (Cjv)•

To our knowledge upto now no investigations concerning the piezo-

electric coupling eigenstates of crystal symmetries other than C, ,

have been carried out, and therefore, in our opinion, research in

this field should be stimulated.

Once we have established that one of the elastic eigenstates

coincides with the piezoelectric eigenstate with coupling factor

zero, the following question arises:

Is it possible to discover a relation between the piezoelec-

tric eigenstates with k«k. and k-k_ and the two remaining elastic

eigenstates?

The reasoning Riven below, in which the causality

principle is used, might be helpful in providing an indication

about the possible nature of such a relation.

If we consider the piezoelectric effect as a phenomenon,

described by equations in which cause and consequence are related,

then we can identify electric fields and elastic forces as causes,

and elastic deformations and dielectric displacements as conse-

quences. One of the characteristics of a cross-effect is that one

particular consequence can be due to more than one cause. If now a

certain consequence is extremely hard to obtain, for reasons found

outside the cross-effect, this behaviour would reveal itself as a

reduced susceptibility of this consequence to both causes. In this

way, a deformation which involves a volume change, requires

vore energy than an equally large deformation accomplished under

isochoric conditions. In piezoelectric materials both types of

deformations (isochoric and non-isochoric) can be obtained by the

application of a combination of elastic forces and electric fields.

Therefore, it will not be surprising that the non isochoric defor-
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mation.whic* is the most difficult to bring about by means of elas-

tic forces, will be hardly excited, or not at all, by electric fields

either. We express this in the terminology of the eigenstate theory

in the following way:

Hypothesis 1

It may be expected that an elastic eigenstate associated

with a minimum compliance, will coincide with that piezoelectric

eigeustate which marks the orientation where the couplin" factor

has a sign reversal, i.e. the state with coupling factor zero

The angle +. between the "living" mode and the Z-axes is

given by arctan e^/e^o, while +_, the angle between the-"dead"

mode and the z-axis is determined by arctan d^/d^y By virtue of

the relation. between the piezoelectric coefficients e and d

e - 3 - c E (5.16)

which shows that:

e31
e33

d3I
d33

(5.17)

because the c matrix is not a unitmatrix, we can generally con-

clude:

Hypothesis 2

If the afore mentioned coincidences were true, then the

elastic "soft" vector and the piezoelectric "living" vector would

not coincide.

Assuming that hypothesis 1 is true, we can equate the angles

of the "dead" and the "hard" mode, from which follows:

Corollary I

The relation between the elastic coefficients and the rp.tio
d31^d33 *s d e t e r mi n e c* by the coincidence of the "hard" and "dead"

mode, and is presented in:

'
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5.4 Verification by substitution of literature data

For experimental verification the piezoelectric coefficients

d»,, d,,, e_. and e,_ and all elastic coefficients are required,

but unfortunately the number of ceramics for which these data are

published is rather limited. Moreover, the results obtained this

way, should be considered with due reserve, because the values of

e3j and d33 play an important role in the calculations. However

these coefficients are known to have a poor accuracy if they are

determined by means of the IRE Standards Procedure, which is

usually the case {124, 125, 126}.

Namely, in the IRE Procedure the coefficients are determined

from measurements on several different resonator geometries: bars

with fields perpendicular or parallel to their lengths, and

thickness vibration resonators, each having its own set of boundary

conditions.

From the required coefficients d,., d,3, e~. and e~3>

- d~. is measured on a bar with perpendicular field and boundary

conditions (T.«Tj(x.), T2*T3-0, E3«E3_e^
u )

is calculated from:

33 e33 833
(5.19)

in which
T
e d̂ .

- e33

3 3 is measured under the same boundary conditions as

- g33 is measured on a bar with parallel field, having boun-

dary conditions (Tj«T2«O, T3«T3(x3), <|>(tW0 e^"*)

is calculated from:

(5.20)

in which

" h33i are

-•y <v
are measured on a plate with boundary conditions

'S2«0, S3-S3(x3), D3-D3(x3))

and finally
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~.
is calculated from:

D33 33
2d

(5.21)
31

This formula has a restricted application for the following two

reasons:
T S

£ The values of e,, and '/Boo a r e °f t^e same order of magni-

tude, while the product e_,d,_ roughly equals one half of

their difference, so the numerator of the right member of

(5.21) is obtained as the subtraction of numbers of compa-

rable magnitudes, all being determined from samples with

different geometries. The use of these different geometries

usually introduces large errors.

b_ This formula only would be valid, irrespective of the above

mentioned reason, if the following conditions were satisfied:
T

- e,, and d^, were measured under conditions T =T2=T.,=0

instead of T.=Tj(x.)s T2=T3=O

- 8 3 3 and h,3 were measured under conditions S.=S2=S3=O
instead of Sj=S2=0, S,=S,(x3)

were measured under conditions Tj=T2=Tj=0 instead of

The influence of the difference between the theoretically

desired and experimentally realized boundary conditions has

not been investigated yet, but some experimental evidence

exists » that it may be, of the order of several percent.

The reliability of the result of (5.21) is seriously jipaired by

these disadvantageous circumstances. Nevertheless, we have calcu-

lated the values of $L> $g, $ D and <f>H of four well-known ceramics

which are presented in Table 5.2, together with an estimation of

their accuracy.
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TABLE 5 .2 The a n g l e s <|> , <f>g. <f>D» <f>H i n r a d i a n s

PZT 4

PZT 5

PbZrTiO3(54/46)

BaTiO3

0.

0.

0.

0.

*L

45+0.

45+0.

28±0.

33±0.

09

09

06

07

•s
0.56±0.02

0.59±0.02

0.56+0.02

0.60±0.02

*D

I.03+0.I

1.00+0.1

1.06+0.1

1.05±0.1

*H

1.01±0.04

0.98±0.04

1.01+0.04

0.97±0.04

Data of piezoelectric and elastic coefficients

from {110}. * and $ are the angles of the "soft"

and "hard" elastic modes with the z-axis.

5.5 Conclusions

From these data the following conclusions may be drawn:

ji The directions of the elastic "hard" mode and the piezoelectric

"dead" mode are almost equal, and the experimental accuracy is

too small to observe a possible difference. On account of these

results, we may state that it is possibly true, that these modes

really coincide,

b Our hypothesis 2 is affirmed by the fact that the angles <|>T and
La

<)>„ are outside each others regions of experimental indeterminacy.

The latter is of course valid only if our estimations of the

accuracy are correct.

As we are not completely convinced of the validity of our hypothe-

ses, merely from the results of Table 5.2, many more investigations,

both theoretically and experimentally will be required to determine

whether these hypotheses are true or otherwise.

5.6 Possible accuses for non-eoineidenee of 'hard' and 'dead'

mode

In calculations of the eigenstates of piezoelectric materials

three effects have to be taken into consideration, for they will

certainly have some influence on the angles of the eigenstates.
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These effects are summarized below:

a As has been mentioned in chapter 4.3 the piezoelectric eigenstates

are perturbed by losses, but as loss also effects the elastic

material coefficients, its influence on both eigenstate systems

has to be investigated. If losses are described by the formalism

in chapter 2.5, they give rise to complex additions in material

coefficients:

E .t
s d

perturbed
sE dl unperturbed

(5.22)

j-1,2,3

from which it can be seen that the elastic coefficients are

affected by a., but the piezoelectric coefficients by a^ and 6-.

This means that the elastic and piezoelectric eigenstates will be

perturbed in different ways, from which follows that a possible

coincidence in the unperturbed material could be removed by

losses. But as losses are small generally, the influence of this

effect is supposed to be also small.

b_ The second effect which we have to regard is the influence of the

material' s anisotropy on the orientations of the "hard" and the

"dead" modes. In the reasoning which led us to hypothesis 1 we

assumed that a maximum-volume-change deformation is allied with a

minimum compliance, which implies that we considered an isotropic

material, whereas it is generally known the piezoelectrics are

essentially anisotropic. We have already accounted for this

effect in hypothesis 1, by choosing a formulation which refers

to a minimum compliance instead of a maximum volume change.

Nevertheless, to be certain, this effect should be methodically

investigated {127}.

£ The third effect which will probably introduce the most drastic

changes is contained in the statement of Nelson and Lax that the

piezoelectric effect is only partially described by the Voigt
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constituent relations eq. (1.21) to (1.24). In their monumental

work (128, 129, 130, 131, 132} which was recently published, these

authors describe the influence of the spontaneous polarization

on the total microscopic Lagrangian of a piezoelectric system.

They arrive at a conclusion that the traditional algebraic proof

of the equality of the direct and inverse piezoelectric effect is

incorrect for materials with a spontaneous polarization, such as

ferroelectrics and pyroelectrics, but is valid only for materials

without spontaneous polarization, such as quartz.

In polar materials the new constituent relations are no

longer symmetric, and moreover, a new elastic stiffness tensor

is produced having a lower symmetry than the original one, which

will change to a large degree the calculations of both eigenstate

systems.

It is far beyond the scope of this thesis to enter into this

matter, but it is obvious that a thorough analysis of their work

will be one of the points of a well considered project concerning

new investigations.
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CHAPTER SIX

COMPOSITION OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

6.1 Introduation

The words "measurement system" denote the complete configuration

of apparatus, computer software in different languages, the mathe-

matical approach towards a certain method of solving the equations

of material coefficients and the choice of the geometry of the

samples. The measurements have been automatized to a certain extent,

which has several advantages, such as an increased rate at which the

material coefficients are gathered, a simultaneously enhanced accu-

racy and an in situ verification of calculated results. This system

will be discussed in some detail.

The first section describes the calculator, the plotter, the

program files and the manner in which the calculator can be used to

control the various instruments. It deals with the software required

to perform the measurements and describes one full cycle of measure-

ments, calculations and verifications.

The following section is concerned with the way in which the

real and imaginary parts of the material coefficients are determined

from the impedance measurement of a resonator.

The third section deals with the measuring equipment, viz.

the network analyzer, the synthesizer and the pi-network. A special

procedure is discussed, which greatly improved the measurements of

plate resonators, and which can be performed only in mixed hardware/

software systems, this is the "software feedback procedure".

The final section gives an indication of the accuracy of the

system, and shows a typical example of the result of a measurement

cycle.
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6.2 Caloulatov, plotter, files and programming

The central controlling instrument is a table-top keyboard

calculator (-hp-9830) with 16k bytes internal memory and cassette

tape external memory. It can perform programmed calculations in

BASIC and then operates in the same way as a terminal in a time-

sharing system. A program is typed in, line by line, and run by

pressing a RUN key. The calculator is provided with a thermal prin-

ter for printing out calculations, programs, text etc., and with a

display on which generally one line of previously typed characters

is shown. The plotter, -hp-9862A, in juxta position with the calcul-

ator, can be operated directly or programmed by the calculator,

scaling of x and y-axes, axes marking and plotting are simple one-

lines, one-word instructions. Besides these, output can be printed

on the plotting area when the calculator is in the -LETTER- mode.

Once a program is written on the calculator, it can be stored

on a tape cassette in a so-called file, by means of a -STORE file-

number- statement. Here "filenumber" is an indentifier of the file.

The first file has identifier 0 (zero), the second file has identi-

fier 1 (one), and so on. After this operation a following program

may be written and stored consecutively on an other file of the same

tape cassette. If it is desired to load a program which was previ-

ously stored, this is done by means of a -LOAD filenumber- instruc-

tion.

Programs that are to long to fit in the calculators internal

memory may be split up into smaller programs, each of which has to

be stored in separate files, (e.q. infiles 10. 11. 12. 13). Then the

whole program can be run, by terminating the first subprogram (in

file 10) with an instruction -LINK 11-. This loads the next sub-

program, which if it is terminated with an instruction -LINK 12-,

after its execution automatically loads the third subprogram, etc.

The calculator can be used to control various instruments

via an interface unit. Each of the connected instruments can be
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designated as a "talker" or as a "listener". For example an instruc-

tion like

280 CMD "?U!", "OCEIM"

has the following characteristics: 280 is the line number of the

statement in the program; CMD is an abbreviation for COMMAND; the

character string "?U!" contains the question nark? which means that

all previously given commands on talking or listening are overruled

by this command; the U is the "talk" address of the calculator, the

.' (quotationmark) is the "listen" address of the network analyzer.

The U! establishes a communication path from the calculator £o the

network analyzer. The string "OCEIM" contains the codes equivalent

to the settings of the front panel controls:

0

c
E

I

M

equivalent to

u

it

ii

ii

controlled measurements

amplitude function B-A

input voltage OdBm

bandwidth lOOHz

phase reference : +A

Execution of statement 280 adjusts the setting of the network analyzer

to the specified operation mode.

The synthesizer can be controlled by means of a similar

statement. By changing the network analyzer into "talker" and the

calculator into "listener", the readout data on the amplitude and

phase display of the network analyzer can be entered into the cal-

culator memory. Once these data are available in the calculator,

they may be used for calculations in the programs.

6.2.1 The Measurement Cycle

Determination of a set of material coefficients which govern

the behaviour of a resonator requires several manipulations, and as

some of these can be automated we shall discuss them below in a

step-by-step sequence.
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A. The loop-plotting routine

After installation of the sample and a warming-up period

of the equipment of several hours, our first move is to load and run

a program which measures the transfer function versus frequency of

a double ir network in which the resonator is embedded (see fig. 6.2)

At each frequency step a measurement of magnitude and phase (A and

<P) of the transfer function is performed by the network analyzer.

These variables are transmitted to the calculator, which is then

ready to compute the real and imaginary parts of the impedance or

admittance of the resonator, and to transmit these data to the plot-

ter. This instrument can be programmed to consider the real part of

2 ( z) as an x-coordinate, the imaginary part of Z ( Z) as y-coor-

dinate, and to mark a dot at the position ( Z, Z). This process is

repeated in the following frequency steps, until the whole resonance

loop is recorded on the plotting area.

B. Marking of points

After completion of the plotting of the loop, it is

checked by the experimenter

- on the occurrence and location of spurious responses

- the correctness of starting and terminating frequencies

- the magnitude of the frequency step.

If either value of the last or penultimate check requires adjustment

this change in the program is carried out, and the program is rerun.

If this is not the case then three points on the loop are located, which

will form the basis for the determination of the three material

coefficients. These must be chosen in accordance with the following

rules.

i One point is located at resonance, or if this is

undesirable, because of the appearance of a spurious

mode, as near as possible to resonance without trans-

gression of iii.

ii The two remaining points are chosen at the other ends

of the resonance loop, near the intersection, more or

less symmetric with respect to the first point,

iii All points are located at a sufficient distance from
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spurious resonances, to guarantee that their impe-

dance or admittance phasor is really representative

of the intrinsic mode being considered.

C. Precision Measurements.

The loop-plotting routine is restarted at the begin fre-

quency and interrupted by the experimenter at the moment when the

frequency has reached the value f. associated with the first marked

point. Here a sub-routine is invoked which performs a large amount

(N«200) of measurements of amplitudes and phases at this particular

frequency. The average and standard deviation of A and <j> are calcu-

lated and stored as A. and <)>. together with fj. Then the loop-

plotting routine resumes its course until it is again interrupted

at the crossing of the second marked point. Here and also in the

third point the averages of A and $ are redetermined andstored with

the frequencies respectively as A., i)^, f2' a n d A3' *3* an<1 f3"

This practice of averaging appears to be quite profitable, because

the accuracy of the results can be substantially improved, sometimes

even with a full order of magnitude.

D. Calculations of material coefficients

A set of three equations, nonlinear in the elastic coef-

ficients, and linear in the dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients,

are solved in an iterative procedure, using these three measured

values of impedance or admittance. This manner of determining the

material coefficients proves to be more accurate , and to be applic-

able to materials showing a wider range of variation of coefficients

than the IRE Standards Procedure and the Gain-Bandwidth Method of

Holland and EerNisse. The method is described in a paper, published

in 1976 {133} and presented here as section 6.3.1

E. Verification of calculations

The calculations are performed assuming that the formula
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which describes the idealized one-dimensional resonator may also be

used as a representation of the real resonator. The results of the

calculations would be exact if the real three-dimensional resonator

had been an ideal one-dimensional sample, and if the measurements

were without errors. The outcome of our calculations is verified by

substituting the found coefficients in the idealized formula and

plotting the idealized loop in a different colour in the same plot-

ting area as the real loop. Ususally the left part of the verifica-

tion' loop is drawn on the real loop with an accuracy much better

than the thickness of the plotting line, while at the right part

differences are sometimes found, which corresponce to errors of I or

2 percent in the imaginary part of the elastic coefficient. (See

also section 6.5)

F. Plotting of values

At this point a routine is started by which the calculated

material coefficients are written in the plotting area, in order to

record the following on one sheet of paper:

- the loop of the real resonator

- the verification loop of the idealized resonator

- the computed material coefficients.

G. After completion of these routines, the program returns

automatically to the real loop-plotting routine and again starts

with a new set of measurements.

A full set of measurements and calculations requires about

10 to 15 minutes of which

- 2 or 3 minutes elapse in the plotting of the real loop

- less than 1 minute is necessary to mark the three points

- 3 x 20 seconds are required to measure 3 x 200 amplitudes

and phases in the three marked points

- 3 minutes are used for the iteration procedure

- 2 or 3 minutes pass with the plotting of the verification

loop

- I minute expires while the material coefficients are writ-

ten
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- the remaining time is used by the calculator to wind and

rewind the cassette file and to load the programs.

This process could be speeded up, by dropping various routines

and by automatization of the selection of the three marked points,

which would result in a cycle time of about 5 minutes without loss

of accuracy, and, probably more important, the experimenter's

presence would not be required during the measurements as the pro-

gram would be fully selfsupporting. Moreover it would not be diffi-

cult to extend the program in such a way, that it would perform

measurements in a certain temperature interval, store the calculated

material coefficients on the cassette file, while after the measure-

ments had been made it could perform operations on the coefficients,

as for instance, drawing graphs of the coefficients versus tempera-

ture.

6.3 Method of calculation

In literature several methods have been proposed and used to de-

termine the piezoelectric andelastic coefficients of piezoelectric

materials, {8}, {14}, {50}, {85}, {104}, {117}, {126}. {134, ....

144}. Of these the IRE Standards Method and the Gain-Bandwidth

method are the ones which are most widely used. In our opinion these

two methods have the advantage of providing a simple way of calcula-

tion of real parts of the material coefficients, as well as the

mechanical quality 0 , in order to enable scientists to characterize

their materials if they do no have computational facilities at

their disposal. Imaginary part of piezoelectric or dielectric

coefficients cannot be found by the IRE Procedure and only parti -

ally by the Gain-Bandwidth procedure. While computers are nowadays

common tools in almost every laboratory, it appeared to be

favourable to examine in which way exact solutions of the material

coefficients equations could be obtained. The method which origi-

nates from our investigations and a comparison of this method

of those previously mentioned are presented in the following section.
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Iterative Method for Accurate Determination of the
Real and Imaginary Parts of the Materials

Coefficients of Piezoelectric Ceramics
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INTRODUCTION

THE PIEZOELECTRIC properties of ferroelectric ceramics
ire conveniently described in engineering notation accord-

ing to the IRE Standards [1) , [2 ] :

•£' X (0

in which the external parameters Tand E are chosen as in-
dependent variables. These equations can also be put in alter-

MMWcriot n<xm4 Miy 2.1»7S; mimi Much 10, l»7«.
Tkc aaikor it wlui tke Dtoaimmt of Etocirical E>fbiMriii(, Twmtt

UfUwnity of TwhMlofy, EMCIM*, NtllMtlM*.

native forms with 5 and D, S end E, or T and D as independent
parameters. The set of remaining parameters depends, each
time by a transformation matrix, on the independent variables.
For ease of reference, the other equations are grouped below:

-h'\/S(IH
ffl-C X)-

(2b)

(2c)

The interrelations between the matrices in (2) and (1) are
descnbsd in the IRE Standards on Piezoelectric Crystals
(1949) (2). The notation is also in conformity with these
Standards.

The elastic matrix has six, (he piezoelectric matrix three,
and the dielectric matrix two independent entries. For the
representation of loss in a piezoelectric medium often the
complex notation of coefficients is used [ 3 | . The common
practice for the measurement of these coefficients is to ana-
lyze the immittance behavior of a resonator with a certain
geometry and poling axis. The IRE Standard |4) is commonly
used for quick determination of the coupling factor * with

Ctoyrl|MC»T<»yTti«liMit«<or Efccirtcl**EkctiwUct&•*•«,l»c.
, 5 0 M«l»iiilU.S.A. A H * No. tusuoo)
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simple equipment, but losses cannot be found easily The
Standards Method is particularly adequate for measurements
of technically important materials with high quality and a
high coupling factor. A critical survey of the IRE Standards
Method was given by Holland and EerNisse in a paper [S|
in which they also propose a new method, the gain-bandwidth
procedure, which avoids most of the problems of the Standards
approach. In a later paper [6 | , Holland describes a technique
for the measurement of piezoelectric phase angles in a ferro-
electric ceramic. This method is suitable for materials with
low coupling factor.

A method is now developed that has six distinct advantages
over the method' . ->tioned. (The IRE Standards Method
will be called Ik d the method extracted from the articles
of Holland-EerNisse | 5 | and Holland (6] will b? called HEH.)

1) The devised method makes it possible to calculate the
real and imaginary parts of coefficients in a resonator from
only three immittancc measurements.

2) Thismethodusescxact formulas, without approximations.
3) The dielectric constant is measured at the same frequen-

cies as the piezoelectric and elastic constants, contrary to the
IRE and HEH methods, in which the piezoelectric and elastic
constants are measured at a frequency/,, while the dielectric
constant is measured at frequencies 0.01 fs, 0.03 /,. 0.1 /,,
and the found curve is extrapolated lofs. A dielectric relaxa-
tion in this lower frequency band may totally obscure the
value of c{fs).

4) The new method has a wider field of application (lower
G*I, lower*).

5) It obtains higher accuracies.
6) When the materials coefficients are determined by the

iterative analysis of an immittance behavior, the required
number of resonator geometries is reduced to four, excluding
the radial resonator. It treats on an equal footing the length
expander bars with the field parallel and perpendicular and the
thickness dilation and thickness shear plate. These four reso-
nators have mathematically identical descriptions (see Ap-
pendix II and Fig. 7).

THE NEW METHOD

The new method can be easily demonstrated by the ceramic
bar resonator, but is generally applicable to the three other
immitances. Under circumstances where width and thickness
are negligible compared to the length of the bar, and when
the bar is poled perpendicular to the length direction, the
admittance can be written as

(3)

where /, w, and I refer to the length, width, and thickness of
the bar (see Fig. 1).

All coefficients, together with the admittance, are supposed
complex, so we can write

v-
il

— / -f

t V
Fig I. Piezoelectric ceramic bar resonator The ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) faces arc

electroded.

1 = ^31 " #31

If the real and imsgin&iy pans of sfi were known from some
previous experiment, we could substitute these values and ob-
tain an equation such as

y<w) = aMefa t b(s^, wt f i , (5)

in which the coefficients a and b are completely known. The
generation of one more equation by measuring the real and
imaginary parts of Y{o>) and calculating a and b at a differing
frequency would result in a system such as

W>2>.j ) / \<K"2)
(6)

These equations can be solved easily for £33 and d\i. Other-
wise, if ef3 and</j, are exactly known, together with Y{<i>).
then (3) results in a nonlinear relation in s f i. which can be
solved for s u to an arbitrary accuracy in an iterative
procedure.

These two observations form the basis of the new method in
which a reasonable initial guess is made for the value of sfj ~
» * -Zs'i'f, whichisusedforafirstcalculation of eji a"dd% 1 •
In the next step these found values are used for a corrected
calculation of s f 1. Then the process is repeated: The corrected
value of sf, is used for a better determination of ef3 and d3l,
which in turn serve for updating the value of sf,.

THE INITIAL GUESS

It is clear that the resonance phenomenon is caused only by
sf 1 in the tangent argument and not in the numerator else-
where in the admittance (3). In order to find a rough initial
value of s f 1, we suppose initially that the values of cf3 and
d31 are purely real, and sf, in the numerator is real also. Thus
we substitute if , * s'fi - / t j f in the tangent. Use of the
identity

tan(«+/&) = (sin 2« + /sinh 26)/(cos2a + cosh 2b)

makes it possible to separate the admittance in a real and
imaginary part.

By evaluation of the geometric and hyperbolic functions
around the frequency u , m of maximum real part of the ad-
mittance, we find
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necessary. We replace the iteration number of i f , in the
tangent argument with (n + I), while it is unchanged in other
places. Suppose we take Y= Y(u>3), then

y ( u , ) = /> + e ian^«a / (ps f i < "* 1 ) ) 1 ' 2 (10)

with

Fig. 2. Complex plane locus of K(CJ) for ceramic resonator neat fust
resonance. o r

2/wdf,

in which utm is the frequency for the maximum imaginary
part of Y (see Fig. 2).

arctan

Now we use two identities:

I HE ITERATION rROCfcUUKE , / I - fl + j'oA

One step in the iteration process is described as follows. The "ctan <° + /" ) * ylt>S ( i + 0 - / a )
complex admittance Y(w) = Y' */Y" is supposed knownjrt

+ S2)" :

THE ITERATION PROCEDURE

two frequencies, u , and u 2 . In the nth iteration step, eji ,
T.(») n l v e fan found We write the admittance now as

wo frequ
ilK sfi'

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(IS)

2/M-

Xtan-rM (7)

As the arctangent is a multivalued function, the branch of the
arctangent must be properly selected so as to belong to the
correct harmonic.

A complete iteration step has been performed now. When

Together with the other known value Y(ut), we write

M /aii(

IV Ui(
(9)

The new values of ejj and d}, are found from the old value of
sf, and the admittance data. The next step is to find the new
sfi from the new 633 and ef3,. For this the admittance must
be known at a third frequency u 3 . As $fi <") is near to its
exact value, the tangent is very sensitive to changes in jf , in
the proximity of resonance. Therefore, we choose some point
where Y' is "large." We might choose the admittance where
the real part of Y is a maximum, although this is by no means

is repeated. A simple computer program can be used in this
iteration procedure, with a flow diagram as outlined above.

CONVERGENCE

It can be proven (14] that the iteration process converges
rapidly, typically with one decade of accuracy per step. If
we set the criterion Cof (16) equal to 10"'°, then it is
normal to reach this accuracy in eight steps. The initial guess
is usually very good, because it is, in fact, the final value of
the IRE method. If by some misfortune the initial guess is
poor, the procedure may require some more steps, but it
does converge to the correct value.

The error progation matrix £ can be defined as

M

Hi

••'•' I
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Hg. 3. Admittance loop for material with high Q and high coupling F j g 4 A d m i , u n c e loop for material with low Q and high coupling
factor <HQH« f (L{>H*factor <HQH«.

l
factor (L{>H*).

r generally

ICCE-0 1J,SE-6 1J0E-6 LTSE-6

R.M-—

Fig. 5. Admiltance loop for material with high Q and low coupling factoi (HfiLfc).

tance curves in the complex plane were calculated for four
sets of coefficients. These coefficients were selected to gen-
erate admittance behavior with

alculation of a typical example in the measurement scheme
tows that for PXE-5 it room temperature the matrix B is

(0 0 -0.76 \

0 0 -0.0005 j

0 0 0.0009/

a) high mechanical quality QM and high coupling factor k
(HQHk)

b) low QM and high k (LQHk)
c) high & , and low *(H0L*)
d) low CM and low * (LgL*).

The loci of ^ were plotted in the complex plane. From these
3 it may be expected indeed that the process converges very diagrams the values of Y were taken for the calculation of the
ipidly. coefficients by our iterative procedure and also the required

admittance data for the IRE and HEH method. As all methods
COMPARISON WITH OTHER MEASURING METHODS w e r e ,ppiied on the same admittance diagrams, the same

In order to compare the iterative measuring method with numerical accuracy accounts for each of them. Tlie loops
Iher methods, i.e., the IRE and the HEH methods, admit- are shown in Figs 3-6.

- ̂  f
'it i

a

s
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n.-M —-

I-'ig. 6. Admittance loop for malerial with low Q and low coupling factor iLQLk).

TABI I I
UQM

'f,
•ft
J31

I ' l l

-4S33

Input

Data

9.2
-5.7
-1

1.4
3.9

-1.3

E
E
E

E
f
E

-12
- 14
- 10
- 12
- 9
• 10

" t

Up

IRE

1238000
1406400 "•1/2

"-1/2

Ry
u ,
" 2

Ry,
Ry,

HEIl

1238000
1234000

1241750
1.760
1170000
1306000
8.3892
5.4364

Admittance Data

E-

E-
E -

3

6
6

" m i

Yrm

Uim

" 1
U 2

Yl

Y,

New

1238000
1.76lfJf - 3

1234000

1170000
1306000
8.3892f - 6
5.43t>4£ - 6

-;1.86f - 5

t/1316342£-4
•;6.19915£ - 5

1-ound Values

IRE

9.200013
-

-1.000855
_
_

HEH

9.200013
-5.759483

-1.005363
1.400719

_

-0.952452

New

9.200000
-5.700273

-l.OOOOOO

1.400001

3.899998

-1.299783

rf31

.A'

REMARKS

I) Some precautions must be regarded, since it is required
for the HEH method that <j| and coi are carefully selected.
These points must fulfill the condition

'•Mi (17)

For the HEH method and our method, nine sets of ( u , , u , )
points were selected for each malerial in such a way that

(18)

In the HEH method, nine sets of c ^ and J J I values were
calculated from these nine sets of frequencies. The values of
s'n, s I f and d'}, arc always determined from fixed points on
the loop. It is tacitly assumed that the complex coefficient d
is measured most accurately when elastic losses are not domi-
nant, presuming implicitly a relation between s" and d. It is
natural, however, to measure d at the frequency of the maxi-
mum piezoelectric energy content 114), i.e., at the frequency

2) From the loops with a high coupling factor, i f i and d,:
were calculated with the IRE method. In the low coupling

factor loops, no value for uip could be found, so this method
could not be applied. Where in the IRE method knowledge of
633 w a s necessary, the exact value used for the determination
of the loops was substituted.

3) For the material HQLk the HEH method could still be
used, but when the resonator was damped more, by introduc-
ing higher s I f values, the loop degenerated and became virtual.
In this case it was impossible to find the necessary U . I / J .
u - i / j so the Q could not be found. No u points could be
selected that fulfilled condition (30) . although s'f\ could still
be recognized.

R E S U L T S

The measurements of the material constants had a twofold
purpose: a) to test the ability of a method to recover material
constants if random errors in the admittance data were small,
and b) to see the influence o f errors due to suboptimal choaen
frequencies.

For the first purpose all admittance loops were analyzed (if
possible) by the new method, the IRE method, and the HEH
method. Data o f the first loop are shown in Table I. Input
data for the calculation of the loops are shown in the first
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TABLE II
HQHk

s n
d31

<fii

'a
«33

mm

9.2 £ - 1 2

-S.7 £ - 1 4
-1 £ - 1 0
1.4 £ - 1 2
3.9 £ - 9

-1.3 £ - 1 0

mHEH

9.200013

-5.7S948
-1.00536
1.403

_
+0.3

"HEH

-

-

0 008
-

1.7

THEH

0.0014

0.065
2.9
0.043

-
44.0

"'New

9.19999

-5.7004
-1.000001
1.40
3.901

-1.33

"New

0.00002

0.0004
0.000003
0.01
0.004
0.08

7New

0.O02

0.0004

0.O015

0.05

1.0
2.0

QH

*31

161

0.531

TABLE 111
LQHk

4)1

• 3 y 3

C33

"a.

9.2 £ - 12

-5.7 £-13
-1 £-10
1.4 £-12
3.9 £ - 9

-1.3 £-10

mHEH

9.200(6

-5.5738
-0.9929

1.45
-

-0.7

"HEH

-

-
-

0.09
-

2.4

THEH

0.016

1.4
3.7
0.46

-
114

"New

9.19995

-S.6988
-0.99998

1.399
3.8999

-1302

"New

0.00006

0.0004
0.0O004
0.005
0.0002
0.003

VNew

0.006

0.004
0.02
0.026
0.05
0.077

Q

k

16.1

0.53] |

group of two columns. Admittance data, as necessary for
each respective method, are in the next group of three col-
umns, while output data from each of the three methods are
given in the last three columns. We performed nine measure-
ments; for each of the coefficients m we found a set of nine
values {«/}; / * 1 • • • 9. From these was found

'£"•//• (19)

(20)

when the input value of m, mtn, fell outside the range
[m - 3vm , m * 3om ], it was thought that the difference
between m and min was not due to round-off errors, but to
the measuring method itself. This difference was called n,
the method error:

'If1-
if!»,„ e [m - 3am,m + 3am\

otherwise.
(21)

These method errors may arise when approximations are made
in the theory of measurement. In some cases this type of
error (if present) could not be recognized in the HEH method,
because the standard deviation was so dramatically high (tee
Tables II and HI).

WEIGHTING OF ERRORS

We designed a criterion that proved to be useful in the pro-
cess of the analysis of results from measurements. The admit-
tance behavior is mostly controlled by the real parts of the
materials coefficients, and the influence of the imaginary parti
is only a correction. Therefore, we may expect that when wt
plot a loop and find the admittance at a certain w « the

coordinates of Y, the numerical values of Y are much less
influenced by the imaginary than by the real parts of the
constants. Thus, by rounding off the 16-decima! output from
the computer to four or five decimals, we will certainly find
larger errors for the imaginary parts than for the real parts.
We can roughly predict the ratio of these errors: the imaginary
part of a material constant m(-m' - jm") must have errors
that are a factor m'/m" larger than the real part. To compen-
sate for this type of error the standard deviation o m - was
reduced by m'/m".

Moreover, when the coupling factor is very small, we may
not think that we can find values for the piezoelectric constant
as good as for the dielectric constant. When the piezoelectric
effect is very weak, it is very deeply buried under the dielec-
tric effect. For this reason the errors in d'it anddji are
weighted by the coupling factor.

Generally

'm-*Om = W»,om. ( 2 2 )

We used the old and new standard deviations for the construc-
tion of a criterion that reflects both method and random er-
rors. We defined the compound relative error 7 and the
weighted compound relative error y':

1m Idi. *<£)«*

(23)

(2*)

In the case of the HEH procedure, s'fi, 1 Jf, and d'3l are found
from fixed points on the loop, so no mean was calculated.

Then 7 was replaced by

* I « H E H -

' - *m I « H E H " "> (25)
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TA8I F IV
HfJIX

.if
•»31

«,r

9.2 £ - 12
-5.7 £-14
-1 £-12
1.4 f -14
3.9 £ - 9

-1.3 £-10

"•HEH

9.1994
-1.4S62
-1.6260
0.8

-1.3005

"HEH

0.1

0.0008

THEH

0.06
19.2
2
0.005

0.02

'''New

9,2000
-5.70
-1.000
1.4
3.899993
1.300000

»Ne«

0.0002
0.02
0.001
0.2
0 000005
0.000009

0.02

0.005
0.01
0.0001
0.0002

1*

161

0 00531

TAB1F V
LQU.

.if
' s i

«33

9.2 £-12
-2.21 £-13
-1 £-12
1.4 £-14
3.9 £ - 9

-1.3 £-10

"•HEH "HEH 7HEH

Not Applicable

"New

9.2127
-2.24
-1.05
1.2
3.899994

-1.30002

•"New

0.0009
0.01
0.09
0.3
0.000007
0.00002

>Ne»

1.4
0.4S
0.45
0.018
0.00018
0.005

Q

k

40

.00531

TABLE VI
A m m a t s » Till Mrrnnn >m A SKI-IFK- M»ltKl»i

HEH New

'HfiH*
SLCH

18
46.5

7.9

0.91
0.04
0.01
0.63

in which Wm is the appropriate weighting factor from (22). In
the list of weighted deviations all numbers have the same
importance, and therefore, we can define the overall accuracy
S for a specific material for the new method as

• (£*"/*)
i/J

and for the HEH method as

(26)

(27)

When we consider a resonator as described by six independent
parameters, it may be represented as a point in a six-dimensional
space. The "vagueness" of this point, due to errors, is given
by the standard deviations. The overall accuracy S gives just
a point on the hyperellipse spanned by the weighted devia-
tions. Therefore, we have developed the custom of referring
to * as a measure of the quality of a method as it is applied
to a specific material. The resulting material constants for the
four sets are shown in Tables II, III, IV and V, while Table VI
gives the S values for the materials.

DISCUSSION

Some interesting observations may be made from the tables.
a) The compound relative deviation y and the weighted

compound relative deviation y' are generally much smaller in
the new method than in the HEH method.

b) The weighted deviations in c ^ are large when the cou-
pling factor is large, but small when k is small. The weighted
deviations in sfg are inversely proportional to k. The weighted
deviations in d}l are always between those of ef3 and ! * , .
and their dependence on Q or k is not so clear as with el, and
sf i . They seem to be more or less constant. The explanation
is simple: If k is large, a large amount of input energy is
converted to elastic energy, so sf, is easily measured. On the
other hand, the dielectric energy is small compared to the
elastic energy, so 633 cannot be measured as accurately as
sf.

c) In the HEH method, s?f is determined from the upper
and lower point of the loop. When the coupling factor is low,
the loop may degenerate and become virtual. This leads to
large inaccuracies.

d) In the new method the equations for the solution of
633 and d\ 1 are linear, so we find that a 1% error in Y also
gives a n error in ({, and c/| , .

CONCLUSIONS

A method has been given by which the complex coefficients
of ferroelectric ceramics can be found. The method has been
compared to the IKE Standards method and the method of
HolIand-EerNisse and Holland. It has been shown that the
new method has a number of advantages as follows.

1) The new method gives all six real and imaginary parts of
the coefficients from only three immitanre measurements in
a narrow frequency interval. The HEH nu thod gives five,
thus necessitating additional measurements (of c&) at com-
pletely different frequencies. The IRE method gives only 2
coefficients (in fact, only *).

2) The new method is not dependent on singular points in
the loop, such asextrema in the real or imaginary pan of the
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immittance, and is therefore highly insensitive to spurious
responses in one or both of the sidebands.

3) It was found that the choice of the low coupling factor
in this paper made the IRE method inapplicable to both cases
with high and low Q, whereas in the case of low Q. the HEH
method was inapplicable also. Resonances may be so weakly
exciied by a low coupling factor or so heavily damped by a
low Q that the loop may disappear fully. This gives no loss of
overall accuracy in the new method.

4) For all materials, the new method obtains better ac-
curacy than the IRF. or the HEH methods.

5) The method treats all pseudo-one-dimensional resonators
on the same footing, which enables one to determine a full
matrix of coefficients with only four resonators (see Appendix
II and Fig. 7).

APPENDIX I

NOMENCLATURE

a Arbitrary scalar.
<ty(u) Coefficient in linear equation in €r and d2.
B Error propagation matrix.
b Arbitrary scalar.
b[s, CJ) Coefficient in the linear equation in er and d2.
C Cutoff criterion for the iteration procedure.
cD Complex elastic stiffness at constant D: cD =

cE Complex elastic stiffness at constant E:cE =

D Displacement.
d Complex piezoelectric strain constant: d = d' - id",
d' Transpose of d.
diV Value of d3 , in the nth iteration step.
E Electric field.
e Complex piezoelectric stress constant: e = e' - je".
e' Transpose o f f .
/ , Frequency of series resonance.
I Complex piezoelectric strain constant: g-g' - jg''.
j Transpose o!g.
HEH Acronym for measurement method extracted

from articles of Holland-EerNisse and Holland.
A Complex piezoelectric stress constant: A = A' • jk".
h' Transpose of A.
IRE Acronym for measurement method from IR E

Standards.
k Coupling factor.
I Length of a resonator.
mln Value of the generalized material coefficient used

for loop calculations.
Hi/ Generalized measured material coefficient: m =

tit - yfli .

P Coefficient in the nonlinear equation in sE.
Q Coefficient in the nonlinear equation in sE.
C M Mechanical quality factor UE'/sE").
S Strain.
1 ° Complex elastic compliance at constant D:sD*

/

Complex elastic compliance at constant E: sE

iE' - jsE".

sf i Value of jj j in the «th iteration step.
Ij f i*"* 0 ! Modulus of complex s f j ' " * "
T External applied stress.
r Thickness of a resonator.
If,,, Weight of the generalized coefficient m,
w Width of a resonator.
Y Complex admittance of a resonator: Y- Y' - iY".
a Arbitrary scalar.
0 Arbitrary scalar.
0s Complex dielectric impermeability at constant S:

iT Complex dielectric impermeability at constant T:
0 r = (i1" - jQT

y Arbitrary scalar.
y m Compound relauve error.
y'm Weighted compound relative error.
£<"•>> Generalized vector of the deviations of the exact

values.
6 Arbitrary scalar: overall accuracy of a method.
es Complex dielectric constant at constant 5: c 5 =

eT Complex dielectric constant at constant T: eT w

cr-ier.
eji'"' Value of ej"3 in the «th iteration step.
H Method error, a systematical error due to the

method.
p Specific density.
om Standard deviation of nine measured values m.
n.. • Weighted standard deviation o m .

Angular frequency.
^im Angular frequency at the maximum imaginary

part of the admittance.
cJo Angular frequency of the series resonance
<Jp Angular frequency of the parallel resonance.
<J,m Angular frequency at the maximum real pan of

the admittance.
Angular frequency of the half maximum real part
of the admittance, below and above series
resonance.

APPENDIX II

A measurement scheme can be constructed which avoids
the analysis of radial resonators. When one considers the
elastic coefficients s£ as complex, one needs accurate tables
of Bessel functions with complex arguments [ 8 | , 113] for the
solution of the elastic coefficient from the resonance fre-
quency, which makes the analysis process rather involved.
The new scheme exploits four weil-knowrTr
to which the iterative procedure is equally applicable.

Analysis of a thickness shear resonator (laterally poled)
immediately gives c ? s , h, s . and (Jf i . Calculation of all co-
efficients of the "inner shear heart" of the full matrix is then
possible. A measured value is indicated by a dot, a calculated
value by an open circle. As a resonator gives three materials
coefficients, it is necessary to analyze at least three more
resonators to find the values of the remaining seven unknowns.
The three expansion resonators (length expander bars with
fields parallel and perpendicular and the thickness expansion
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plate) .ire ideally suited t'or tins purpose. Fig. 7 gives all the
necessary lormubs for measurement and calculations.

R n l HtNCKS
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(195K1764
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IJ949H37H.
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tric lu»*cv by complex coefficients." Jr t.F Transactions on
Sonui and lllratomcs. SI.-U 119671 pp. 18-20.

| 4 | IRI Standardson PiezoelectricCiysuls 11961). Proc IKf.49
11961)1169.
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6.4 Measuring apparatus

This chapter describes the instrumentation which is used for

the measurements. It discusses the TT network, the analyzer /synthe-

sizer combination and the software feedback procedure.

6.4.1 The IT network

Generally it is impractical for the following reason to con-

nect a sample directly to an oscillator circuit to excite one of

the modes and simultaneously measure the itnmittance of the sample.

The immitance formulae of each of the required sample geometries

are derived using the constituent relations, Newton's law and the

boundary conditions of a specific mode, while the voltage across the

electrodes is assumed to be one of the external independent varia-

bles. If it is not kept at a constant level when the frequency is

varied, the derivations of the inmittances will loose their validity.

This implies that the circuitry used to excite the sample must have

voltage source characteristics, which means that the output impe-

dance must be zero, or at least it should be low with respect to

the sample impedance. On the other hand, most oscillators have a

50ft output, which is not low enough to consider as a voltage source

but -'hich is chosen to match the characteristic impedance of a

coaxial cable. Unwanted reflections may occur if we do not take

precautions against mismatching of the cable to the sample. These

two reasons for erroneous measurements can be prevented by using an

appropriate double ir network for each of the samples.

Such a network is shown in fig. 6.2. The relation between the

input and output voltage is given by the quotient:

out

"in

R.R3
(6.1)
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-sample

Fig. 6.2

The double i\ network with the sample.
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where Z represents the impedance of the sample (refer to fig. 6.2

for the meaning of the other symbols). The input impedance of this

network, with short circuited sample and loaded with 50ft is:

(6.2)

Z. -Zin out R2.(Rj+5O)(R3+R2)+50R1(R3/2+R2)+R1((R1+5O)(R2+R3/2)+50RJ)

The equivalent source impedance is as follows:

50R+R9(50+R.)

s ^K3 50R,+(R2+R3)(50+R,)
(6.3)

These relations are used in the calculations of the appropriate net-

works. In order to keep the sensitivity of the output voltage for

variations of the sample impedance as high as possible an optimum

solution is found by using different networks for different samples.

For length expander bars with field perpendicular to length we used:

R, - 160, R2 - 66.5, 14

For length expander bars with field parallel to length we had:

100, R2 - 50 , R3 - 50

While for thickness plate resonators we used:

R, - 250, R2 - 59 , R3 - Ifi (see also 6.4.3)

The determination of the impedance of the sample is accomplished by

means of eq (6.1). With UQut/U. • H we obtain:
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H(R,+R2+R
(6.4)

The network analyzer enables us to measure amplitude (in dB) and

phase (in degrees) of H, so by writing H » |H| eJ*H eq (6.4) is

transformed into a real and an imaginary part:

a.
XHT(R,+R2+R3) (R2

+R3) ( R ^ V V (R2+R3)
(6.5)

(6.6)

The computations of £ and z are performed by the calculator.

6.4.2 The network analyzer and synthesizer

A Hewlett-Packard Model 3330A synthesizer and a -hp- model

3570A network analyzer, designed to determine amplitude and phase

response of twoport linear networks in the frequency domain, were

operated by the calculator to perform the measurements on it networks.

The analyzer can be used to measure the absolute transfer function

of a network, or to compare the transfers of two different networks

{145}. For simultaneous amplitude and phase presentation it has two

digital read-outs which can be monitored both visually and by means

of the calculator. All its functions, ranges and settings are pro-

grammable as well as manually adjustable. The synthesizer provides

accurate and stable frequencies in the interval from O.IHz to

13,000,999.9 Hz, with a resolution of 0.1H . The frequency and

amplitude are selected by a front panel keyboard in ranges as above

for the frequency and from + 13.44 to -86.55dBm for the amplitude,
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with a resolution of O.OIdBm. The stability of the frequency is

quoted as + 1x10 per day or + 1x10 per month. Also for this

instrument all functions, settings and numbers are programmable.

For more details the reader is advised to consult the manuals. The

programming capabilities of the network analyzer and the synthesizer

substantially increase the versatility of these instruments and

render them ideally suitable for widely diverging types of applic-

ations, but especially to ours.

6.4.3 The Software Feedback Procedure

The impedance of a thin plate can decrease near resonance to

such low values (e.g.5ft) that the output impedance of the network

to the sample acquires the same order of magnitude, which interferes

with the requirements of voltage source characteristics of the IT

network. Under such drive conditions the network acts as a current

source instead of a voltage source, which means that the resonance

is determined by the elastic coefficient s instead of s . In order

to remove this disadvantage the resistors should be decreased to

such low values that the transfer function of the ft-network would

become imperceptibly low. To circumvent this problem we developed

the "software feedback" procedure. A mixed hardware-software meas-

uring system offers the possibility of successively

adjusting a signal level, measuring, calculating and read-

justing successively without intervention of the experimenter. In

this procedure the following enumeration of points was performed.

a. The synthesizer was adjusted to a certain reference sig-

nal amplitude (AQ) at a certain frequency f (A ;f )

b. The transfer function HQ of the ft network with sample

was measured. (H ;f )

c. The impedance Z of the sample at this frequency was

calculated, using H Q .

d. The voltage across the sample (AU ) was calculated using

e. At a frequency f. differing from f
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<Vfl>
(AU,;f,)

el step a was repeated

e2 step b was repeated

e3 step c was repeated

eA step d was repeated

e5 The difference between the voltage across the electrodes

at f (AU.,f.) and the reference voltage difference (AU ;

f ) was determined.

e6 The amplitude of the synthesizer was readjusted according

to the results of e5. The voltage across the electrodes

at frequency f. is then (AU ;f j).

By means of this procedure the coltage difference at the sample's

connections is maintained within O.OldB of a reference level, for

large variations of the sample's impedance, which is equivalent to

an internal source resistance of the ir-network of about 5 milliohms.

If we had actually soldered such a resistor in the IT-network, the

measurements would have been carried out at a signal level of

-lAOdB, which is far below the range of operation of the equipment.

On the other hand, a circuit which could compare the sample voltage

with a reference voltage and amplify the signal in order to minimize

the difference, would have its input circuit parallel to the sample

impedance, while its output circuitry would be in the signal path.

Such a circuit would interfere twice with the measurements and it

is assumed that this would not go unnoticed in the measurement

results.

6. S Accuracy

In this chapter estimations are presented of the influence

of undesired mechanisms which may intrude upon the determinations

of the material coefficients and obscure their true values.

A. Errors due to the networkanalyzer

The accuracy of the amplitude and phase measurements

depends on the signal level and frequency, as is shown in the conden-

sed specification Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1:

Amplitude

OdB

|+ O.2dB

Frequency

Condensed

Accuracy

-20dB

4

response

Phase accuracy + 0.

Frequency response

I02 < f < 106

Amplitude response

+ 0.4°

0

+

-20dB

specifications of

-80dB

0.5dB 4

£ 0.ldB p-p error

2°

(channels OdB) 1

1

0.6° +

-70dB

-hp- 3570A

-lOOdB

1.5db

+ 0.2°

1°

-80dB

These figures are the errors pertaining to one single reading of

amplitude and phase under a wide variety of amplitude and frequency

conditions. The performance of the apparatus may be substantially

improved by one or both of the following ways.

i The amplitude and phase characteristics may be considered to

be linear functions of amplitude and frequency if the latter

are confined to certain small intervals of operation, which

are determined by the geometry of the resonators. In these

intervals the analyzer can be locally calibrated using known

high-precision external components. This policy enabled us

to reduce the amplitude error to + O.OldB in the interval of

operation, while the phase measurement error was reduced to

+ 0.02°. These calibration procedures were programmed and

interwoven with the measurements. They were run every three

or four hours and their results were used to compensate for

detectable deviations of the equipment due to environmental

changes or otherwise.

ii The procedure of averaging a large number of measurements

greatly reduces the influence of random errors, which are
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introduced by noise superimposed on the signals. As this

procedure is already described in section 6.2.1, we shall

not pursue this matter further.

B. Errors due to the iT-network.

Apart from the error introduced by the nonzero internal

source impedance, which was already mentioned in Chapter 6.4.3, the

7T network may be incorrectly matched to the characteristic impedance

of the coaxial cable. Such a connection has a reflection coefficient

J(Z-Z )/(Z+Z )| in which Z is the impedance of the cable while Z

is the input impedance of the ir-network. Reflections reduce the

apparent transmission of the network, but this is not detected under

harmonic drive conditions. If the sample is embedded between two

such reflecting connections, it is possible that a certain amount

of energy in the form of electromagnetic waces, which can excite

the s nple, is injected in this area. In this manner, the magnitude

and phase are determined by the electrical mismatch and the geometry

of the IT network. The measurements of amplitude and phase are per-

formed outside this reflecting area, so it may be expected that

errors can arise under such drive conditions. We proportioned our

TT network to have mismatches of less than 0.1% over the whole impe-

dance range of the sample, and we believe that this is sufficient to

subdue this source of errors.

C. Errors due to the resonator,

i Errors in sample size and weight.

The dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients were determined

by dividing or multiplying a certain number by the dimensions

of the sample. For the determination of the elastic coeffi-

cient the length and the specific gravity of the sample are

necessary prerequisites. The dimensions were determined by

means of a micrometer with an accuracy of +0.005mm, while the

gravity was taken from literature data {146}. As the dimen-

sions of the sample varied between 0.5 and 5mm, errors may

be present in e or d of not more than 1 or 2%. The same

:3

••5

}

applies to the error in (plate), while the elastic coef-
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ficients of the bars may have errors of about 1 /oo. The

error in the specific gravity is much smaller and will not

be present as a significant contribution to the total error

of the elastic coefficients.

ii Errors due to the non ideal behaviour of the resonator,

iia The excitation of spurious modes in plates is probably the

most important source of errors in this type of resonator.

In the IRE Procedure and in the Gain-Bandwidth method it is

assumed that the resonance phenomenon is free from spurious

responses; an assumption which is not generally justified.

In the iterative procedure it is assumed that at least some

points of the loop are free from spurious excitations, but

even this supposition is not indisputable as is shown by

Ikegami {113}, who demonstrated that the thickness modes are

necessarily accompanied by the so-called anharmonic modes.

These modes can deteriorate the ideal shape of the resonance

loop, but as we have not studied this subject extensively,

we shall not discuss it further here.

iib An other source of errors of the resonators is caused by the

fact that different sample geometries require different

poling procedures. In particular, the length expander bars

with field parallel to length require much higher potential

differences than the other geometries, and these high elec-

tric fields may be the cause of unwanted secondary phenomena,

such as heating up by conduction electrons and electrical

discharges. The effects of fringing fields will be much

stronger in the parallel poled bar than in the perpendicular

poled bar which will end in a nonuniform polarization in the

bar with field parallel. As the piezoelectric coefficients

are directly proportional to the relative polarization {148},

a consequence of these effects will be that additional errors

will be present in the piezoelectric coefficients as well as

in the "clamped" compliaB'j or stiffness (s or c ).

d
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Numerical accuracies

The aforementioned errors areconsidered to be mutually inde-

pendent, so the total resultant error is determined by vectorial

addition of the individual contributions. Estimations of the indi-

vidual errors and of the total errors are presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Aoauraay of measurements {%}

£T

£33
d3.

-!.

h33

RT

333

g33

4

size
1.8

1.0

0.1

1.2

0.5

1.25

1.8

1.0

0.1

netw. anal.
0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.5

0.3

TT netw.
< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

spurious

-

% 1 a 2

'v 3

-

ooline

-

-

?

1

total
1.8

1

0.1

2 a 3

3

1.3

1.9

0.1+?

As can be seen from this table, the errors due to indeterminacy of

the dimensions, to spurious modes and to differences in the poling

procedure are the most important ones, while those which can be

attributed to the measurement procedure are of minor importance.

6.6 A typical example of the measurements

In fig. 6.3 the loops are shown of the bars with field

perpendicular and parallel to length and of the plate resonator.

The left loop is that of the bar (perp), the ;right one pertains to the

bar (par), while the lower one belongs to the plate resonator. The

experimental loop of the plate shows deviations from its ideal cir-

cular form while those of the bars almost coincide with their veri-
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fi.cati.on loop within the thickness of the plotting line. The smal-

lest deviations are found in the left part of the loop, which indi-

cates that the calculations of the permittivity and the piezocoef-

ficient are relatively accurate. The difference between the radius

of the verification loop and that of the real loop of the plate is

probably due to non-ideal behaviour of the resonator and not to

error in the calculation of the imaginary part of c,~.

--2E-« bar (perp)

5E4
—I—

15E«
—J—

-SE«

=20E4 bar(par)

Fig. 6.3

Experimental loop and

verification loop,

experiment •

verification

P l a t e.

I i
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CHAPTER SEVEN

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF ( Pb, La )( Zr, Ti )O
.89 .11 .55 .45

{PLZT 11/55/45}

7.0 Previous measurements on other aeramios

Before the measurements were performed of the PLZT ceramic,

which are reported in this chapter, we have measured the complete

collections of material coefficients,(including, shearcoefficients)

of five piezoelectric ceramics, which were generously supplied by

Ir. G.D. van Grol, Elcoma, N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabriek, in

Eindhoven, Netherlands.These materials (PXE3, PXE4, PXE5.PXE6 and

PXE7) were not measured by means of the automated system, but

with the manuallj adjusted synthesizer/analyzer combination.

Values of amplitude and phase were obtained by averaging some

readings, which were written in large tables, and which were typed

in on a terminal of the DEC-10 time-sharing system. From these data

the impedances of the samples were determined, after which the

iterative method was used to calculate the material coefficients

These materials have been investigated in the temperature

interval from -60 to +90°C. Our policy was to cool or heat the fur-

nace to -60°C or to +90°C and allow it to reach room temperature

in five or six hours, while in the mean time the measurements were

performed.

This procedure contains two disadvantages of which we were

conscious at that time, but which we have underestimated:

a The values of phase and amplitude were determined by

averaging some readings. These averages were not calculated

but were obtained after monitoring the display some time,

and writing down the most probable value.Especially if it

is desired to measure imaginary material coefficients it is

obligatory to determine the phase of the TT network much

preciser than we did at that time,

b As all real parts of the material coefficients showed a

temperature dependence, we have introduced errors by measur-

ing at floating temperatures,and by assuming in our calcula-
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tions that the data were Q.btainejia£.cQn5.tajit temperature. Even

the slightest variations of the shape of the loop due to

variations of the real parts with temperature, are inter-

preted in the calculations as (un)damping, and result in

large errors in the imaginary parts, and consequently also

in (small) errors in the real parts.

Thefirst reason and the appealing possibilities of the

automated system, have stimulated us to set up this new measuring

equipment. Moreover, at that time, the possible coincidence of the

"hard" and "dead" mode motivated us to investigate a material with

large variations in its coefficients, to test this hypothesis under

varying circumstances. Such materials were being studied in the

Department of Chemical Engineering of our Technical University,

so they were easily available to us, and we have payed attention

to this kind of ceramics instead of again measuring the original

materials. This is the reason why we do not present the results of

the measurements of the original ceramics in this thesis.

J>,\

7.1 Presentation of measurements of real and imaginary material

aoeffiaients of PLZT 11/55/45

The hypothesis of the coincidence of the elastic and piezo-

electric modes appeared to be worth while investigating for a

material which showed large variations in the piezoelectric and

elastic coefficients, for instance at the proximity of a structural

phase transition, KS we expected that higher accuracy could be ob-

tained with the iterative calculation procedure in chapter 6, these

measurements could act as a touchstone for this method, while on

the other hand, they could help us visualize the behaviour of the

eigencoupling and loss states. Thanks to the kind cooperation of

Dr. M. Wolters and Drs. C.G.F. Stenger we had a sample of the afore-

mentioned composition of PLZT at our disposal, which at room tem-

perature showed the structural phase transition followed by a

broad maximum of the permittivity, which was described earlier by

various authors, e.g. (146) , (148,.. .,152} .

The samples were lapped to a flatness of about I micron and
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furnished with electrodes by means of a gold evaporization technique,

after which they were immersed in a silicon oil bath the temperature

of which was just above the point of the transition of the ferro-

electric phase to an uncertain phase. A fairly high electric field

of 2000 V/mn was applied to the electrodes and kept at a constant

level while the sample was cooled through the transition (25°C) to

a sufficiently low temperature (0°C). After this poling procedure the

adherent silicon oil was dissolved in cooled benzene, and the sam-

ples were packed inclosed vessels, which were previously cooled

in liquid nitrigen,i and stored in a refrigerator.

The measurements on the bar with perpendicular field resulted
E T

in the material coefficients s.., d,. and E,,, which are represented

in Figs. 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 while Figs. 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 pertain toD T
S33* ^33 an<* ^33

P a r aH el field. The coefficients

and 3_ of a plate are shown in Figs. 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9.

and kfc are de-The one-dimensional coupling factors k^j,

picted in Figs. 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12. The X-axis is the temperature

in all diagrams.
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T°C-
RE T IJ

Fig. 7.1 The real ( s..) and imaginary ( s,,) parts of the
isagric (at constant electric field) compliance
versus temperature.

Fig. 7.2 The real ( d,|) and imaginary (Id3]) parts of the
Voigt piezoelectric strain coefficient versus

7.2 The
Voigt piezoe
temperature
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R T IT

Fig. 7.3 The real ( £,„) and imaginary ( e33) parts of the
free permittivity versus temperature.

71

Fig. ,R D ,1 D the7.4 The real ( s3,) and imaginary ( s33) parts of th
isopolaric (at constant dielectric displacement)
compliance versus temperature.
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T t-

Fig. 7.5 The real ( g,_) and imaginary ( g,-) parts of the
Baerwald piezoelectric strain coefficient versus
temperature.

X1O6 hr ft

Fig. 7.6 The real (S33) and imaginary (Ie33) parts of the
free vetivity (impermittivity) versus temperature.
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Fig. 7.7 The real ( c»«) and imaginary ( c,,) parts of the
isopolaric (at constant dielectric displacement)
stiffness versus temperature.

Fig. 7.8 The real ( h,,) and imaginary ( h..) parts of the
Mason piezoelectric stress coefficient versus
temperature.
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T-Y

Fig. 7.9 The real (^33) and imaginary ( B33) parts of the
clamped vetivity (impermittivity) versus
temperature.

T°C -

Fig. 7.10 The one-dimensional coupling factor k^j versus
temperature.
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if:
Fig. 7.11 The one-dimensional coupling factor k_, versus

temperature.

0.3

0,2

0,1
\

Tt-

Fig. 7.12 The one-dimensional coupling factor kfc versus
temperature.
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Discussion

The transition of the ferroelectric to the uncertain phase

that is observed as a bend or a small peak at the talus of the broad

permittivity maximum appears very pronounced in the curves of the

piezoelectric coefficients and coupling factors. The d,. coefficient

shows a very sharp peak and h^q falls more than 50 percent in some

tenths of a degree, while k,. and k display a very strong Heaviside

function-like discontinuity. In the elastic coefficients the tran-
E D

sition manifests itself only by a small peak (s..) or ramp (c,_
D

and s,,). As is shown in the behaviour of g,.j and less clearly in

that of h_o» the piezoelectric effect has not completely vanished

above the transition, which might support the view that the material

is still ferroelectric (penferroelectric {149}). The behaviour of

the imaginary part of g_, is very remarkable, because it exhibits

a sign reversal at the transition. Such a phenomenon might be

accounted for by the following reasoning:

According to eq. (20) of chapter 2.5 the imaginary parts of

the piezoelectric coefficients are always between those of the elas-

tic and dielectric coefficients. If we assume that in the uncertain

phase the elastic losses are higher than the dielectric losses,

then S lags behind D if the electric field is the driving force

and no elastic driving force is present. The relation between

S and D in the absence of elastic forces (T«0) is

(7.1)

from which it is inferred that if S lags behind D, then the imagi-

nary part of g will be negative. When by the passing of the phase

transition one of the loss mechanisms is expelled due to the sym-

metry change, by freezing in, or by any other means of impediment

{153} then the elastic losses will decrease, from which follows

that S will gain with respect to D. The sign of the imaginary part

of g will be changed if S overtakes D, which means that the material
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obtains its usual property of dielectric losses exceeding the elas-

tic ones. On the other hand, such a sign reversal of g,, should
D T

be reflected in the behaviour of the imaginary parts of s ^ or &^y

According to eq. (22) of chapter 2.5 a dip in the imaginary part

of s,, should be found at the temperature of the sign reversal of
I
g,». Such a dip is observed, although it is located at a somewhat

higher temperature than the sign reversal.

As these observations are performed at a phase transition where the

piezoelectric effect vanishes almost completely, making the measure-

ments less reliable, the behaviour of s.,~ should separately be deter-

mined by accurate elastic measurements both below and above the tran-

sition to enable decisive statements to be made about this phenomenon.

The inveracious low value of k^ in comparison with k^( and

k is an other phenomenon which deserves our attention. The value

of k-, is expected to be higher than that of k , but the results do

not come up to expectation. We believe that this is due to non-

saturated polarization of the parallel field bars, although the

polarizing field should have been high enough for fully saturated

polarization. This field was at least twice the coercive field; it

was even so high that some samples were destroyed by internal dis-

charges. The reason for this lack of saturation at these high fields

remains obscure for the present. An inconvenient extra effect is

that our intention to verify the first hypothesis of chapter 5 is

severely thwarted by this polarization deficiency, because we need

fully saturated samples for this purpose.
Nevertheless, with the measurements of this inconsistent

set of samples, a complete collection of material coefficients is

calculated, which consequently then also suffers from internal in-

consistency. This collection is presented in the follwing section.

7.2 Calaulation and representation of a complete collection of

material coefficients

The coefficients, measured at a certain temperature, were

written in a moderately large matrix, called "PLZT01", and stored
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on a DEC-10 file. A program, called MATCON, (from matrix conversion)

i then calculated for 21 different temperatures the dilatational ele-

ments of the four matrices, mentioned in eq. (1.21) through (1.24).

The program also requests the shear elements, and as we had left

these out of consideration, dummy numbers were substituted for these

entries. The calculated and the measured coefficients were written

in a large matrix, having 81 columns of 21 rows, and stored with

the identifier "PLZT02". The first column contains the temperature,

while the next ones contain the ten complex coefficients of each of

the four matrices at that temperature. It is very inconvenient to

consult such large tables, so a lay-out program was written to

arrange the data in practical tables which are stored under the

name "PLZT03".

All programs are written in the computer language APL (A pro-

gramming Language), because in this language an extremely large

amount of built-in functions is available, especially for (multi-

dimensional) array arithmetic, which greatly facilitates the writing

and debugging of programs for these types of computations. The

arranged tables were printed out several times on a line-printer,

and these print-outs will be preserved as hardware copies for future

reference, while all files were copied on magnetic tape for the same

purpose. An excerpt of these tables is presented as table 7.1, where

for one temperature (0°C) all material coefficients of the four

matrices are tabulated.
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I.
IA?TF. 7.1 The complete collection of the dilatational

material coefficients of PLZT 11/55/45 at 0°C

{the acronym E-12 represents the scientific
-12

notation xlO }.

*•;

S12
E

S13
E

S33

d3!

d33
T

E33

8.31 E-12 -j1.30 E-13

-1.87 E-J2 -J2.86 E-14

-1,96 E-52 -J2.80 E-14

8.73 E-12 -j1.46 E-13

-7.45 E-ll -J3.65 E-12

6.25 E-Il -J4.68 E-12

!.75 E-8 -J8.50 E-10

!»
D
33

31

833

fiTe33

8.12 E-12 -jl.43 E-13

-2.19 E-12 -jl.29 E-14

-1.70 E-12 -J8.13 E-15

8.51 E-12 -jl.90 E-13

-2.54 E-3 -J2.94 E-4

3.55 E-3 +J4.40 E-4

3.38 E+7 +J5.60 E+6

D
11
D
12
D
13
D

C33

Hi
a33

1.45 E+ll -J4.63 E+8

4.66 E+10 -jl.44 E+9

2.98 E+10 +J6.7O E+9

1.34 E+ll +J2.60 E+9

-6.58 E+8 +J2.04 E+8

1.09 E+9 -J4.40 E+7

6.65 E+7 +J1.35 E+6

E
11
E
12
E
13
E

33

31

e33

1.39 E+ll +J3.70 E+9

4.08 E+10 +J2.72 E+9

4.04 E+10 +J2.70 E+9

1.16 E+ll +J4.40 E+9

-9.83 E+0 +J3.27 E+0

16.40 E+0 +J0.99 E+0

1.50 E-8 -J3.05 E-10

In this table the following sign convention is observed. All coeffi-

cients of the primary constituent relation (1.21) are considered to

relate a cause with a consequence. In particular, as a cause will

always precede its consequence, the main diagonal elements acquire

a negative imaginary part, which leads to the sign rule {98}:
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m.. - m!. - j mV. m!.>0 (7.2)

mV. > 0
11

or

with " " ' m i i

tan Sm > 0 (7.4)
ii

For non-diagonal elements which are usually negative the same laws

of causality are valid, so here again we obtain negative imaginary

parts:

M " fflij " J raij m ij < ° ( 7" 5 )

mV. > 0
from which

m.. = ml . ( l - j tan 6 ) (7.6)

or 1 J

tan 6 < 0 (7.7)

These negative values of tan 6 do not correspond to negative dissi- i

pation {154}, but are merely a result of the sign rule. 1

7.3 Compca'ison of piezoelectric "living" and "dead" modes with \

elastic "soft" and "hard" modes I

j
.1

One of £ne purposes of the measurements was the verification j

of the hypotheses of chapter 5. The procedure of this examination ">

here is straight forward and simple, for we have already determined j

all the necessary coefficients. However, such a verification will 4

not have a decisive character, in view of the low values of kqo* I

but as we can check whether a higher value of d,,, which is con- 3
rj

sidered to be more realistic, will bring about the coincidence of ;3

the modes, the verification will still be useful. In Fig. 7.13 the J

angles (in radians) between the modes and the x-y plane are repre- |

sented Versus temperature. The figure shows that the piezoelectric j
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"dead" mode, indicated in the diagram by "D", lies entirely above

the elastic "hard" mode, represented by "H" in the graph. The angle

•D is given by

-d
arctan

31 /£,
33

arctan (7.8)
833

so an increased value of d,3 results in a lowering of the line of

the "D's", which would bring this line closer to the line of the

"H's". The deficiency of the polarization of the parallel field bars

is unknown, so we are still uncertain about the location of the

"D"-line at full polarization. However, the fact that enlarging the

value of d,, shifts the line of the "dead" mode to the "hard" mode

forms a strong motivation for future research. Only accurate

measurements of carefully prepared samples can give us a satisfac-

tory answer about the coincidence of the modes.

The dots indicated by an "L" present the piezoelectric

"living" mode. As these points show large random errors, (the cause

of which has already been explained in chapter 5), the dots are not

joined by lines. The angle

arctan •? -21
e33
T S ,-!

» arctan

(7.9)

(7.10)

suffers less from incomplete polarization in parallel field bars

than f_, because the influence of an error in g~~ will be reduced

in <(>.. The "living" mode crosses the "soft" mode, indicated by the

letter "Z", roughly at 0°C, as can be seen from the figure. An in-

creased polarization of the parallel field bar would not change

this location very much, and therefore it is possible that at a

certain temperature the "living" and the "soft" modes coincide. In

our opinion this is an accidental coincidence, due to the fact

that the influence of the non-unity ratio of the main diagonal
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elements of the matrix c .exactly cancels the perturbing effect of

the non-diagonals (of eq. (5.16) and (5.17)).

Hypothesis 2 states that such a coincidence would not generally be

valid, and we would like to point out here that this hypothesis is

supported by the experimental results of fig. 7.13.

?. 4 Discussion and Conclusions

The objectives of section 7.1 are.only partially attained.

It has been proved theoretically in section 6.3.1 that the itera-

tive method gave more accurate results than the other methods, while

its implementation in an automatic measurement procedure resulted

in a very precise experimental determination of material coeffi-

cients. In particular the values of the imaginary parts are more

accurate than those which would have been obtained by the other

methods, if it had at all been possible to find them.

The verification of the hypotheses of chapter 5 has not re-

sulted in an unambiguous statement about their validity, but the

present evidence indicates that especially the first hypothesis

should not be discarded without further investigation.

As the set of measured dilatational coefficients suffers

from internal inconsistency we consider it to be impossible to

determine the eigen coupling factors and the eigen loss factors and

their corresponding loss eigenstates, although the required programs

were developed and tested prior to the measurements. It is regretted

that the iso-loss lines and iso-coupling factor lines on the surface

of the elasticity ellipsoid cannot be shown for this material, al-

though the necessary software is already available. For the above

mentioned reason no results are presented here on this subject.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Dispersed in the preceding chapters the following possible fields

of future research were mentioned:

a The theory of Nelson and Lax {128,.., 132} introduces profound 1\
— -̂

alterations of the constituent relations, and therefore its •

effect on the eigenstate systems should be thoroughly investiga-

ted theoretically.

b_ Investigations of the eigencoupling factors and states of crys-

tal symmetries other than C, should be performed. Here, as a

first example the states of quartz (D-) and LiNbO- (C_ ) , could

be worked out, because these mtLorials were completely investi-

gated experimentally.

c_ The possible relation between the piezoelectric and elastic

eigenstates of ceramics deserves further investigation., Moreover,

such a relation could also exist in other crystal classes, and ']

in our opinion this field should be examined carefully. j

d^ The possibility of low-lying eigenloss factors should be 5.nves- t

tigated experimentally, because in its perspective interesting \

applications of extremely-high-Q resonators are present which f

will certainly be useful in filter design.

£ The meaning of the sign reversal of g,, of the investigated

PhZT ceramic at the transition of the ferroelectric phase to J

the uncertain phase should be examined in connection with a |

possible explanation of this effect. Such investigations might 1

provide a clue towards better understanding of the nature of :|

the uncertain phase.
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SAMENVATTING IN DE NEDERLANDSE TAAL

i
1
1

I

De constituerende vergelijkingen

S - sET + d E S - SDT + g D

D * dT + ETE E - -gT +

en hun inverse schrijfwijzen

T - c S - hD T - c S - eE

E - -hS + ßSE D » eS + ESE

lopen als een rode draad door dit proefschrift. Zij worden in hoofd-

stuk I ten tonele gevoerd terwijl daar tevens de verbanden tussen

alle coëfficiënten worden gepresenteerd. De mogelijkheid om voor

keramische materialen deze vergelijkingen van tensor-relaties tot

matrix-relaties om te vormen is in vrijwel alle volgende hoofdstuk-

ken aanleiding om onze aandacht op deze matrixrelaties te vestigen.

In het bijzonder zijn er in matrix vorm verschillende effecten te

presenteren waarvan de extrema in een andere representatievorm niet

of nauwelijks herkenbaar zijn.

Zo wordt in hoofdstuk II aangetoond dat er in materialen die

met verliezen behept zijn excitatietoestanden bestaan, waarmee ver-

liezen gepaard gaan die lager liggen dan die van ieder der willekeu-

rige coëfficiënten. Dit stemt dan niet overeen met "winst", het is

nog steeds "verlies", dat echter in deze toestanden wordt verlaagd

tot minima, die zelfs de waarde nul kunnen aannemen. Eerder worden

in hoofdstuk II twee mechanismen beschouwd die model staan voor oor-

zaken van verlies en waarvan de invloed op alle materiaal coëffi-

ciënten wordt bepaald. In het bijzonder is hier onze belangstelling

gericht op de vorm die de imaginaire delen van de piezocoefficiënt
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h aannemen.

In hoofdstuk III worden de vigerende opvattingen omtrent de

koppelfaktor met elkaar vergeleken, tf.rwijl een van deze concepties

tot een matrixvorm wordt omgewerkt, waarbij doormiddel van eigen-

waarde vergelijkingen de extrema van deze koppelfakto: worden be-

paald, waarbij we als bijproduct vinden de toestanden waarbij die

extrema worden opgewekt. In dit hoofdstuk wordt uitvoerig ingegaan

op de normering van deze toestanden, omdat in de reeds in de lite-

ratuur bekende normering versluiering optreedt van een naar ons in-

zien wezenlijke eigenschap van piezoelectrica, n.l. dat van de

"dode" excitatie. In hoofdstuk IV wordt nagegaan hoe toepassingen

van de eigentoestandstheorie kunnen worden gerealiseerd. Nadat we

ons op de hoogte gesteld hebben van de invloed van de verliezen,

zoals die in echte materialen zouden kunnen bestaan, op de daarvóór

ontwikkelde eigenkoppelfaktoren en - toestanden, worden de krachten

die in de onderscheidene resonatoren werkzaam zijn geanalyseerd en

ontbond en op het orthogonale systeem der eigentoestanden. Hierbij

wordt de definitie van de z.g. mediaan vector gegeven, terwijl al-

vast de elasticiteits ellips wordt beschreven, die in hoofdstuk V

nader aan de orde komt. Hoofdstuk IV is tot standgekomen in samen-

werking met ir. A.J. Mouthaan die ten tijde van het betreffende

onderzoek een doctoraal opdracht in onze vakgroep vervulde op dit

gebied. De tekeningen in hoofdstuk IV zijn door middel van computer

programma's vervaardig.

Hoofdstuk V handelt over de eigen toestanden van de elas-

ticiteits matrix, althans over die submatrix die betrekking heeft op

dilatationele processen. Er wordt aangetoond dat één van de eigen-

toestanden, mits op adequate wijze gecompleteerd met een dielec-

trische term, samenvalt met een piezoelectrische eigenkoppeltoestand

roet koppelfaktor nul. Naar aanleiding daarvan wordt de vraag opge-

worpen of er relaties bestaan tussen de overige elastische eigen-

toestanden, en de piezoelectrische koppeleigentoestanden, en zo ja,

welke de aard is van deze betrekkingen. Geruggesteund door een toets

met behulp van uit de literatuur verkregen gegevens, wordt de ver-
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onderstelling geopperd dat zeer waarschijnlijk de richting van ma-

ximale harheid van het materiaal samenvalt met de piezoelectrisch

"dode" richting.

Hoofdstuk VI brengt de samenstelling van het meetsysteem, de

apparatuur, de computerprogramma's, de calculator en haar capacitei-

ten om instrumenten te besturen, de cassette files en het ir-netwerk.

Er wordt in uiteengezet hoe een volledige cyclus verloopt:

het vastleggen van de meetlus van een resonator, het selecteren van

een aantal meetfrequenties, het uitvoeren van en het middelen over

een groot aantal metingen, het berekenen van de materiaalcoefficiën-

ten, het controleren van de verkregen getallen door het tekenen van

een simulatielus.

De tijdsduur die hiervoor vereist is wordt vermeld in samen-

hang enerzijds met de mogelijkheden tot reductie hiervan, anderzijds

met een verdere uitbuiting van de ongebruikte capaciteiten van de

apparatuur. De iteratie methode, die al eerder was gepubliceerd,

wordt gepresenteerdi in paragraaf 6.3.1, terwijl de voordelen van de

progranmatuurlijke terugkoppelingsmethode voor plaatresonatoren

worden genoemd, waarna een overzicht volgt van de op deze wijze ver-

kregen nauwkeurigheid van de resultaten.

In hoofdstuk VII wordt verslag gedaan van de resultaten van

een serie metingen, die in de eerste plaats werden verricht om de

nauwkeurigheid van het meetsysteem te bepalen, en voorts om de ver-

onderstelling omtrent het samenvallen van de piezoelectrisch "dode"

richting, en de richting van maximale elastische hardheid te veri-

fiëren. De bereikte nauwkeurigheid wordt als zeer bevredigend er-

varen, terwijl voor een definitief uitsluitsel omtrent het al dan

niet samenvallen van de "modes" nog problemen van preparatieve aard

opgelost dienen te worden, alhoewel de momenteel beschikbare meet-

gegevens aanwijzingen verschaffen dat de "modes" misschien niet

helemaal samenvallen, dan toch in ieder geval dicht bij elkaar lig-

gen.
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